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Preface 
This is a book of assembly language routines for the IBM PC and is 

part of the Plume/Waite Series of IBM PC books. Of the other books in 
this series we recommend that you also obtain a copy of Assembly 
Language Primer for the IBM® PC and XT by Robert Lafore (New York: 
Plume/Waite, New American Library, 1984) for a good introduction to 
IBM PC assembly language. 

There are over one hundred routines in ang book covering a wide 
range of areas including input/output, numerical conversion, multidigit 
arithmetic, graphics, sound, string manipulation, and file manipulation. 
These are the areas in which it is crucial to have the kind of control over 
the computer only available through assembly language. 

Each chapter begins with a list of the routines that it contains. The 
list gives both the name and a short description so that you can quickly 
locate the routine you are looking for. For example, if you need a routine 
to plot a point on the graphics screen, then you would look at the 
beginning of the chapter on graphics and find two point-plotting routines, 
SETPT and XORPT, one to plot a point by overwriting and one to plot a 
point using the exclusive OR function. If you need more information you 
can read the introductory material at the beginning of the chapter and 
you can turn to the routines themselves where you would find headers 
with full descriptions of the function, input, output, register usage, and 
other pertinent information. 

The routines in this book were chosen for their usefulness to an 
assembly language programmer or higher level language programmer 
who requires assembly language routines. Although the routines were not 
selected for their simplicity, a great deal of effort has been made to make 
them short, sweet, and easy to understand. The routines have also been 
optimized for speed and register usage. In particular, special attention 
has been paid to optimizing the speed of the graphics routines. 

The routines have been designed to be easy for you to use. Besides 
the easy way in which you can locate and discover their vital facts, these 
routines are designed to be easy to interface with other assembly 
language routines to form complete programs or to programs written in 
a higher level language. Chapter | describes how this is done and 
provides several examples. In particular it shows how to use interfacing 
routines so that you do not have to change a line of code within the 
routines supplied in this book. 

We hope that you will find this book a valuable addition to your 
programming library. 



Introduction 

Area language is the fastest and most powerful language for 
programming the IBM PC. However, even for experienced programmers, 

it can be difficult and time-consuming to write a really efficient assembly- 
language routine to perform a specific task. And for those whose 
programming knowledge is confined to higher-level languages such as 
BASIC and Pascal, writing such assembly-language routines isn‘t possible 
at all. 

The aim of this book is to make it possible for all programmers, 
whether they speak assembly language or not, to incorporate fast, 
efficient assembly-language routines into their programs. The routines in 
this book will work equally well with assembly-language programs and 
with higher-level language programs such as BASIC or Pascal. 

This book is not meant to be read from cover to cover (unless you are 
really fascinated by assembly language). It is rather a cookbook, in which 
you can look up recipes for solving specific programming problems. 
Assembly-language programmers can also use the routines as models, or 
departure points, for developing their own custom routines. 

The routines belong to such diverse and important areas as 
input/output, numeric conversion, multidigit arithmetic, graphics, sound, 

strings, and file manipulation. These are areas in which direct control 

over the computer is especially important. Assembly language provides 
this direct control because it allows you to access the computer's central 
processor directly, in its own machine language, thus achieving the speed 
of execution and access to the computer’s hardware not possible in 
higher-level languages. 

This first chapter explains who this book is for, what you need to use 

it, how it is organized, and how to interface the routines to assembly- 
language programs and to programs written in higher-level languages. 
Some basic philosophical points are also discussed, such as register usage 
and why there are no macros in this book. Each subsequent chapter 



contains routines devoted to a different subject area. This provides a way 
of organizing the routines in an easy-to-find manner according to the 
function that the routine is designed to perform. 

Whom This Book Is For 

2 

This book is designed for beginners and experts alike who are writing 
assembly language for the IBM PC or related computers, or are writing 
in high-level languages which do not provide the speed and control over 
these machines that is available with assembly language. 

Assembly-language programmers of the popular Intel 8086 and 8088 
processors should note that the IBM PC uses the 8088 microprocessor, 

which has the same instruction set as the 8086 microprocessor. Thus 
these routines will also run on the 8086 CPU. (For a complete description 
of these two chips, see 8086/SO88 16-bit Microprocessor Primer by 
Christopher L. Morgan and Mitchell Waite [Peterborough: 
BYTE/McGraw-Hill, 1982].) Many of the routines in succeeding chapters 
of this book are of a general nature and depend only upon the presence 
of an 8086/8088 CPU. These include the numeric and string routines 
which will be of value to any 8086 or 8088 assembly-language 
programmer. 

To use this book effectively you do not need to be an expert in 8088 
assembly language, although experts should also find it useful. Beginners 
and programmers of high-level languages do not need to understand 
how the routines work, let alone how to write them from scratch. These 

skills come with experience, some of which can be gained by studying the 
routines in this book, some of which can be gained by reading books on 
8088 assembly language such as Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC 
and XT by Robert Lafore (New York: Plume/Waite, New American 

Library, 1984), and some of which must be gained by sitting down and 
writing your own assembly-language routines. 

If you are a beginner or high-level language programmer you can 
use these routines by combining them with your own programs. You need 
only understand how to “package” the routines with other routines, how 
to call them from your programs, and how to pass data back and forth. 
We will provide examples of these processes later in this chapter. Assembly 
Language Primer for the IBM PC and XT by Robert Lafore, referred to 
above, also has detailed explanations. 

Bluebook of Assembly Routines for the IBM PC & XT 



Special Features of This Book 

The IBM PC has special graphics and sound equipment. Each of 
these important areas has a chapter of routines devoted to it. Assembly 
language provides control over graphics and sound not possible in any 
higher-level language. This is especially true for graphics, where 
hundreds of thousands of picture elements have to be quickly changed to 
make useful and interesting pictures. The routines in chapter 7, the 
graphics chapter, have been carefully optimized for maximum speed. 
The graphics and sound routines are specifically designed for the 
equipment on the IBM PC, but can be modified to work on other 
graphics and sound equipment. 

Many of the routines in this book interface with the PC disk 
operating system (DOS) supplied by IBM for the IBM PC. We have 
chosen to use version 2 of this DOS because of its greater power, but 
many of the routines can be directly used with version 1 of PC DOS as 
well as with C/PM-86. In particular, the standard I/O routines in chapter 
2 use system calls which are available with all three systems. 

In chapter 10, the chapter on file manipulation, the routines are 
designed specifically for the new “file handle” routines available only with 
PC DOS version 2. These new calls greatly simplify assembly-language 
programming of disk files, providing facilities that normally have to be 

developed by the assembly-language programmer. Our routines show how 
to use these calls to write programs which will perform such useful tasks 
as saving text files from communications lines to disk. 

Version 2 of PC DOS also has filters, a Unix-like feature which, 
among other things, allows an assembly-language programmer to develop 
and thoroughly test text processing routines in the friendly environment 
of the keyboard and screen and then, once the worst bugs are out, use 
these same routines, unmodified, to manipulate disk files. There are 

several filter routines included in chapter 10. These can be used directly 
to count and clean files and may be easily modified for your particular 
needs. 

The routines in this book were carefully tested in an environment in 
which other assembly-language programs called them in ways that 
thoroughly exercised their various features. 

What You Need to Use This Book 

To make the most direct use of this book you should have access to an 
IBM PC or equivalent computer which has the 8088 CPU, at least 64K of 
user memory, and version 2 of PC DOS or MS DOS. You will also need 
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the IBM Macro Assembler (MASM) or Small Assembler (ASM) for the 

8086/8088, distributed by IBM. If you use the Macro Assembler, you will 
need at least 96K of memory. Both these assemblers use Intel mnemonics 
for the processor instruction, allow long names (31 characters) as 
identifiers for variables and labels, and produce relocatable object 
modules compatible with the IBM linker which is supplied with PC DOS. 
IBM recommends that you use the Macro Assembler because it supports 
all features of its manual, but there are a number of additional features, 

including macros, that we will not need. 

A screen-oriented text editor would also be helpful, although you can 
use EDLIN, which comes with the DOS. If you use a screen-oriented 
editor with the IBM Macro Assembler, you may find yourself running out 
of space on a single floppy disk — even on a 320K double-sided floppy 
disk. We found that there was barely enough room on one 320K disk for 
the operating system, including the hidden files, the command file, the 
linker, the debugger, the text editor with its overlay files (ours 

consumed almost 90K bytes), and the Macro Assembler. A second disk 
was required for the programs. 

For the chapter on graphics you will need the IBM PC 
Color/Graphics Adapter. However, if you are using a different graphics 
board, then you might be able to modify many of our routines to work on 
your system, 

The chapter on sound requires the built-in speaker and supporting 
timer circuits which come with the IBM PC. Other “IBM PC compatible” 
computers may or may not have this setup. You will have to check 
whether any such computer is truly compatible with the IBM PC in this 
regard. 

How This Book Is Organized 

Each chapter, starting with chapter 2, begins with a short 
introduction which explains the scope, purpose, and special requirements 
of the routines included therein. ‘The routines themselves then follow the 
chapter introduction. 

Each routine is carefully documented with a special header which 
gives the function of the routine, its input, its output, the register usage, 
the segment usage, other routines called by it, and any special notes. This 

is considered good programming practice and is required in some form 
by many companies that use computers. You may not want to include all 
this information in your program because it takes up space in your 
source file and requires time and effort to type in. However, it is good to 
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have it somewhere, and so you may want to refer to this book as part of 
the documentation for your programs. 

The source code for each program follows the header. The first line 
of source code is almost always a PROC instruction. This is short for 
PROCedure. Each 8088 routine is considered to belong to a larger class 
of programming structures called procedures. In general, procedures are 
blocks of code which are designed to accomplish a specific task. 
Procedures can be CALLed as in the case of our routines or they can be 
inserted “in line” as in the case of macros. The PROC instruction is 
required by the IBM PC assembler to determine the proper machine 
code for calling the routine from other routines (whether they are near or 
far CALLs or RETurns). The last line of source code of any IBM PC 

assembly procedure is an ENDP (END Procedure) instruction. This tells 
the assembler exactly what parts of the code (especially all the RETurn 
instructions) are 7n the procedure. Having such clear beginning and 
ending statements enforces a modern block structure on assembly 
language, thus providing the benefits of modern structured 

programming practices. These practices are designed to, and in fact, do 

increase the efficiency of those who design, program, and maintain 
software. 

Within the body of each routine we have commented on almost every 
line to explain its purpose, although some comments such as “save 
registers” refer to several lines of code and appear only on the first such 
line. Liberal use has been made of open space. In particular, blank lines 
(with only a single semicolon) are used to physically divide the routine 
into small blocks of logically related lines of code, thus making the code 
easier to read. Code that is easier to read is easier to debug or get right 
in the first place. 

The routines are arranged in order according to how they reference 
one another. Just as in Pascal, each routine comes before all others which 

call it. This simplifies the job that the assembler has to do and produces 
more efficient code. It is also a natural and modern way of organizing 
programs. This means to you as a user that to understand and 
implement any particular routine, you need consider only those routines 
before it. 

The order of the chapters 1s organized in a similar way, starting with 
basic input/output in chapter 2, then numerical conversion in chapters 3 
(binary), 4 (BCD), and 5 (floating point). These first few chapters 

establish the necessary tools for getting textual and numeric information 
into and out of the computer, a prerequisite for doing almost any other 
kind of programming. Chapter 6, Multidigit Arithmetic, contains 
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routines which perform the four basic numerical operations to any 
desired degree of precision (to the limits determined by the size of the 
computer’s memory). Chapters 7 and 8 cover graphics and sound, 
respectively, as discussed above. Chapter 9 contains routines to 
manipulate strings, and chapter 10 contains routines to manipulate files 
(see the above discussion on files). 

Interfacing the Routines to Assembly Language 

For the routines in this book to be useful they must be combined with 
other routines to form complete programs. This can be done entirely in 
assembly language or in combination with higher-level languages. We'll 
first see how to work entirely within assembly language; later we'll discuss 
how these routines may be combined with programs written in higher- 
level languages such as BASIC. Before launching into our examples we 
will begin with a preliminary review of memory segmentation. 

Segment Usage 

When programming the 8088 microprocessor in assembly language it 
is essential to have some knowledge of segments. Segmentation is 
explained in 8086/8088 16-bit Microprocessor Primer by Christopher L. 
Morgan and Mitchell Waite (Peterborough: BY TE/McGraw- Hill, 1982) 

and the Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC and XT by Robert 
Lafore (New York: Plume/Waite, New American Library, 1984). In 

particular, the Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC and XT 
introduces the ideas behind providing the proper packaging for routines 
in relation to the segments they use. 

The 8088 processor accesses main memory in 64K stretches called 
segments. There are four registers called segment registers which specify 
the beginning of each of these segments in the one megabyte addressing 
space of the 8088 CPU. Thus only four segments are active at any one 
time. 

The four segment registers are named CS (Code Segment), SS (Stack 
Segment), DS (Data Segment), and ES (Extra Segment). Their names 

indicate their functions. That is, the code segment is used to store 
processor instructions, the stack segment is used to store the stack, and 
the data segment is used to store the variables and other data. The extra 
segment is also used to store data. 

When the IP (Instruction Pointer) is used to access memory, it is 

fetching CPU instructions and therefore is pointing to an address within 
the code segment. Other addressing registers such as BX and SI normally 
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point to addresses within the data segment, and still others, namely SP 
and BP, point to addresses within the stack segment. The extra segment 
is the default segment for DI during string operations (see Figure 1-1 
below). 

If many assembly-language files are linked together, the various 
segments will combine and relate to each other in different ways, taking 
on different personalities. In particular, code segments in different 
assembly files are most often kept separate and are put in separate areas 
of memory. The routines in one code segment can easily call routines in 
other segments via FAR CALLs (no FAR JuMPs, please). There is only a 
moderate amount of overhead involved in making such switches from one 
code segment to another, and it is mostly taken care of by the assembler. 

The stack segment need only be included in one assembly-language 
module of the entire program. It should be declared as “STACK” so that 
the operating system can automatically initialize it as the stack for your 

. “Segment registers 

Yes 
with Default with with 

override override override 

Yes 
with with Default with 

override override override 

Yes Yes Yes 
with with Default with 

override override override 

Yes Yes Default Default 
with with for nonstring for string 

override override operations operations 

Figure 1.1. Segment register usage 
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program. Just before running the program, the operating system 
automatically sets the stack segment register to point to the beginning of 
this segment and the stack pointer to point to the end of this segment. 
While the program runs, the stack grows downward into the body of this 
segment. 

Data segments can be handled differently. In fact, for most programs 
you only need one data segment which is shared by all the assembly 
modules. This is easy to arrange — just assign the same name to the data 
segment in each assembly module and declare each one PUBLIC. The 
result is one big data segment which contains parts from the various 
assembly modules. Having just one data segment in the program cuts 
down on the segment switching overhead required to access the data 
while the program runs. Having data in its own segment rather than in 
the code segment is a basic philosophical concept with a great deal of 
merit. It is another example of the modern structured programming 
which encourages “modular” design with everything in its own place. In 
addition, with only 64K bytes per segment, having data in its own 
separate segment gives a lot more room for the code in the code segment. 

With this arrangement, the offset for any particular piece of data is 
not known at assembly time, but rather only after all the modules have 
been linked together. As a result, the OFFSET operator, which is an 

assembler command function, cannot return the correct value of the 

offset within an entire data segment which stretches over several assembly 
modules. There is, however, a CPU instruction LEA (Load Effective 

Address) which loads a specified register with the offset of a specified 
variable when the program is actually running. This CPU instruction 
must be used instead of the OFFSET operator when you need to 
compute addresses of variables such as messages and complex data 
structures. 

The extra segment has a number of functions. For example, it can be 

identified with the data segment, it can be a special area of memory in 
which data for the operating system is stored, or it can contain special 
memory such as the video RAM. You can observe how it is used in our 
routines. 

Two Methods of Interfacing to Other Programs 

The routines in this book can be combined with other assembly- 
language programs at the source code level, using a text editor, or they 
can be put in groups housed in separate assembly-language files and 
then later linked together with other routines, including ones that you 
write. Combinations of these two methods are also possible. 
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Combining Routines Within the Same File 

Below we have included an example of an assembly-language 
program entirely contained in one file. It combines several standard I/O 
routines in chapter 2 with a main program which allows you to 
interactively select and print messages. It is not designed to be useful 
itself, but rather to provide a model of how to write a simple, but 
complete assembly-language module. 

; EXAMPLE PROGRAM 1 

| coon eo --------------- equates begin ------------------------------- 4 
cr equ 13 ’ carriage return 
Le equ 19 ; linefeed 
| ooo enn o ee ------------- equates end --------------------------------- a 

; ~---------------------- stack area begins --------------------------- + 
stacks segment stack ; stack segment starts here 

dw 5 dup (Q) ; reserve 5 levels of stack with zeros 
stacks ends ; stack segment ends here 
) =a -------------------- stack area ends ----------------------------- + 

~---------------------- data area begins ---------------------------- + 
datas segment public ; data segment starts here 

| MESSAGES 
menu db cr, lf, 'Message Demonstration Program', cr, lf 

db cr, lf,'Press 1 or 2 for messages or CTRL/C to stop: ' 
db 0 

messl db cr, lf, 'message number one', cr, lf,@ 
mess2 db cr, lf, 'message number two',cr, lf,@ 
mess3 db er, lf, 'You hit an invalid key',cr,1f,@ 

datas ends - data segment ends here 
, = --------------------- data area ends ------------------------------ af 

~---------------------- code area starts ---------------------------- 15 

assume cs: codes,ss: stacks, ds: datas 
| eo naan nn ---------- routine begins ------------------------------ + 
- ROUTINE FOR STANDARD INPUT WITH ECHO 
’ 

stdin proc far 
mov ah, 1 ; standard input 
int 21h vaboOSa call 
ret - return 

stdin  endp 
Se eee ete routine ends -------------------------------- + 
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----------------------- routine begins ------------------------------ 
ROUTINE FOR STANDARD OUTPUT 

W~:~-~-~- tdout proc far 
push dx ; save registers 

. mov dl, al MNaDinkor DOSeea lt 
mov al? ; standard output 
int 21h DOSE Call 

| pop dx ; restore registers 
ret * return 

~---------------------- routine ends -------------------------------- 

| eee e enna nen ------ routine begins ------------------------------ 
; ROUTINE TO SEND MESSAGE TO STANDARD OUTPUT 

stdmessout proc far 
push Sl ; save registers 
push ax 

stdmessout1: 
mov al, [si] - get byte 
inc Sl ; point to next byte 
cmp al,@ - done? 
je stdmessoutexit ; if so exit 
call stdout - send it out 
jmp stdmessoutl loop for more 

stdmessoutexit: 
pop ax * restore registers 
pop Sl 
rev  recurn 

stdmessout endp 

| eo ee ee nee ------------- main program begins ------------------------- 
; PROGRAM TO INTERACTIVELY DISPLAY MESSAGES 

main proc far 

start: 
mov ax, datas ; get data segment 

mov ds, ax put Into. Ds 
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malndg: 

maint: 

main2: 

mains: 

lea Si, menu ; point to menu message 
call stdmessout send the message 

call stdin ; get key from user 

cmp alas ; message number 1? 
jne main2 Ski id not 
lea Si,messl ; point to message 1 
call stdmessout ; send the message 
jmp main4 ; exit to bottom of loop 

cmp CUED ; message number 2? 
jne main3 ; skip if not 
lea S1,mess2 ; point to message 2 
Call stdmessout send the message 
jmp main4 ; exit to bottom of loop 

lea S1,mess3 ; point to message 3 
call stdmessout send the message 

jmp maing another message? 

endp 
~---------------------- main program ends ---------------------------+ 

ends 
~---------------------- code area ends ------------------------------+ 

end start 

We have put everything needed to execute the program in one file or 
module called CHIEX1.ASM. You can see that various major components 
within this module are in sections delimited by dashed lines with 
centered labels which announce the beginning or end of each section. 

The first section contains equates. Here is where names are given to 
constants which are used in the rest of the program. It is important to 
place all equates first because they are referenced by the assembler while 
it assembles the rest of the program. 

Another reason for placing equates first is that many assembly- 
language programs can be made to work in a new environment simply by 
changing equates. If the equates are right up front and properly 
documented, then programmers who are in charge of integrating various 
assembly programs into working systems can do their work much more 
efficiently. 

The next section contains the stack which is housed in a stack 
segment called “STACKS”. Notice that we have given this segment the 
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attribute “STACK”. As explained above, the operating system uses this 
attribute to know where to set up the stack segment register and stack 
pointer just before the program is run. For this simple program we have 
reserved five levels (words) of stack. Other programs may require much 
more. 

The data section is next. It is housed in a data segment called 
“DATAS”. The data segment contains all variables and messages. 
Conforming to our normal practice, we have declared this segment as 
“PUBLIC” so that it can be accessed by all other parts of the program (if 
there are any) and can be merged with other data segments in other 
modules (again, if there are any). 

The last few sections contain the code. All code is in one segment 
called “CODES”. Code for each routine 1s in its own subsection, delimited 

by dashed lines. The routines are ordered so that each routine is placed 
before any others which call it. In particular, the main program is last. 

Although these routines have headers with detailed descriptions of 
their function, input, output, register usage, and so on when they are 

“officially” listed in chapter 2, we have removed the headers from the 
routines when they appear in programs in this chapter to save space. 

Since the main program is an endless loop, we do not need special 
provisions for returning to the operating system. At any time while this 
program is running, you can easily return to the operating system by 
hitting a Cr 

The program demonstrates how to use the STDIN and 
STDMESSOUT routines in chapter 2. It uses the STDIN routine to 
sense which message you want and the STDMESSOUT routine to display 
the specified message. The control structure of this program, in which a 
series of possibilities is checked and possibly performed, can be used to 
make programs which interact with the user to perform useful work. 

Assembling Our Example 

Normally, you would put your programming tools, such as editors, 
assemblers, and linkers on drive A and the assembly language programs 
that you are developing on drive B. 

Under these conditions, to assemble the above program, you type: 

A>MASM B: CHIEX1; 

You will get a file called CHIEX1.OBJ on drive B. You will still need to 
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link this before you can run the program. This is accomplished by 
typing: 

A>LINK B: CH1EX1; 

The file CHIEX1.EXE will result. It can now be run with the command: 

A>B: CH1EX1 

The program will then sign on, ready to work for you. 

Using Separate Files 

If you use separate files to house the routines from this book, you will 
edit and then assemble a number of files separately. Each such file should 
contain a group of related routines. For example, all routines from a 
certain chapter might be placed in the same file. Each file then forms a 
separate assembly module for a particular function. That is, all arithmetic 
routines are in one large file, all graphics in another, and so on. Working 
in modules like this has advantages in the development process because it 
cuts down on the time required to edit and assemble code. Code that is 
already working can be kept in modules which are assembled in final, 
compact, object code form, while code that is not working is edited and 

reassembled until it is correct. Each time that the program is tested, the 

various object code modules are linked together using the linker supplied 
with the DOS. 

Routines in one module which are called by routines in other 
modules must be declared PUBLIC within their own assembly-language 
file and defined as EXTERNal in the file containing the routines which 
called them. These assembler instructions are described in chapter 5 of 
the JBM Personal Computer Macro Assembly Language manual. 

Below we have included an example of how this works. It is, in fact, 

essentially the same program as in our first example, but organized in a 
different manner. 

Let’s look at the file containing the main program first. It is called 
CH1EX2.ASM. It contains most of the same sections as before, including 
the equates, the stack, the data, and the code. This time, however, there is 

a section of external references. This is needed because certain 
subroutines are now missing from the main program module because 
they are housed in their own module. If you don’t declare them to be 
external, the assembler will think that you forgot them and will give you a 
whole bunch of serious errors. 
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; EXAMPLE PROGRAM 2 

\ ----------------------- equates begin ------------------------------- + 
cr equ its) ; carriage return 
lf equ 10 ; linefeed 
Seo eee n enn - nn ------- equates end ------------------- ~------------- E 

SHH Ht tett+t+t++tt++++ externals begin +++H++H+++HH++H+H++++++++++4++++ 
extrn stdin: far, stdout: far, stdmessout: far 

HHH +++ externals end +++++++H++}++++H+t+++++Ht+ HHH Ht tet +++ 

Sane n een --------------- stack area begins --------------------------- + 
stacks segment stack ; stack segment starts here 

dw 5 dup (@) : - reserve 5 levels of stack with zeros 
stacks ends ; stack segment ends here 
» ----------------------- stack area ends ----------------------------- + 

~---------------------- data area begins ---------------------------- + 
datas segment public ; data segment starts here 

- MESSAGES 
menu db cr, lf, 'Message Demonstration Program', cr, lf 

db cr,lf,'Press 1 or 2 for messages or CTRL/C to stop: ' 

db i) 
messl db cr, lf, 'message number one',cr, lf,@ 
mess2 db cr, lf, 'message number two',cr, lf,@ 
mess3 db er, lf, 'You hit an invalid key',cr,1f,@ 

datas ends ; data segment ends here 
) == --------------------- data area ends ------------------------------ + 

~---------------------- code area starts ---------------------------- - 

assume cs: codes, ss: stacks, ds: datas 
----------------------- main program begins -------------------------+ 
PROGRAM TO INTERACTIVELY DISPLAY MESSAGES ) 

) 

main proc far 

start: 
mov ax, datas ; get data segment 
mov ds, ax * Ut, into DS 

maing: 
lea Si, menu ; point to menu message 
call stdmessout ; send the message 
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mainl: 

main2: 

main3: 

’ 

call stdin ; get key from user 

cmp te a ; message number 1? 
jne main2 ; skip if not 
lea Si,messl ; point to message 1 
call stdmessout ; send the message 
jmp main4 ; exit to bottom of loop 

cmp ala? ; message number 2? 
jne main3 ; Skip if not 
lea S1,mess2 ; point to message 2 
call stdmessout ; send the message 
jmp main4 ; exit to bottom of loop 

lea Si,mess3 ; point to message 3 
call stdmessout ; send the message 

jmp maind ; another message? 

endp 
------------------ main program ends ---------------------------+ 

ends 
~----------------- code area ends ------------------------------+ 

end start 

Each external reference gives the name of a routine or a variable that 
is not present, and assigns a “type” to it. The type is an essential 
ingredient in determining the proper machine code for referencing the 
routine or variable. Thus the type must be declared. Since these routines 
are in their own separate code segment, they are of type “far” and 
require “far” CALLs in machine language. 

In our example the file CHIIO.ASM contains the subroutines. By 
examining this module (below), you can see exactly what is needed to 

package routines in general. Specifically, notice that all the routines are 
housed in a segment called “CODES”. This is not public and will not be 
combined with segments by that name in other modules. 

- EXAMPLE PROGRAM 3 - 1/0 MODULE - FILE CH1I0. ASM 

codes segment 

SEEEHEEHEE EEE EHH HHH public declarations start H++++4++++4+4+4++4+++ 
public stdin, stdout, stdmessout 

HHH +t HH++ public declarations end H++H+++H++++++++++++ 
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assume cs: codes 
Senne -- 22 ------------ routine begins ------------------------------ + 
- ROUTINE FOR STANDARD INPUT WITH ECHO ) 

stdin proc far 
mov ah, 1 - standard input 
int 2th ; DOS call 
ret ere Vuln 

stdin  endp 
) eae n nnn ---------------- routine ends -------------- ieee n nee ---------- tf 

Seen o een ---------------- routine begins ------------------------------ + 
ROUTINE FOR STANDARD OUTPUT ’ 

stdout proc far 
push dx - save registers 

mov alsa S AnD tor DOS: call 
mov ah, 2 ; standard output 
int 21h DOS .<cailil 

. pop dx - restore registers 
ret ; return 

stdout endp 
Sea anne --------------- routine ends -------------------------------- + 

----------------------- routine begins ------------------------------+ 
ROUTINE TO SEND MESSAGE TO STANDARD OUTPUT 

’ 

} 

) 

; 

) 
stdmessout proc far 

push Sl ; save registers: 
push ax 

stdmessoutl: 
mov ah. [Si] ; get byte 
inc S1 ; point to next byte 
cmp al,@ ; done? 
je stdmessoutexit ; if so exit 
call stdout - send it out 
jmp stdmessoutl ; loop for more 

stdmessoutexit: 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop S1 
ret ; return 

stdmessout endp 

’ 
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Within the code module are public declarations. We do not have to 

explicitly declare the type because it is already known from context. That 
is, the routines and variables are in the module in which the “PUBLIC” 

command occurs, and so their type is already well known by the 
assembler. 

The routines appear just as they do in the text of chapter 2, except 
that, again, headers are omitted to conserve space. 

‘To assemble this program you would first enter: 

A>MASM B: CHIEX2; 

to assemble your main program, and then 

A>MASM B: CH1IO; 

to assemble your I/O module. You would now have files CH1EX2.OB] 
and CH1IO.OBJ on drive B. You would then link these together with the 
command: 

A>LINK B: CHIEX2 B: CH110,; 

To run the program, just type: 

A>B: CHLEX2 

You should get the same results as before. 

Interfacing the Routines to BASIC 

The next example demonstrates how to interface routines in this book 
with BASIC via the CALL statement. 

This example is housed in the file CHIEX3.ASM. It converts internal 
16-bit integers to ASCII binary form on the display screen using the 
BIN160UT routine in chapter 3 of this book. 

; EXAMPLE PROGRAM 4 

; ~ 2-2-5 ------------------ externals begin ---------------------------- + 
extrn stdout: far 

-~---------------------- externals end ------------------------------+ 
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codes segment 

assume cs:codes 
ee routine begins ------------------------------ 
- ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO ASCII BINARY ’ 

binléout proc Par 

y) 

‘ a binary number is in DX 

push cx ' save registers 

mov Cxe 16 ; loop for a count of 16 
binl6outl: 

rol dx, 1 ; rotate DX left once 
mov al, dl * move into AL 
and ale ; just keep digit 
add al, 3@h ; add 30h to AL 
call stdout - send it out 
loop binl6outl 

pop Cx ; restore registers 
ret ; return 

binl6out endp 

a2 2 enon nnn - 2-22 -------- main program begins ------------------------- 
; PROGRAM TO INTERFACE BETWEEN BASIC AND ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE 

d 

main proc far 

start: 

push bp ; save BP register 
mov bp, sp ; point BP to stack 

. mov bx, [bp+6] ; get address of data 
mov dx, [bx] ; get the data 
call binl6out * convert to binary 

. pop bp ; restore BP 
ret 2 ; return skipping the data 

) anna === ~~ =~ ------ main program ends --------------------------- 

----------------------- code area ends ------------------------------ 
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The main part of this program is an interfacing routine which is 
called by the CALL statement in BASIC. You can use the USR function, 
but the CALL statement is more flexible and powerful. The interfacing 
program would be quite different if you used USR. See the Assembly 
Language Primer for the IBM PC and XT by Robert Lafore for an example 
of that case. 

When BASIC’s CALL is used, as in our example, data is passed to 

and from the subroutine via the 8088's system stack. Since the stack is 
also used to store the return address, special care is needed to grab the 
right data and not destroy or lose the return address. The BP (Base 
Pointer) is very handy to assist in this process. Both the Stack Pointer (SP) 
and the Base Pointer normally point into the stack segment. However, the 
Stack Pointer cannot be used for the usual addressing modes. The 
normal practice is to push the contents of the BP onto the stack, move the 
contents of the SP to the BP, and then use the BP to point to the data. 
With BASIC, the address of the data, not the actual value of the data, is 

placed on the stack. Passing the address rather than the value is a tried 
and true method with a number of important advantages which we won’t 
go into here (but again, see the Assembly Language Primer). 

Our example shows how the BP is used to access the data (also see 

Figure 1-2). You can see that at the beginning of the main program, the 
BP is pushed on the stack and the contents of the SP are moved to the 
BP. Next, notice how indirect addressing with displacement is used to get 

Offset of 
return address 

Segment of 
return address 

Address of 
data 

Figure 1-2. Using the stack to pass data to and from BASIC 
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the address of the single parameter into BX. This is done with the 
instruction: 

mov bx, [bp+6] 

The displacement of 6 is determined as follows. Two bytes are required to 
save the BP, two bytes to store the segment of the return address, and two 

bytes to store the offset of the return address. That’s 6 bytes altogether. 
The address of the last (in this case only) parameter is the very next item 
on the stack and thus has this displacement. The JBM Personal Computer 

BASIC manual gives formulas for computing the displacements when 
more variables are involved. 

Since the addresses of the parameters are on the stack, one more step 

is needed to get the data. The instruction: 

mov dx, [bx] 

puts the actual value of the data into DX. From there, a call is made to 
the BINI6OUT routine to do the work. To return to BASIC, the BP is 

restored and a special form of the RETurn instruction is used in which a 
displacement is given. This displacement allows the SP to skip over the 
data after the return address is POPed from the stack. The displacement 
is just the number of bytes of the stack used by the data. In this case, one 
parameter uses one word which is two bytes. Thus the displacement is 
two. 

Notice that by using an interfacing routine we have arranged it so 
that the routines themselves do not have to be modified to be interfaced 
to a higher-level language. That is, the routines in this book are general 
purpose and independent of which high-level (or low-level) language calls 
them. 

It is instructive to look at the BASIC program which calls this 
assembly-language program: 

190 ' Test Program for Chapter 1 
One 
120 DEF SEG=&H1F94 

136  BINOUT = &H15 

146 ' 

150 ' get the number 
16@ INPUT "type a number"; X% 
Nae 
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180 ' 
190 
200 
210 | 
220 

print the number 
CALL BINOUT (X%) 

PRINT 

GOTO 150 

On lines 120 and 130, the location (segment and offset) of the 

assembly-language module is specified. These values are determined by 
the following procedure: the assembly-language file is assembled with the 
command: 

A>MASM B: CHIEX3; 

then linked with the command: 

A>LINK CH1EX3 CH110/HIGH; 

The option /HIGH forces the code to be located near the top of available 
memory away from BASIC. The code is then loaded into memory with 
the command: 

A>DEBUG CH1EX3. EXE 

The R command is next used to display the contents of the registers. The 
CS register gives the segment address (in this case 1F94 hex) and the IP 
register gives the offset (in this case 15 hex). BASIC can then be loaded 
from within DEBUG with the following sequence of commands: 

-NBASIC 

Si) 

-G 

The first command tells the debug program what file is required, the 
second command loads it, and the third command executes it. 

The BASIC program can be either loaded or written and then run as 
usual. The Assembly Language Primer for the IBM PC and XT explains this 
process in more detail. 

The BASIC program is a simple endless loop which allows the user to 
input a number in decimal form and then calls our assembly-language 
program to output this number in binary. 
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Some Philosophical Notes 

Below is an explanation of register usage and a comparison of macros 
and subroutines. 

Register Usage 

Each 8088 register has a particular personality. We have been very 
careful to respect these personality differences. For example, AX is used 
as a temporary holding bin for data and to hold data for many of the 
arithmetic and string operations; CX is used as a count register; DX is 
used as a more permanent place for storing data; BX is used most 
frequently to compute and hold addresses, but can also hold data; and SI 
and DI are used to point to indexed data such as strings or arrays (with 
SI as the source and DI as the destination). 

Using CX properly presents interesting problems. Often there are 
counting loops within counting loops. Both the inner and outer loops 
should use CX for the count. But how is this done? The secret is using 
the stack to PUSH and POP the count before and after the body of each 
loop (see below). 

mov cx, outer loopcount ; get outer count 
outer loop: ; top of outer loop 

push CX ; save outer count 
me ee & ; outer code goes here 

mov cx, innerloopcount ; get inner count 
inner loop: ; top of inner loop 

push Cx ; save inner count 
be Ss ; inner code goes here 
pop CX ; restore inner count 
loop inner loop ; bottom of inner loop 

Kee ee ; more outer loop code 
pop cx ; restore outer count 

outer loop ; bottom of outer loop 

This way, the nesting of the loops corresponds directly to the nesting of 
the PUSHes and POPs which save the counts for the loop. This idea can 
be extended to any number of nesting levels and has the added benefit 
that the code within the inner loop can be freed to use CX as desired. 
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This advantage outweighs the loss of speed due to the extra overhead of 
the PUSH and POP instructions. 

Macros 

What is a “macro” and why are there no macros in this book of 
assembly-language subroutines? 

A macro is a way of taking an often-used section of program code 
and giving it a name so that the entire section of code need not be 
written out each time it occurs in the program. Macros are somewhat like 
subroutines (“procedures”) in that the assembly language for both is 
written as a separate block of code. However, the two differ in the way 

they are structured when translated into machine language. In the case 
of macros, the machine language is inserted into the program where it is 
needed. In the case of subroutines, a CALL is all that appears at the 

desired location and the machine code resides in its own place in 
memory. 

Macros have certain advantages and disadvantages over subroutines. 
One important advantage is that they avoid the overhead of the CALLs 
and RE Turn instructions. These take time to execute. However, since the 

machine code is actually inserted in place, more space in memory will be 
needed for a program using a macro. 

We have not used macros in this book for a number of reasons. The 
main reason is that they create an additional layer of complexity which 
hides the very details we wish to display. In extreme cases the assembly 
code consists of a list of names of macros with hardly any CPU 
instructions, thus turning the assembly language into some sort of 
higher-level language. To understand such a program you would have to 
know what each macro does. It is possible to produce very elegant- 
looking programs with this approach, but we believe that it is more 
appropriate for this book to take a straightforward approach in which 
almost every line of assembly-language source code corresponds directly 
to a CPU instruction in machine code. However, you might want to 
“macroize” our code at some point later on as you use it. 
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Input/Output 

Programs 
STDIN Standard Input with Echo 
STDINNE Standard Input with No Echo 
STDINCK Standard Input Check 
STDOUT Standard Output 
STDOUTDR Direct Standard Output 
STDCRLF Standard Output of Carriage Return/Linefeed 
STDSPACE Standard Output of Space 
STDMESSOUT Standard Output of a Message 
COMINIT Initialize Communications Line 
COMINCK Communications Line Input Check 
COMOUT Communications Line Output 
COMON Communications Line On 
COMOFF Communications Line Off 

ie routines in this chapter perform fundamental input/output 
functions for the keyboard, screen, and communications lines. 
Input/ouput routines are important in assembly language because they 
not only provide an efficient way to pass data in and out of programs 
written entirely in assembly language, but also provide excellent control 
in interfacing the computer with the outside world when higher-level 
languages are used. 

The first eight routines are designated as standard input/output and 
can be used in general-purpose ways to access various I/O devices. The 
last five routines are special purpose, designed just for the 
communications lines. 

The standard input/output routines in this chapter are implemented 
with simple DOS calls which normally perform basic keyboard and screen 
I/O functions. The DOS calls used by these routines are common to 
versions | and 2 of IBM PC DOS and, with one exception (DOS Call 8, 



Console input without echo), CP/M-86 as well. However, a word of 

warning is in order — CP/M-86 makes its DOS calls in a different way 
than PC DOS does. CP/M-86 uses different registers for input and 
output and a different interrupt for the system call. 

Starting with IBM PC DOS 2, the basic keyboard and screen DOS 
calls can be redirected, and hence our standard input/output routines also 
enjoy this property. This means that when the standard I/O routines are 
incorporated in programs that act as DOS commands, then you can 

get/send the input and/or output through whatever device you want by 
adding straightforward instructions to the command lines which call 
these programs. For example, a program can be written (using our 
keyboard and screen routines) to accept input from the keyboard and 
send output to the screen, and then later, by redirecting the I/O, it can be 

used to manipulate disk files. This provides a very powerful 
programming tool in which the functions performed by a program can 
be developed independent of I/O considerations. 

Special routines for the serial communications lines are included 
because the routines in the DOS and even in the BIOS are not complete 
and have certain problems. In particular, we needed a routine 
(COMINCK) which checks for but does not wait for input from a 

communications line. This routine is written as a primitive, without 

reference to any DOS or BIOS calls, because the primitive BIOS input 
routine for the communications line sometimes scrambles incoming bytes 
from other computers. This is because it inappropriately changes a 
handshaking signal (RTS, Request ‘To Send on pin 4 of the RS-232C 
communications connector). For this same reason, special routines 
COMON and COMOFF are included to control the appropriate 
handshaking signal (DTR, Data Terminal Ready on pin 20 of the RS- 
232C communications lines). These communication routines are 

required for file manipulation in chapter 10. 
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Standard Input with Echo 

Function: This routine accepts input from the standard I/O device. 

Input: This routine waits for one character code from the standard 

input device. 

Output: ASCII codes are returned in the AL register. Each character is 
echoed out the standard output device as it is input through the standard 
input device. 

Registers Used: AH is modified. AL is used for output. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: © DOS call number | (Keyboard input) is used. 

Special Notes: None 

TERA ET DOE SSI RENAE EO SER YEO! 

; ROUTINE FOR STANDARD INPUT WITH ECHO 

stdin proc far 
mov ah, 1 ; standard input 
int 21h ; DOS call 
eI ° Jeremie 

stdin  endp 
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STDINNE 

Standard Input with No Echo 

Function: ‘This routine accepts input from the standard I/O device. No 
echo is generated. 

Input: ‘This routine waits for one character code from the standard 

input device. 

Output: | ASCII codes are returned in the AL register. Each character is 
echoed out the standard output device as it is input through the standard 
input device. 

Registers Used: AH is modified. AL is used for output. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: DOS call number 8 (Console input without echo) is 
used. 

Special Notes: None 

sn EAST ORSON A 8 so ander omen 

; ROUTINE FOR STANDARD INPUT WITH ECHO 

stdinne proc far 
mov ah, 8 ; standard input without echo 
int 21h PDO Seal! 
EEL  revucn 

stdinne endp 
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Standard Input Check 

Function: ‘This routine checks, but does not wait for input from the 

standard I/O device. 

Input: Input is from the standard I/O device. No check is made for 

(cr) CBreak) 
Output: If a character is available, the routine returns with the flag 
condition NZ and the character in AL, but if no character is available 

then the routine returns with the flag condition Z, and AL is 

meaningless. No echo generated for the input characters. 

Registers Used: AH is modified. AL is used for output. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: | DOS call number 06h (Direct console I/O) is used. 

Special Notes: | None 

1 se po ERR Pa OA eS E/E TASER 

; ROUTINE TO CHECK FOR STANDARD INPUT 

stdinck proc far 
push dx ; Save registers 

mOV dl, OFFh ; direct console input 
mov ah, @6h ; check standard direct input status 

int 2th * DOS: call 

pop dx ; restore registers 
ew — Tevurn 

stdinck endp 
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Standard Output 

Function: ‘This routine sends individual characters out the standard 
output device. 

Input: Upon entry an ASCII code is in AL. 

Output: A single character is output through the standard output 
device. 

Registers Used: | AH is modified. AL is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: © DOS call number 2 (Display output) is used. 

Special Notes: None 

| enema ET ESAS TE ne NL RIS MOE 

; ROUTINE FOR STANDARD OUTPUT 

stdout proc far 
push dx ; save registers 

mov dl, al aif DEL Lor DOS call 
mov ah, 2 ; Standard output 
int 21h ; DOS call 

pop dx ; restore registers 
PEt = re uuin 

stdout endp 
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STDOUTDR 

Direct Standard Output 

Function: This routine sends individual characters out the standard 

output device using direct output. 

Input: Upon entry an ASCII code is in AL. 

Output: A single character is output through the direct standard output 
call. 

Registers Used: AH is modified. AL is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: — DOS call number 6 (Direct console I/O) is used. 

Special Notes: | None 

| TEx EAS ES PS SS TES SRO CRETE 

; ROUTINE FOR DIRECT CONSOLE OUTPUT 

stdoutdr proc far 
push dx ; save registers 

cmp al, OFFh ; check for the one case of input 
je stdoutdrexit 
mOV dl,al ; in DL for DOS: call 
mov ah, 6 ; direct console output 
int 2th ; DOS call 

stdoutdrexit: 
pop dx ; restore registers 
ret ; Tecurn 

stdoutdr endp 
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Standard Output of Carriage Return/Linefeed 

Function: ‘This routine sends a carriage return and then a linefeed out 

through the standard output device. 

Input: None 

Output: © ASCII codes 13 for carriage return and the ASCII code 10 for 
linefeed are sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: STDOUT 

Special Notes: None 

| se eset vem ERIE rca ace me ee snRNA 

; ROUTINE TO SEND CR LF TO STANDARD OUTPUT 

stderlf proc far 
push ax ; save registers 

mov al, 13 ; ASCII carriage return 
call stdout ; send it out 
mOV al, 10 ; ASCII linefeed 
call stdout ; send it out 

pop ax ; restore registers 
ret » return 

stdcerlf endp 
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STDSPACE 

Standard Output of Space 

Function: ‘This routine sends a space out through the standard output 
device. 

Input: None | 

Output: | ASCII code 32 for space is sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: STDOUT 

Special Notes: None 

+ et i a SS SSS RES ARO PE EERO INTEND 

; ROUTINE TO SEND SPACE TO STANDARD OUTPUT 

; A space is sent to the standard output device 

stdspace proc far 
push ax ; save registers 

mov alee ; ASCII space 
call stdout ; send it out 

pop ax ; restore-registers 
ret ; return 

stdspace endp 
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Standard Output of a Message 

Function: ‘This routine sends a message out through the standard 
output device. 

Input: Upon input DS:SI points to the message. The message 
terminates with an ASCII zero. 

Output: The individual characters of the message are output through 
the standard output device. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. SI is used to point to the 
input. 

Segments Referenced: ‘The data segment must contain the message. 

Routines Called: STDOUT 

Special Notes: None 

| ese a7 0 ES STE IC CE OE ESE 

; ROUTINE TO SEND MESSAGE TO STANDARD OUTPUT 

stdmessout proc far 
push Sl ; save registers 
push ax 

stdmessoutl: 
mov AST ; get byte 
inc Sl ; point to next byte 
cmp al,@ ; done? 
je stdmessoutexit ; if so exit 
call stdout - send it out 
jmp stdmessoutl ; loop for more 

stdmessoutexit: . 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop Sl 
Lev  renurn 

stdmessout endp 
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COMINIT | 

Initialize Communications Line 

Function: This routine initializes one of the two communications lines. 

Input: Upon entry AL contains the initialization byte as follows: 

4) 6 Se a! 3 2 I 0 
—baud rate— —parity— —stop bit— —word length— 
000 = 110 00 = none 0 = 1 10 = 7 bits 
001 = 150 0O1=o0dd 1=2 11 = 8 bits 
010 = 300 10 = none 
O11 = 600 11 = even 
100 = 1200 
101 = 2400 
110 = 4800 
111 = 9600 

DX contains the unit number (0 for com]: and | for com2:). 

Output: Output is sent to the hardware controlling the specified 
communications line. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: — BIOS interrupt 14h (RS-232 I/O) is used. 

Special Notes: None 

Ce 

; ROUTINE TO INITIALIZE A COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

cominit proc far 

mov ah, @ » initialize 

int 14h ROC OCE ER OGmealel 

ret - return 

cominit endp 
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COMINCK 

Communications Line Input Check 

Function: ‘his routine checks, but does not wait for input from one of 
the two serial communications lines. 

Input: Upon entry DX contains the unit number (0 for com1: and | for 
com2:). During the routine, input is from the specified communications 
line. 

Output: If a byte is available, the routine returns with the flag condition 
NZ and the byte in AL, but if no byte is available then the routine returns 
with the flag condition Z, and AL is meaningless. 

Registers Used: AH is modified. DX is used for input and AL is used 

for output. 

Segments Referenced: During the routine the system data segment is 
referenced. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

eee 

- ROUTINE TO CHECK FOR INPUT FROM A COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

cominck proc far 

push ds - save registers 

push dx 
push Sl 

mov Sah LOB - look up address of com line 

add Siesi - double to index into table 

mov dx, 40h - segment of table | 

mov ds, dx - set data segment to this table 

mov dx, [$1] ; now get it 

add dx, 5 , line status 

in EW hsyows 7 Bett re 

test ell - receive buffer full? 

az cominckexit 
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mov dx, [Si] ; data register 
al in “Obs ~ pet it 

cominckexit: 

pop Sl ; restore registers 
pop dx 
pop ds 
Lew 

cominck endp 
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COMOUT 

Communications Line Output 

Function: ‘This routine sends a byte out one of the two communications 
lines. 

Input: Upon entry AL contains the byte to be sent out and DX contains 
the unit number (0 for com]: and 1 for com2:). 

Output: | Output is sent to the specified communications line. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: — BIOS interrupt 14h (RS-232 I/O) is used. 

Special Notes: None 

* sere nent fin WS ERS TEC SS RR SLANE 

; ROUTINE TO SEND OUTPUT TO A COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

comout proc far 

mov ane - send it out 
int 14h * RS232) BIOS call 

ret - return 

comout endp 
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Communications Line On 

Function: This routine turns on the handshaking signals DTR (line 20) 
and RTS (line 4) on the specified communications line. 

Inpui: Upon entry DX contains the unit number (0 for com1: and | for 
com2:). 

Output: Just to the communications line. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: During the routine the system data segment is 
referenced. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

| Eyre SE PRE Eh a HO EIR PSSST 

; ROUTINE TO TURN ON INPUT FROM A COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

comon proc far 

push ds ; Save registers 
push dx 
push Sl 

mov Si -dx ; look up address of com line 
add Si st ; double to index into table 
mov dx, 40h ; segment of system 1/0 table 
mov ds, dx ; set data segment to this table 
mOV dx, [S1] - now get it 
add dx, 4 ; modem control register 
mOV alae ; set DTR and RTS 
out dx, al ; send out control byte 

pop S1 ; restore registers 
pop dx 
pop ds 
EU 

comon  endp 
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COMOFF ) 

Communications Line Off 

Function: ‘This routine turns off the handshaking signal DTR (line 20) 

on the specified communications line. RTS (line 4) is kept as it was. 

Input: Upon entry DX contains the unit number (0 for com1: and 1 for 
com2:). 

Output: Just to the communications line. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: During the routine the system data segment is 
referenced. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

% : = 5 

; ROUTINE TO TURN OFF INPUT FROM A COMMUNICATIONS LINE 

comoff proc far 

push ds ; save registers 
push dx 
push Sl 

mov Sa ax - look up address of com line 
add SERS ; double to index into table 
mov dx, 40h - segment of system 1/0 table 
mOV ds, dx - set data segment to this table 
mov dx isi) - now get it 
add dx, 4 - modem control register 
mov al,2 - clear DTR (line 26) 
out dx, al ; send out control byte 

pop Sl , restore registers 
pop dx 
pop ds 
rev 

comoff endp 
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Programs 
BINI6IN 
BIN8OUT 
BINI6OUT 

OCTI6IN- 
OCT8OUT 
OCTISOUT 

HEXI6IN 

HEX8OUT | 

HEXI6OUT 

DECI6IN 
DEC8OUT 
DECI6OUT 

Binary Conversions 

Conversion from ASCII Binary to 16-Bit Binary 
Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Binary 
Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII Binary 

Conversion from ASCII Octal to 16-Bit Binary 
Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Octal 
Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII Octal 

Conversion from ASCII Hexadecimal to 
16-Bit Binary 

- Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII 
Hexadecimal 
Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII 
Hexadecimal 

Conversion from ASCII Decimal to 16-Bit Binary 
Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Decimal 
Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII Decimal 

ihe are three basically different ways that numbers can be stored 
in a computer’s memory. These are 1) binary integer, 2) binary coded 

decimal (BCD) integer, and 3) floating point. ‘This chapter covers just the 
first type. The other two types each have a separate chapter devoted to 
them. 

The routines in this chapter perform conversion between the IBM 
PC’s 8- and 16-bit internal binary integer formats and all the popular 
external integer number bases: binary, octal, hexadecimal, and decimal. 
For each of these four number bases, there are three routines: one for 



input from external to 16-bit binary internal format; one for output from 
8-bit binary internal format to the external representation; and one for 
output from 16-bit binary internal format to the external representation. — 

Little needs to be said about the significance and usefulness of these 
numerical conversion routines. Binary integers are the primary method 
used by the CPU to store numbers, and numbers stored in this format 
are used for a wide variety of purposes, including management of the 
operating system and its various utilities as well as basic general purpose 
integer computations. The vast internal use of these numbers is 
proportionately reflected in the number of times they need to be sent in 
or out of the computer, but they cannot be transmitted or handled on the 

outside without some kind of conversion. All four external 
representations are needed. Of the four types, decimal and hexadecimal 

are most popular, but binary and octal representations occur often 
enough that we have included them for completeness. 

Each routine in this chapter is short and is based around a simple 
algorithm which has essentially one loop to handle the numbers digit by 
digit. 

Throughout these routines we have used the 8088 registers in a very 
consistent manner. For example, AX is used for quick calculations or data 
movement; CL and CX are used for counting, multiplying, or dividing; 

and DL and DX are used to pass numerical data in and out of the 
routines. . 
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Conversion from ASCII Binary to Internal 16-Bit Binary 

Function: This routine accepts a binary number from the standard 
input device and converts it to internal 16-bit binary form. 

Input: The individual digits of the binary number are received in 
ASCII through a call to a standard I/O routine. The valid digits are 0 
and 1. An ASCII code other than for a valid digit will terminate the 
routine. 

Output: A 16-bit binary number is returned in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. It returns the result. 

Segments registered: None 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

a Ae 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII BINARY TO INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY 

binl6in proc far 

push ax ; Save registers 

mov dx, @ ; initialize DX as @ 

binl6in1: 
call stdin ; digit comes in through AL 
sub al, 30h ; subtract 3@h 
ae binl61n2 ; check if too low 
cmp al,1 
jg binl6in2 ; check if too high 
cbw ; convert to word 

sal pelt ; shift DX left once 
add dx, ax ; add in digit 
jmp binl6in1 

binl6in2: 
pop ax , restore registers 
OW - revnrn 

binléin endp 
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BINSOUT 

Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Binary 

Function: This routine accepts an 8-bit binary number in the DL 
register and converts it to ASCII binary form which is sent to the 

standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry an 8-bit binary number is in the DL register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a binary number is sent 

out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DL is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

* ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 8-BIT BINARY TO ASCII BINARY 

bin8out proc far 

’ 

- a binary number is in DL 

push OX ; save registers 
push ax 

mov CK ‘loop for a count of 8 

bin8out1: 
rol Cleat - rotate DL left once 
mov alec * move into AL 
and al, 1 - just keep digit 
add al, 3@h - add 3@h to AL 
call stdout - send it out 
loop bin8goutl 

pop ax - restore registers 
pop CX 
ene ‘return 

bin8out endp 
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BINI6OUT 

Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII Binary 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a 16-bit binary number in the DX 
register and converts it to ASCII binary form which is sent to the 
standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry a 16-bit binary number is in the DX register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a binary number is sent 
out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

associ mT So TE ERS DT SON IE 

> ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO ASCII BINARY 
) 

biniéout proc far 

- a binary number is in DX 
»] 

’ 

push ox - save registers 
push ax 

mov xe kb ; loop for a count of 16 
binl6out1: 

rol dx, 1 - rotate DX left once 
mov al, dl * move into AL 

and ele ; just keep digit 
add al, 30h ‘ add 30h to AL 
@all stdout ‘ send it out 
loop binl6out1 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop CX 
ret : return 

binl6out endp 
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Conversion from ASCII Octal to 16-Bit Binary 

Function: ‘This routine accepts an octal number from the standard input 
device and converts it to internal 16-bit binary form. 

Input: The individual digits of the octal number are received in ASCII 
through a call to a standard I/O routine. The valid digits are 0 through 
7. An ASCII code other than for a valid digit will terminate the routine. 

Output: A 16-bit binary number is returned in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. It returns the result. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

nea net Uv oR Oa oneal 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII OCTAL TO INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY 

oct16in proc far 

push CX ; save registers 
push ax 

mov dx, @ - initialize DX as @ 

oct16in1: 
call stdin - a digit comes in AL 
sub al, 30h ; subtract 30h 
jl oct16in2 - check if too low 
cmp al,7 
jg oct16in2 ; check if too high 
cbw - convert to word 

mov ello 
sal axel ; shift DX left once 
add dx, ax -vadd in digi 
jmp octl6inl 
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oct16in2: 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop CX 
ret ; return 

oct16in endp 
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OCT8OUT 

Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Octal 

Function: ‘This routine accepts an 8-bit binary number in the DL 
register and converts it to ASCII octal form which is sent to the standard 

output device. 

Input: Upon entry an 8-bit binary number is in the DL register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing an octal number is sent 
out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DL is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

* ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 8-BIT BINARY TO ASCII OCTAL 

oct8out proc far 

: a binary number is in DL 

push CX ; Save registers 
push ax 

' first octal digit has only 2 bits 
mov Clee — {00 a Count OL 2 
rol Gince - rotate DL left 

mov al, dl - move into AL 
and al,3 ; just keep digit 
add al, 3h ; add 30h to AL 
eal stdout - send it out 

) 

- second and third octal digits have 3 bits each 
b) 

mov Cx ‘loop for a count of 2 
oct8outl: 

push Cx ; save the count 
mov lh, 8  ftoreacountsolss 
rol aleve = rovave Din Lert 
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mov 
and 

add 
call 

pop 
loop 

pop 
pop 
ret 

oct8out endp 
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stdout 
cx 

oct8outl 

ax 

CX 

move into AL 

just keep digit 
add 3@h to AL 
send it out 
restore count 

restore registers 

return 
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Conversion from 16-bit Binary to ASCII Octal 

Function: This routine accepts a 16-bit binary number in the DX 
register and converts it to ASCII octal form which is sent to the standard 

output device. 

Input: Upon entry a 16-bit binary number is in the DX register. 

Output: <A string of ASCII digits representing an octal number is sent 
out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO ASCII OCTAL 

oct16out proc far 

’ 

) 

a binary number is in DX 

push cx ; save registers 
push ax 

- first octal digit has only one bit 
rol dx, 1 - rotate DX left once 

mov al dl - move into AL 

and al,1 ; just keep digit 
add al, 30h - add 3@h to AL 
call stdout - send it out 

' last five octal digits have 3 bits each 
mov xe) ‘loop for a count of 5 

oct16outl: 
push Cx ; save the count 
mov Clee 10Or a= counteoi 3 
rol chement - rotate DL left 
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mov 
and 

add 
call 

pop 
loop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

oct16out 

50 

al dl 
ale 
al, 30h 
stdout 
CX 
oct16outl 

ax 

CX 

endp 

’ 

move into AL 
just keep digit 
add 30h to AL 
send it out 
restore count 

; restore registers 

; return 
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Conversion from ASCII Hexadecimal to 16-Bit Binary 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a hexadecimal number from the standard 
input device and converts it to internal 16-bit binary form. 

Input: The individual digits of the hexadecimal number are received in 

ASCII through a call to a standard I/O routine. The valid digits are 0 

through 9 and A through F. An ASCII code other than for a valid digit 
will terminate the routine. 

Output: A 16-bit binary number is returned in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. It returns the result. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

es EO A i A SE SITIOS TES 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII HEXADECIMAL TO INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY 

hex16in proc far 

hex16in1: 

push Cx ; save registers 
push ax 

mov dx, @ ; initialize DX as @ 

call stdin ; a digit comes in AL 
sub al, 3@h ; subtract 3@h 
el hex16in3 ; check if too low 
cmp al,9 
jie hex16in2 ; go if ok 
and al, 5Fh - for lower case too 
sub al,7 - adjust for A-F 
a hex16in3 - too low for A-F 
cmp ail ; check if too high 
jg hex161in3 
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hex161n2: 

cow 
mov cl,4 - for a count of 4 
sal dx, cl - shift DX left 
add dx, ax ; add in digit 
jmp hex16inl 

hex161in3: 
pop ax - restore registers 
pop CX 
ret ; return 

hex16in endp 
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~HEX8OUT 

Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Hexadecimal 

Function: ‘This routine accepts an 8-bit binary number in the DL 
register and converts it to ASCII hexadecimal form which is sent to the 
standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry an 8-bit binary number is in the DL register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a hexadecimal number is 
sent out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DL is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 8-BIT BINARY TO ASCII HEXADECIMAL 

hex8out proc far 

- a binary number is in DL 

push Cx ; save registers 
push ax 

mov Cx2 ; loop for a count of 2 
hex8out1: 

push Cx ; save the count 
mov Cid chon =a, COUNTS OL. .4 
rol (Gilbert ; rotate DL left 

mov Euan - move into AL 
and al, @OFh ish Orel et 
daa - add 6 if A-F 
add al, OF@h - bump a carry if A-F 
adc al, 04h ; here is the ASCII 
call stdout - send it out 
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pop Cx 
loop hex8out1 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop Cx 
ret , return 

hex8out endp 
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HEX16OUT 

Conversion from 16-Bit binary to ASCII Hexadecimal 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a 16-bit binary number in the DX 
register and converts it to ASCII hexadecimal form which is sent to the 
standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry a 16-bit binary number is in the DX register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a hexadecimal number is 
sent out through the standard output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO ASCII HEXADECIMAL 

hex16out proc far 

; a binary number is in DX 

push CX ; save registers 
push ax 

mOV cx,.4 ; loop for a count of 4 
hex16out1: 

push CX ; save the count 
mov el , for a count of 4 
roi dx, cl - rotate DX left 

mov al, dl - move into AL 
and al, @@Fh ; just the digit 
daa ; add 6 if A-F 
add al, @FOh ; bump a carry if A-F 
adc al, 04h ; here is the ASCII 
call stdout ; send it out 
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pop cx 
loop hex1l6out1 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop cx 
ret = revurn 

hex16out endp 
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Conversion from ASCII Decimal to 16-Bit Binary 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a decimal number from the standard 
input device and converts it to internal 16-bit binary form. 

Input: The individual digits of the decimal number are received in 
ASCII through a call to a standard I/O routine. The valid digits are 0 
through 9. An ASCII code other than for a valid digit will terminate the 
routine. 

Output: A 16-bit binary number is returned in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. It returns the result. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII DECIMAL TO INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY 

decl6in proc far 

) 

push Cx ; Save registers 
push ax 

mov dx, 0 ; initialize DX as @ 

decl6in1: 
call stdin - digit comes in AL 
sub al, 30h ; subtract 3@h 
jl dec16in2 - check if too low 
cmp al,9 
jg dec1l6in2 - check if too high 
cow ; convert to word 

push ax ; save digit 
mOV ax, dx 
mov cx, 19 - multiplier of 10 
mul Cx - multiply 
mov dx, ax ; result in DX 
pop ax , restore digit 
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add dx, ax ; add in digit 
jmp decl6in1 

dec16in2: 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop CX 
ret ; revurn 

decléin endp 
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DEC8OUT 

Conversion from 8-Bit Binary to ASCII Decimal 

Function: ‘This routine accepts an 8-bit binary number in the DL 

register and converts it to ASCII decimal form which is sent to the 

standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry an 8-bit binary number is in the DL register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a decimal number is 
stored in a buffer called TBUFF and then sent out through the standard 
output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DL is used for input. 

Segments referenced: WDATAS is a data segment which contains TBUFE 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 8-BIT BINARY TO ASCII DECIMAL 

dec8out proc far 

push ds ; save registers 
push di 
push dx 
push CX 
push ax 

mOV ax, datas ; point to the data segment 
mov ds, ax 

- a binary number is in DL 

put the digits in a buffer 

mov cx, @ - initialize a counter 
mov di,offset tbuff ; point to buffer 

dec8outl: 
push Cx * save CX 
mov al, dl - AX has numerator 
mov ah, @ - clear upper half 
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mov 
div 
mov 
mov 

add 
mov 
ine 

pop 
inc 
cmp 
jnz 

cl,1@ 
eile 

dial 
al, ah 

al, 30h 
[di],al 
di 

Cx 
Cx 
d1,@ 
dec8outl 

: dump the buffer out 

dec8out2: 

dec 
mov 
call 
loop 

pop 

pop 

pop 
pop 

pop 
ret 

dec8out endp 

60 

di 
al, [di] 
stdout 
dec8out2 

) divisor of 10 
; divide 
; get quotient 
; get remainder 

- add 3Qh 

; put in buffer 
; point to next byte 

- restore CX 

count the digit 
done? 

back up through the buffer 
get the byte from the buffer 
send it out 

restore registers 

- return 
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DEC16OUT | 

Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to ASCII Decimal 

Function: This routine accepts a 16-bit binary number in the DX 
register and converts it to ASCII decimal form which is sent to the 
standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry a 16-bit binary number is in the DX register. 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a decimal number is 
stored in a buffer called TBUFF and then sent out through the standard 
output device. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: DATAS is a data segment which contains TBUFE 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: | None 

a a eee ae 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO ASCII DECIMAL 

decl6out proc far 

push ds ; Save registers 
push di 
push dx 
push ex 
push ax 

mov ax, datas ; point to data segment 
mOV ds, ax 

‘number 1s in DX 

put the digits in a buffer 

mov cx, @ - initialize the counter 
lea di, tbuff - point to the buffer 

decl6out1: 
push Cx 5; save (Cx 
mov ax, dx ; numerator 
mov dx, @ - clear upper half 
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’ 

mov 
div 
xchg 

add 
mov 
ine 

pop 
inc 
cmp 
jnz 

Cx) 

Cx 
ax aX 

al, 30h 
[di], al 
di 

Cx 
Cx 
dx, @ 
decl6outl 

; dump the buffer out 

dec16out 

deci6out 

25 

dec 
mov 
call 
loop 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

di 
al, [di] 
stdout 
decl6out2 

divisor of 1@ 

divide 

get quotient 

- add 3@h 
put in buffer 
next byte 

restore CX for the count 
count the digit 
done? 

back up through the buffer 
get byte from buffer 

- send it out 

restore registers 

return 
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BCD Conversions 

Programs 
BCDIN Conversion from ASCII Decimal to BCD 
BCDOUT = Conversion from BCD to ASCII Decimal 
BCD2!16 Conversion from BCD to 16-Bit Binary 
1162BCD Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to BCD 

lice chapter contains routines which convert between internal binary 
coded decimal (BCD) and other formats, both internal and external. 

Here are routines to convert between external decimal representation and 
internal BCD representation and between internal binary and internal 
BCD. 

The internal BCD format packs two decimal digits per byte, one per 
nibble. By using a large number of bytes, you can precisely represent 
high precision decimal numbers. These routines use 18 bytes of storage 
to handle 36-digit BCD numbers, but can easily be modified to handle 
other sizes. 

Fixed point numbers can be handled by assigning a fixed position for 
a decimal point. For example, dollars and cents can be handled by 

assigning the decimal point so that there are exactly two BCD digits to its 
right which form the fractional part of the number. 

BCD notation is important in applications such as finance and 
accounting which deal with high precision integers and fixed point 
numbers. The fact that they can precisely represent fixed point decimal 
numbers is extremely important to these applications. 

These routines use the same basic looping algorithm as those in the 
previous chapter. However, there is now an additional complication of 
packing and unpacking digits into the BCD bytes of memory. 
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Conversion from ASCII Decimal to BCD 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a decimal number from the standard 
input device and converts it to internal BCD format. 

Input: The individual digits of the decimal number are received in 

ASCII through a call to a standard I/O routine. The valid digits are 0 
through 9. An ASCII code other than for a valid digit will terminate the 
routine. 

Output: On return a 36-digit number is stored in BCD form in an 18- 
byte buffer called BCDBUFF 

Registers used: No registers are modified. 

Segments referenced: DATAS is a data segment which contains 
BCDBUFF. 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII DECIMAL TO INTERNAL BCD FORMAT 

bedin proc far 

push ds ; save registers 
push di 
push dx 
push cx. 
push ax 

; set up data segment 
mov ax, datas ; point to data segment 
MOV ds, ax 

clear bed buffer 
lea di, bedbuf f ; point to BCD buffer 
mov al,@ - zero byte 
mov Ces ; buffer size 

bedin1: 
mov [di], al ; zero the byte 
inc di ; point to next byte 
loop bedinl 
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bedin2: 
; get the digit 

call stdin 
sub al, 30h 
jl bedin4 
cmp al,9 
jg bedin4 

. multiply buffer by 1@ and add 
lea di, bedbuff 
mov cx, 18 

bedin3: 
push ex 
mov dl,al 
mov al, [di] 
mov ele 
sal vegteal! 
or alate 
mov fda |e 
mov al anh 
and al, @Fh 
inc di 
pop cx 

loop bedin3 

5] 

. jmp bedin2 

bedin4: 
pop ax 
pop CX 
pop dx 
pop di 
pop ds 
ret 

bedin endp 

; digit comes in AL 
* subtract 3@h 
- check if too low 

» check if too high 

new digit 
; point to bed buffer 
- buffer size 

save counter 
save previous digit 

; pick up byte from buffer 
: Or acount ol 4 
; shift byte left 
; combine with previous digit 

result goes back 
prepare for next byte 
strip to byte 
point to next byte 
restore count 

restore registers 

* return 
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Conversion from BCD to ASCII Decimal 

Function: ‘This routine converts a 36-digit number stored in BCD form 
to ASCII decimal form which is sent to the standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry a 36-digit number is stored in an 18-byte BCD 
buffer called BCDBUFF 

Output: A string of ASCII digits representing a decimal number is 
stored in a buffer called TBUFF and then sent out through a standard 

1/O routine. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. 

Segments referenced: DATAS is a data segment containing BCDBUFF 
and TBUFF. 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: None 

© gamsermigganconnz st Sn RSA AE OS EES US EES 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL BCD TO ASCII DECIMAL 

bedout proc far 

push ds ; Save registers 
push Sl 
push dx 
push Cx 
push ax 

set up data segment 

66 

mov ax, datas ; point to data segment 
mov ds, ax 

mov Cx LS ) Lora (count, Onis 
lea si, bedbuff ; point to bed buffer 
add Sel ; point to end of bed buffer 
mov dh, ; clear flag for leading zeros 
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bedout1: 

» upper 

bedout2: 

b] 

bedout3: 

- lower 

bedout4: 

’ 

bedout 

push 
mov 
dec 
mov 

digit 
mov 
rol 

and 
or 
jz 
add 
call 

pop 
cmp 
jnz 
mov 

push 

mov 

digit 
and 
or 
az 
add 

call 

pop 
loop 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

endp 

Cx 
al, [si] 
Sl 
dl, al 

el4 

ad se) 
al, @Fh 
dh, al 
bedout2 
al, 30h 
stdout 

cx 
Cxerl. 

bedout3 
dh, OFFh 

CX 

al, dl 

al, @Fh 
dh, al 
bedout4 
al, 30h 
stdout 

cx 
bedout1 

save loop count 
get BCD byte 
and point to next 
save it 

for a count of 4 
rotate byte 

just the digit 
leading zeros? 
if so skip digit 
make ASCII 
send it out 

restore count 
last digit? 
skip if not 
set flag if so 

save count 

byte back 

just the digit 
leading zeros? 
if so skip digit 
make ASCII 
send it out 

restore loop count 

restore registers 

return 
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Conversion from BCD to 16-Bit Binary 

Function: 

Input: 

Output: 

This routine converts from internal BCD format to internal 

binary format. 

Upon entry a 36-digit number is contained in an 18-digit BCD 
buffer called BCDBUFF 

A 16-bit binary number is returned in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. DX is used for output. 

Segments referenced: DATAS is a data segment which contains the buffer 
BCDBUFE 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: None 

se eee 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL BCD TO INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY 

bed2i16 proc 

push 
push 
push 
push 

vl 

ears 

ds 
Sl 

ex 
ax 

; set up data segment 
mov 

mov 

set up loop 
mov 
lea 
add 

mov 

bed21161: 

push 
mov 
dec 

mov 

ax, datas 

ds, ax 

Cxeus 

si, bedbuff 
Coty el 

dx, @ 

; Save registers 

; point to data segment 

- initialize counter 
; point to buffer 
; point to end of bed buffer 
* set DX to zero 

; save loop count 
; get BCD byte 
; and point to next 
; save it 
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’ 

’ 

> upper 

- lower 

digit 
mov 
rol 
and 
cbw 

push 
mov 
mov 
mul 
mov 

pop 

add 

mov 

digit 
and 

cbw 

push 
mov 
mov 
mul 
mov 

pop 

add 

pop 
loop 

pop 

pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

bed2i16 endp 

cl,4 
alee 
al, OFh 

CX 

for a count of 4 
rotate byte 

just the digit 

save digit 

multiplier of 1@ 
multiply 
result in DX 
restore digit 

add in digit 

byte back 

just the digit 

save digit 

multiplier of 19 
multiply 
result in DX 
restore digit 

add in digit 

; restore loop count 

; restore registers 

return 
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Conversion from 16-Bit Binary to BCD 

Function: ‘This routine converts internal 16-bit binary numbers to 
numbers stored in internal BCD format. 

Input: Upon entry a 16-bit binary number is in the DX register. 

Output: On return a 36-digit number is stored in BCD form in an 18- 
byte buffer called BCDBUFF 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: DATAS is a data segment containing BCDBUFF. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL 16-BIT BINARY TO INTERNAL BCD 

i162bed proc far 

push ds ; save registers 
push di 
push dx 
push CX 
push ax 

- set up data segment 
mov ax, datas ; point to data segment 
mov ds, ax 

- a binary number is in DX 

clear bed buffer 

lea di, bedbuf f ‘ point to buffer 
mov al, @ ; zero byte 
mov cx, 18 - buffer size 

1162bed1: 
mov fen ad ; clear byte 
inc di - next byte 
loop 1162bed1 
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put the digits in a buffer 
lea di, bedbuff 

1162bcd2: 
mov ax, dx 
mov dx, @ 
mov cx, 10 
div cx 
xchg ax, dx 
mov bl, al 

mov ax, dx 
mov dx, 0 
mOV cx, 10 
div Ox 
xchg ax, dx 

mov cles 
rol alee! 
and al, OF@h 
or al, bl 

mov [di],al 
inc di 
cmp dx, @ 
jnz 1162bed2 

pop ax 
pop cx 
pop dx 
pop di 
pop ds 
TEU 

i162bed endp 

point to buffer 

numerator 
clear upper half 
divisor of 1¢ 
divide 
get quotient 
save digit 

- numerator 

clear upper half 
divisor of 1¢ 
divide 
get quotient 

for a count of 4 
rotate digit 

just the digit 
combine digits 

put in buffer 
next byte 

* done? 

restore registers 

return 
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Floating Point Conversion 
Programs 

Floating Point Input 

SGNDECI6IN 

IFP2SFP 

FPINDIGIT 
FPTNORM 
FPTMUL 

FPTDIV 

FPIN 

Conversion from ASCII Signed Decimal to 
Binary 
Conversion from Temporary to Single 
Precision 
Single Decimal Digit to Floating Point 
Normalization of Temporary Floating Point 
Multiplication of Temporary Floating Point 
by 10 
Division of Temporary Floating Point 
Number by 10 
Conversion from External to Internal 
Floating Point 

Floating Point Output 

SFP2TFP 

TDECSHOW 
BIN802DEC 

DECNORM 

DECHALF 

DECDOUBLE 

FPOUT 

Conversion from Single Precision to 
Temporary Floating Point 
Display of Floating Point 
Conversion from 80-Bit Binary to Decimal 
Digits 
Normalization of Temporary Decimal 
Floating Point 
Halving a Temporary Decimal Floating Point 
Number 
Doubling a Temporary Decimal Floating 
Point Number 
Conversion from Internal to External 
Floating Point 



Use 

sar 

Internal Floating Point Conversions 

FIX Conversion from Floating Point to 16-Bit 
Integer 

FLOAT _ Conversion from 16-Bit Integer to Floating 
Point 

SEPZDFP Conversion from Single to Double Precision 
Floating 

DFP2SFP Conversion from Double to Single Precision 
Floating 

1 ie chapter contains routines which perform conversions involving 
floating point representations of numbers. 

Floating point representation is important because it provides a way 
to represent real numbers, which are the fundamental type of number 
used in scientific calculations. Actually, floating point representation 
cannot accurately represent every real number because that would 
require infinite precision. Instead, it uses the separate components of 
numbers (sign, exponent, and mantissa) to achieve a wide range of 
magnitudes with good precision in both negative and positive values. 

There are three major sections: one for floating point input, one for 
floating point output, and one for internal floating point conversions. 
The algorithms for floating point number conversions are much more 
complex than for integers. Here we must deal with exponents, signs, and 
normalization. The conversion routines for floating point numbers 
require several support routines (given first), each about as complex as 
just one of the integer conversion routines of the previous two chapters. 

of Equates for Addressing 

Throughout the routines that follow equates have been used to 
shorten the address fields. This keeps the comment fields of uniform 
width throughout the code, leaving plenty of room for comments on 
every line of code. For example, instead of writing: 

word ptr [di+8],1 - shift right all bytes 

which causes the comment field to start way over in column 41, we write: 
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sar diword+8, 1 ; shift right all bytes 

in which the comment field starts in the usual column 33. The following 

equate would appear near the beginning of the assembly-language 
module: 

diword equ word ptr [di] 

All equates can be placed in one section at the beginning of your 
assembly module and can be used in any of the programs within that 
module. Below is a complete list of equates used for addressing in this 
chapter. 

sibyte equ byte ptr [si] 
siword equ word ptr [si] 
dibyte equ byte ptr [di] 
diword equ word ptr [di] 

sfpbuf fwd equ word ptr sfpbuff+@ 
sfpbuffb2 equ byte ptr sfpbuff+2 
sfpbuffb3 equ byte ptr sfpbufft3 
sfpbuffw2 equ word ptr sfpbufft2 

df pbuf fwd equ word ptr dfpbuff+d 
df pbuf fw2 equ word ptr dfpbuff+2 
df pbuf fw4 equ word ptr dfpbuff+4 
df pbuffw6 equ word ptr dfpbufft+6 

fptemplwd equ word ptr fptemp1+d 
fptemp1w2 equ word ptr fptemp1+2 
fptemp1w4 equ word ptr fptemp1+4 
fptemp1w6 equ word ptr fptemp1+6 
fptemp1w8 equ word ptr fptemp1+8 
fptemp1b19 equ byte ptr fptemp1+1¢ 
fptemplwl11 equ word ptr fptemp1+11 

fptemp2wd equ word ptr fptemp2+@ 
fptemp2w2 equ word ptr fptemp2+2 
fptemp2w4 equ word ptr fptemp2+4 
fptemp2w6 equ word ptr fptemp2+6 
fptemp2w8 equ word ptr fptemp2+8 
fptemp2b10 equ byte ptr fptemp2+1@ 
fptemp2wl1 equ word ptr fptemp2+11 
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Floating Point Formats 

We will use four different internal floating point representations. The 
first two are standard binary formats used by the BASICs for the IBM 
PC, and the last two are temporary formats which are designed to make 
the conversion calculations easier. The idea of temporary floating point 
formats is not new. For example, the Intel 8087 numeric processor chip 
which can be used in the IBM PC also uses a temporary format for 
internal processing. 

The main difference between standard formats and temporary 
formats is that the various components are tightly packed in standard 
formats whereas they are loosely packed in temporary formats. The tight 
packing of standard formats makes it difficult to access the individual 
components, and so the loose packing of temporary formats increases the 
efficiency of computations. In temporary formats the exponents are 
stored in the more common and easier-to-work-with two’s complement 
binary format, again increasing the efficiency of computations. 

Another difference between standard and temporary formats is that 
temporary formats have more precision in their mantissas and exponents 

Name Exponent Exponent Sign  Mantissa ‘Total 
format base storage 

Single 8 bits binary ‘Two [bir 24 bits 4 bytes 
precision biased binary 
binary by 128 

Double 8 bits binary 40 bits 8 bytes 
precision biased binary 
binary by 128 

‘Temporary 16 bits 2’s 72 bits 13 bytes 
binary complement binary 

binary +3 
extra 

Temporary 16 bits 2’s 25 28 bytes 
decimal complement decimal 

binary digits 

Table 5-1. Internal floating point representations 
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than standard internal or external formats. This allows room for round- 
off errors which accumulate during the conversion process. Our 
temporary formats give more than enough leeway for this. 

Table 5-1 shows vital statistics of the four internal floating point 
formats we have used. Figure 5-1 displays these formats pictorially. 

One of the temporary formats is binary and the other is decimal. The 
temporary binary format is used with floating point input and the 
temporary decimal format is used with floating point output. 

In addition to these internal formats, there is an external floating 

point format. It has a decimal mantissa and decimal exponent and 
corresponds closely to the usual scientific notation. In more detail, it 
consists of a sign character which is blank or minus, followed by decimal 

digits of the mantissa with one embedded decimal point to the right of 
the first significant digit. Following the mantissa is an exponent which 

Single precision binary 

0 ] 2 3 
arate 

Mantissa Sign Exponent biased by 128 

Double precision binary 

Mantissa Sign Exponent 
: biased by 128 

Temporary binary 

0 ] 4 

ee 

\ | | 
Mantissa Sign Exponent 

: 2's complement 
Temporary decimal 

01234567 8 91011121314 15161718192021 

efi] at) lee ere || les eS) este Lae 
| 

22) 24726 
23 | 25 | 27 

Mantissa Sign 

Exponent 
2's complement 

Figure 5-1. Internal floating point representations 
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starts with the letter E, then a sign, then a decimal number. For example, 

—123.431 is represented by: 

-1.23431E+2 

Floating Point Input 

_ ‘The main routine of this section converts from external decimal 
floating point to internal single precision binary floating point formats 
discussed above. 

Preceding the main routine are a number of support routines. These 
include routines designed for conversion from temporary binary floating 
point to single precision; conversion from digit to floating point; 
multiplication and division by 10; and normalization. Multiplication and 
division by 10 are key steps in the conversion algorithm that is a 
generalization of the basic algorithm used for integer conversions. 

The support routines are “near” procedures. That is, they cannot be 

called from outside their own segment. Though they perform reasonably 
general actions, they are designed to work under the special conditions 
which occur within this particular conversion algorithm. For example, not 
all registers are preserved and normalization assumes that the mantissa 1s 
too large, not allowing for the case in which it might be too small. Even 
so, we have given these routines regular headers to better explain their 
function. 
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Conversion from ASCII Signed Decimal to Binary 

Function: ‘This routine accepts a signed decimal number from the 
standard input device and converts it to internal signed two’s complement 
16-bit binary form. 

Input: Individual digits of the signed decimal number are received in 
ASCII through a call to a standard input routine. The sign (+) is 

optional and the valid digits are 0 through 9. An ASCII code other than 
that for the sign and the valid digits will terminate the routine. 

Output: A signed two’s complement 16-bit binary number is returned in 
the DX register. 

Registers used: AX and CX are modified. DX is used for output. 

Segments referenced: None 

Routines called: STDIN 

Special notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII SIGNED DECIMAL TO INTERNAL TWO'S 
; COMPLEMENT 16-BIT BINARY 

sendecl6in proc far 

mov dx, @ ; initialize DX as @ 
mov ch, @ , Sign flag 

. call stdin ; look for sign 
cmp Ble! ; minus 
1Z sgndec16inl ; store it 
cmp aly! ls 
jz sendec16in2 ; ignore it 
jmp sendec161n3 - anything else gets used 

sendec16in1: 
; set sign as negative 

mov ch, OFFh ; OFFh is -1 
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sgndec16in2: 
; normal loop 

call 

sendec16in3: 

stdin 

; already have a digit? 
sub 
jl 
cmp 

Jg 
cbw 

push 
push 
mov 
mov 
mul 
mov 

pop 

add 

pop 
jmp 

sendecl6in4: 

al, 30h 
sendec16in4 
al,9 
sendec16in4 

dx, ax 
Cx 
sgndec16in2 

- resolve the sign 
cmp 
je 

neg 

sendeci6ins: 
ret 

sendeci6in 

ch, @ 
sgndec16in5 

dx 

endp 

digit comes in AL 

subtract 3@h 

check if too low 

; check if too high 
convert to word 

; Save sign 
save digit 

multiplier of ten 
multiply 

esw ite ie Dx 

restore digit 

add in digit 
restore count 

is 1t there? 
if not skip 

was a negative 

return 
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Conversion from Temporary to Single Precision 

Function: ‘his routine converts from temporary binary floating point to 
single precision floating point. 

Input: Upon entry a number is stored in temporary binary floating 
point form in FPTEMP1. The temporary binary floating point number 
has a 72-bit binary mantissa with 8 bits to the left of these for internal 
use, a sign byte, and a 16-bit two’s complement binary exponent (see 
Figure 5-2). 

Output: Upon exit a single precision floating point number is stored in 
SFPBUFE. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 5- 
a): 

Registers used: AX and DX are modified. 

Segments referenced: Upon entry the data segment contains the messages 
INTERNAL, UNDERFLOW, and OVERFLOW, and storage for the 

temporary binary floating point number FP'TEMP 1] and the single 
precision floating point number SFPBUFE 

Routines called: STDSPACE, MESSOUT, and HEXI6Q0UT. 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. This is a near 

procedure needed by FPIN. 

Mantissa i Exponent 
2's complement 

Figure 5-2. Temporary binary floating point 

Z 3 
cfs he 8 

Mantissa Sign Exponent 
biased by 128 

Figure 5-3. Single precision binary floating point 
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; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM TEMP FLOATING POINT TO SINGLE PRECISION 
; FLOATING POINT 

tfp2sf'p proc 

- move mantissa 
mov 
rel 
mov 
ade 

mov 
mov 

mov 
or 
and 
mov 

; move sign bit 
mov 
and 
or 

; move exponent 
mov 

tfp2sfpl: 
mov 

- normal return 

near 

ax, fptemp1w4 
ax, 1 
ax, fptemp1w6 
ax, @ 
sfpbuf fwd, ax 
dx, ax 

ax, fptemp1w8 
dx, ax 
ax, OO7Fh 
sfpbuffw2, ax 

al, fptemp1b10 
al, 80h 
sfpbuffb2, al 

ax, fptemplw1l 
ax, -128 

tfp2sfp2 
ax, 127 

tfp2sfp3 

sfpbuffb3, al 

show hex for debugging 
lea 
Cal 

mov 
calt 

mov 
call 

S1, Internal 

stdmessout 

dx, sfpbuffw2 
hex16out 

dx, sfpbuffwd 
hex16out 

; below word 
; carry for round up 
; low word 
; low word + carry 
; put in place 
; check for zero 

; check this part too 
" just. bottom % bits 
; put in place 

; byte 10 1s sign 

le | Isesron 

; 16-bit 2's complement exponent 
; too low? 
; error message 
; too high? 
; error message 

- bias 
- was mantissa @? 

; then -128 exponent 

; put biased byte back 

; point to message 
- send message 

; upper word 
- show it 

- lower word 

- show it 
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call stdspace 
clic 
Gey 

- underflow error 
tfp2sfp2: 

lea si, underf low 
jmp tfp2sfp4 

- overflow error 
tfp2sfp3: 

lea si, overf low 
jmp tfp2sfp4 

tfp2sfp4: 
Gall stdmessout 
ste 

ret 

tfp2sfp endp 

- Skip space 
~ clear carry 
, recvurn 

; point to message 

; point to message 

; send message 
wSeU carry, 
aere vuln 
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FPINDIGIT 

Single Decimal Digit to Floating Point 

Function: A single decimal digit is placed in temporary binary floating 
point format. 

Input: 

Output: Upon entry and exit the address of the temporary binary 
floating point result is in DI. 

Registers used: AL, CX, and DI are modified. 

Segments referenced: Upon entry the data segment contains storage for 
the temporary binary floating point number. 

Upon entry AL contains the value of the digit. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: This is a near procedure needed by FPIN. 

; ROUTINE TO PLACE DIGIT IN TEMP FLOATING POINT 

fpindigit proc near 

clear the number first 
push di 
push ax 
mov Hh 
mOvV Ox6, Is} 

fpindigitl 
mov [di], al 
inc di 
loop fpindigitl 
pop ax 
pop di 

move the digit into place 
mov [di+9],al 

ret 

fpindigit endp 

; save pointer 
- save digit 
; zero byte 
; do 13 bytes 

- clear the byte 
; point to next byte 

loop for more 
- restore digit 
- restore pointer 

- ylace the digit 

‘ return 
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FPTNORM | 

Normalization of Temporary Floating Point 

Function: ‘This routine normalizes temporary binary floating numbers 
that have too large a mantissa. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DI points to a temporary binary floating point 
number whose mantissa is too large. 

Output: Upon exit DS:DI points to a normalized temporary binary 
floating point number. 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DI must point to the number. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment must contain the temporary 
floating number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: _ Equates are used to shorten address fields. This is a near 
procedure needed by FPIN. 

| pape ore ru ph me RES NEN 

; ROUTINE TO NORMALIZE TEMP FLOATING POINT NUMBERS THAT HAVE 
; TOO LARGE A MANTISSA 

fptnorm proc near 

cmp diword+8,100h ; test if too high 
jl fptnorml ; exit if low enough 
sar diword+ 8,1 eShitterleny wild bytes 
rer diword+ 6, 1 > (Carry: On 
cor diword+ 4, 1 
eK diword+ 2,1 
ECL diword+0, 1 
inc diword+ 11 ; increment exponent 
jmp fptnorm 

fptnorml: ret » return 

fptnorm endp 
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Multiplication of Temporary Floating Point Number by 
10 
Function: A temporary binary floating number is multiplied by 10. The 
result is not normalized. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DI points to a temporary binary floating point 
number. 

Output: Upon exit DS:DI points to a temporary binary floating point 
number. This number is not normalized. 

Registers used: AX, CX, DX, and DI are modified. DI is used to point to 

the input. 

Segments referenced: ‘The data segment contains the temporary binary 
floating point number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: ‘This is a near routine needed by FPIN. 

i a ee eRe 

; ROUTINE TO MULTIPLY TEMP FLOATING POINT BY 10 

fptmul proc near 

mov Cx55 ; Lora county Of 5 
mov dx, 0 ; carry of zero 

fptmul1: 
push Cx ; save count 
mov ax, dx ; previous carry 
xchg ax, [di] ; switch with 16-bit digit 
mov Ex, 10 ; multiplier of 10 
mul CX , multiply 
add [di] , ax - add into carry in place 
add diez - next 16-bit digit 
pop x ; restore count 

loop fptmull 

rey , return 

fptmul endp 
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Division of Temporary Floating Point Number by 10 

FUNCTION: ‘This routine divides a temporary binary floating point 
number by 10. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DI points to a temporary binary floating point 
number. 

Output: Upon exit DS:DI points to a temporary binary floating point 
number. 

Registers used: AX, CX, DX, and DI are modified. DI is used to point to 

the input. 

Segments referenced: ‘The data segment contains a temporary binary 
floating point number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. This routine is 
needed by FPIN. 

; ROUTINE TO DIVIDE TEMP FLOATING POINT NUMBER BY 16 -- RESULT IS 
; NOT NORMALIZED 

fptdiv proc near 

: shift mantissa by 4 places 
mov cx, 4 “for a countoor 4 

fptdivl: 
sal diword+@, 1 feehittrali dieitsi ier t 
BC diwordt+2, 1 ; carry on 
rei diword+4, 1 
igeall diword+6, 1 
rel diword+8, 1 
dec diword+1] 
loop fptdivl 

- divide mantissa by 1@ 
mov ogni) - 5 words in number 
mov dx, @ ; previous remainder 
add di, 8 ; point to end 
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fptdiva2: 
push 
mov 
mov 
div 
mov 
sub 

pop 
loop 

ret 

fptdiv -endp 

cx 
fptdiv2 

save count 

get 16-bit digit 
divisor of 1@ 
divide 
put 16-bit digit back 
next 16-bit digit 

; restore count 

return 
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Conversion from External to Internal Floating Point 

Function: ‘This routine accepts an ASCII decimal floating number from 
a standard input device and converts it to internal binary floating point. 

Input: ‘The characters of the floating point number are received in 
ASCII through a call to a standard input routine. The decimal floating 
point number has an optional sign, followed by decimal digits of the 
mantissa with one embedded decimal point. Following the mantissa is an 
option exponent which starts with the letter E, then an optional sign, 

then a decimal number. It is possible to get erroneous results if the 
number is too large or small to be stored as a single precision binary 
floating point number (see Figure 5-4). 

Output: Upon exit a single precision binary floating point number is in 
SFPBUFFE. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 5- 

3) 

Registers used: No registers are modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains the variables 
FPTEMP1, FPTEMP2, and SFPBUFF 

Routines called: STDIN, FPINDIGIT, FPTMUL, FPTDIV, and 

FPTNORM 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

RS eS 
ee 

Sign Decimal Mantissa Exponent 
point 

Figure 5-4. External floating point format 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM ASCII EXTERNAL TO INTERNAL FLOATING POINT 

fpin proc far 

push di ; Save registers 
push Sl 
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2 Clear 

«clear 

push dx 
push ce 
push ax 

fp temp1 buffer 
lea di, fptemp1 ; point to fptemp1 
MOV al,@ edreite =< 
call fpindigit ; store digit 

the decimal flag and the count 
mov decflag,@ ; clear flag 
mov decexp, 0 ; clear decimal exponent 

look for the sign 

fpint: 

call stdin ; look for sign 
cmp alee =! - minus 
ie fpinl - store it 
cmp al, '+' - plus 
av fpin2 ; lgnore it 
jmp fpin3 ; anything else gets used 

; set sign as negative 

fpin2: 

fpin3: 

as 

d 

mov fptemp1b1@, 80h put sign in place 

call stdin - get next digit 

cmp ae ; check for decimal place 
jne fpin4 ; go on if not 

; set decimal flag 

fpind: 

fpind: 

cmp decf lag, @ decimal flag already set? 
jne fpind ; exit if not the first 
mov decflag, OFFh - set it now 
jmp fpin2 ; go back for a digit 

sub al, 30h - subtract 30h 
jl fpind ; too low? 
cmp al,9 

Jg fpin5 ; too high? 
jmp fpin6 ; got a digit 

jmp fpinl5 ; end of mantissa 
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; load digit as a floating point number 
fpin6: 

lea di, fptemp2 ; point to fptemp2 
call fpindigit ; put in the digit 

; multiply result by 10 
lea di, fptemp1 ; point to fptemp1 
call fptmul ; multiply by 10 

; pick one with larger exponent 
get sign of fptemp1 mov cx,fptemplwll_ =; 

sub cx,fptemp2wll ; subtract sign of fptemp2 
je fpinll ; skip if equal 
jg fping ; 1f exp fptemp2 is less 

fpin?: 
; exponent of fptempl is less than exponent of fptemp2 

neg Cx ; absolute value of exp 
fpin8: 
; shift the bits 

sar fptemp1w8, 1 shift all bits right 
PCE fptemplw6, 1 ; carry on 
rcr fptemp1w4, 1 
rer fptemplw2, 1 
rer fptemplw@, 1 
loop fpin8 

} 

; set the exponent 
mov ax,fptemp2wll ; get exp of fptemp2 
mov fptemplwll,ax ; put in exp of fptempl 

. jmp fpinll ; done with this case 

fpin9: 

; exponent of fptemp2 is less than exponent of fptemp1 

fpinig: 
; shift the bits 

sar fptemp2w8, 1 ; shift all bits right 
rer fptemp2w6, 1 ; carry on 
rcr fptemp2w4, 1 
rer fptemp2w2, 1 
rer, fptemp2wd, 1 
loop fpinl@ 

; set the exponent 
mov ax,fptemplwll ; get exp of fptemp1 
mov fptemp2wll,ax ; put in exp of fptemp2 
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jmp fpinll 

fpinil: 

add the digit to the result 

. mov Cxer 

lea di, fptemp1 
lea Si, fptemp2 
che 

fpinl2: 
mov ax, [S1] 

inc Si 
inc Sl 
adc [di] , ax 
inc di 
inc di 
loop fpinl2 

- normalize 
lea di, fptemp1 
call fptnorm 

fpini3: 

b 

; decrement decimal exponent if 
cmp decf lag, @ 
je fpinl4 
dec decexp 

fpinl4: 
jmp fpin2 

fpinl5: 
; adjust for the decimal point 

add al, 30h 
and al, 5Fh 
cmp al Es 
jne fpinl6 

d 

; grab exponent 

call sgndecl6in 
add decexp, dx 

fpinlé: 

end of this case 

; for a count of 5 words 
di points to fptemp1 

; Si points to fptemp2 

; get 16-bit digit from fptemp1 
point to next 16-bit digit 

add to 16-bit digit of fptemp2 
point to next 16-bit digit 

point to fptemp1 
renormalize it 

dec flag is on 
; check decimal flag 
; skip if not set 
; dec exponent if set 

; go back for next digit 

restore ASCII 
upper or lower case 

; is it E for exponent? 

; get signed decimal exponent 
; add it to our current value 

; get decimal exponent 
; check its sign 

- check for sign of decimal exponent 
mov cx, decexp 
cmp cx, @ 
jg fpinl7 ; if positive 
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iu fpinl8 

zero count 
jmp fpin2d 

positive decimal exponent 
fpinl7: 

push cx 

multiply result by 1¢ 
lea di, fptemp1 
call fptmul 

normalize 
lea di, fptemp1 
call fptnorm 

pop cx 
loop fpinl7 

. jm fpin2e 

fpini8: 
- negative count 

neg Cx 
fpinl9: 

push CX 

divide mantissa by 10 
lea di, fptemp1 
call fptdiv 

normalize 
lea di, fptemp1 
call fptnorm 

. pop cx 
loop fpinl9 

fpin2d: 
call tfp2sfp 

j pop ax 
pop ex 

pop = dx 
pop Sl 
pop di 
ret 

fpin endp 

if negative 

done if exponent is zero 

save count = decimal exponent 

point to fptemp1 
mutiply by 1¢ 

point to fptemp1l 
renormalize it 

restore the count 

end of this case 

absolute value of exponent 

save the count = exponent 

point to fptemp1 
divide by 10 

; point to fptemp1 
renormalize it 

- restore the count 

; convert to single precision 

restore registers 

return 
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Floating Point Output 

The main routine of this section converts from internal single 

precision binary floating point to external decimal floating point. As in 
the previous section, there are a number of support routines to perform 
the key steps of the conversion algorithm. Again, these routines are 

“near” procedures, and are designed to work with prevailing conditions 

within the main conversion routine. Also, each routine has a full header 

to better explain its function. 

Conversion from Single Precision to 
Temporary Floating Point 

Function: ‘This routine converts a single precision binary floating point 
number into a temporary binary floating point number. 

Input: Upon entry a single precision floating point number is stored in 
SFPBUFE. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 5- 
2): 

Output: Upon exit a temporary binary floating point number is stored 
in FPTEMP1. The temporary binary floating point number has a 72-bit 
binary mantissa with 8 bits to the left of these for internal use, a sign 

byte, and a 16-bit two’s complement binary exponent (see Figure 5-2). 

Registers used: AX is modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains the variables SFPBUFF 
and FPTEMP!1. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. This is a near 
procedure needed by FPOUT. 

- ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT ’ 

; TO TEMP FLOATING POINT 

sfp2tfp proc near 
* 
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clear lower part of mantissa 
mov 

mov 

mov 

move rest 

mov 

mov 

mov 
and 

or 
mov 

move sign 
MOV 
and 
mov 

; move exponent 

) 

mov 
mov 
sub 
mov 

ret 

sfp2ttp endp 
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fptemplwd, d 
fptemplw2, @ 
fptemp1w4, 0 

of mantissa 

ax, sfpbuffw@ 
fptemp1w6, ax 

ax, Sfpbuffw2 
ax, OO7Fh 
ax, 0080h 
fptemplw8, ax 

al, sfpbuffb2 
al, 80h 
fptemp1b10, al 

al, sfpbuffb3 
ah, 0 
ax, 80h 
fptemp1w11, ax 

clear word 
clear word 
clear word 

low 2 bytes 
put in place 

a chien 7) bits 
; remove sign 
- restore msb 

put in place 

in upper byte 
just sign bit 
byte 106 of fptemp1 

byte 3 of sfp 
make into a word 

remove bias 
its 16-bit 2's comp 

- return 
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Display of Floating Point 

Function: his routine displays a floating point number on the standard 
output device. 

Input: Upon input a number is stored in temporary decimal floating 
point form. The temporary format has a string of 25 decimal digits, a 
sign byte, and a base ten exponent which is stored in two’s complement 
16-bit binary format (see Figure 5-5). 

Output: ‘The individual characters of a floating point number are sent 
out the standard output device. The form of the output is: a sign 
character which is blank or minus, followed by decimal digits of the 
mantissa with one embedded decimal point to the right of the first 
significant digit. Following the mantissa is an exponent which starts with 
the letter E, then a sign, then a decimal number (see Figure 5-4). 

Registers used: AL, CX, DX, and SI are modified. 

Segments referenced: ‘(he data segment contains the variables DECBUFF 
(25 bytes), DECSIGN (1 byte), and DECEXP (2 bytes). 

Routines called: STDOUT 

Special notes: ‘This is a near procedure needed by FPOUT. 

-) = oo. 22,24 26 
bee 01234 5 67891011 12131415161718192021 93/25 

J cnaceceotconuscecttasiaccedl 

Mantissa ae digits) : > _ Sign 

_ Exponent | 
2's complement — 

Figure 5-5. Temporary decimal floating point 

* ROUTINE TO DISPLAY TEMPORARY DECIMAL FLOATING POINT NUMBERS 

tdecshow proc near 

output the sign 
cmp decsign, 0 ; is the sign there? 
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mov alain ; space if not 
je tdecshow1 

output a minus sign 
mov Bie Ge ; minus sign 

tdecshowl1: 

call stdout wasend- alte Out 

tdecshow2: 
; output the first digit and a decimal point 

lea si,decbuff+21  ; point to first digit 
mov al, [si] ; get it 
dec Sl ; point to next digit 
add al, 30h ; make it ASCII 
Call stdout + “send it Out 

mov ale ; ASCII decimal point 
calli stdout - send it out 

; output the rest of the decimal string 
mov Crm ; only 7 more digits 

tdecshows3: 
mov al, ist] ; get digit 
dec Sl ; point to next digit 
add al, 30h ; make ASCII 
call stdout - send it out 
loop tdecshow3 

mov au . E for exponent 

Cali stdout - send it out 

; now the exponent 
mov dx, decexp ; grab exponent 
cmp dx, 0 ; check sign 
mov al, tk - plus sign 
jge tdecshow4 ; 1f nonnegative 

: if negative exponent 
neg dx ; absolute value of exponent 
mov ake! ; minus sign 

tdecshow4: 
call stdout ; output sign of exponent 
call declé6out ; output exponent 

ret ; return 

tdecshow endp 
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~ BIN802DEC 

Conversion from 80-Bit Binary to Decimal Digits 

Function: ‘This routine converts an 80-bit binary integer into a decimal 
string. 

Input: Upon entry SI points to an 80-bit binary integer to be used as 
input and DI points to a 25-digit decimal string to be used as output (see 
Figure 5-6). 

Output: Upon exit a 25-digit decimal string is where DI pointed upon 
entry. DI still points there upon exit (see Figure 5-7). 

Registers used: AX, BX, CX, DX, and SI are modified. DI is used to 

point to the output, but is preserved. 

Segments referenced: ‘The data segment contains storage for the 80-bit 
binary number (10 bytes) and the 25-digit decimal number (25 bytes). 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: ‘This is a near procedure needed by FPOUT. 

Figure 5-6. 80-bit binary integer 

Bytes 0 | 2°3 4 5°6 7 8 9 10 I} 12713 14°15 16 17:18 19 20 21 22 23-24 

isa ct feo ei 

Figure 5-7. 25-digit decimal string 

- ROUTINE TO CONVERT 80-BIT BINARY NUMBER INTO A DECIMAL STRING 

bin802dec proc near 

; clear the string 
push di ; save destination pointer 
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mov 
mov 

bin8@2decl1: 
mov 
inc 
loop 

pop 

loop forever 

bin82dec2: 
push 

Y 

[di],al 
di 
bin8@2dec1 

di 

Sl 

- divide mantissa by 10 
mov 
mov 
mov 
add 

bin8@2dec3: 
push 
mov 
mov 
div 
mov 
or 
sub 

pop 
loop 

mov 
inc 

pop 
cmp 
jnz 

. ret 

bin8@2dec 

bx, @ 
COX) 

dx, @ 
$i,8 

Cx 
ax, ied 
cx, 10 

CX 
ist lax 
bx, ax 

Sie 
Cx 
bin8@2dec3 

{di}, dl 
di 

Sl 

bx, @ 
bin8@2dec2 

endp 

zero byte 
for a count of 25 

zero the byte 
point to next byte 

restore destination pointer 

save source pointer 

done flag 
5 words in number 
previous remainder 
point to high end 

save count 

get 16-bit digit 
divisor of 14 
divide 
put 16-bit digit back 
check for zero 
point to next 16-bit digit 
restore count 

; remainder is decimal digit 
point to next decimal digit 

restore source pointer 
was the binary zero? 
loop if nonzero 

return 
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Normalization of Temporary Decimal Floating Point 

Function: ‘This routine normalizes a temporary decimal floating point 
number. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DI points to a temporary decimal floating point 
number. 

Output: Upon exit the temporary floating point number is normalized. 

Registers used: AX, CX, and DI are modified. 

Segments referenced: ‘The data segment contains storage for a temporary 
decimal floating point number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

; ROUTINE TO NORMALIZE TEMPORARY DECIMAL FLOATING POINT NUMBER 

decnorm proc near 

; check toptl digit 
emp dibyte+22,@ ; 1s 1t already zero? 
je decnorm2 o L USOexI 

; round up starting with bottom digit 
mov al, [di] PhS tet 
add al, al ; double it for rounding 
mov ah, @ ; prepare carry 
aaa ; adjust for decimal 

now shift the rest 
mOV Cx 24 “itor acount of 24 

decnorml: 
mov al, [dit+1] - get next digit 
add al, ah ; add carry 
mov ah, @ ; prepare next carry 
aaa - adjust for decimal 
mov (di],al ; put digit in place 
inc di ; point to next digit 
loop decnorm1 
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inc decexp - increment decimal exponent 

) 

decnorm2: 
ret - return 

decnorm endp 
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Halving a Temporary Decimal Floating Point Number 

Function: ‘This routine divides a temporary decimal floating point 
number by two. 

Input: Upon input DI points to a temporary decimal floating point 
number. 

Output: Upon exit the number has been divided by two. The result is 
not normalized. 

Registers used: AX, CX, and DI are modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains a temporary decimal 
floating point number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: ‘This is a near procedure needed by FPOUT. 

- ROUTINE TO DIVIDE TEMPORARY DECIMAL NUMBER BY 2 - RESULT NOT NORMED 

dechalf proc near 

first shift up one digit 
mov Cx 2) Loree count. Of 25 
mov al,@ ; zero previous digit 

dechalf1: 
xchg al, [di] - exchange with current digit 
inc di ; point to next digit 
loop dechalf1 

dec decexp - decrement decimal digit 

; now divide by 2 
mov Cx, 20 - for a count of 25 
mov ah, @ + hear 

dechalf 2: 
push CX ; save count 
dec di - point to next digit 
mov al, [di] - get the digit 
mov Cue CLVESOF OL 
aad - adjust for division 
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div 
mov 

pop 
loop 

ret 

dechalf endp 
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cl 
fic) rad 
cx 
dechalf2 

- divide 
; put back 
‘ restore count 

- return 
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- DECDOUBLE 

Doubling a Temporary Decimal Floating Point Number 

Function: This routine multiplies a temporary decimal floating point 

number by two. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DI points to a temporary decimal floating point 
number. 

Output: Upon exit the number has been doubled. 

Registers used: AX, CX, and DI are modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains storage for the 
temporary decimal floating point number. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: ‘This is a near procedure needed by FPOUT. 

; ROUTINE TO MULTIPLY TEMPORARY DECIMAL NUMBER BY 2 - RESULT NOT NORMED 

decdouble proc near 

decdoublel: 

mov Cxeno ; for a count of 25 

mov ah, @ - clear previous carry 

mov al, [di] ; get digit 
sal ale ; multiply by 2 
add al, ah ; add the carry 
aam - adjust for decimal multiplication 
mov [di],al ; put back the byte 
inc di - point to next byte 
loop decdoublel 

ret - return 

decdouble endp 
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Conversion from Internal to External Floating Point 

Function: This routine displays a single precision floating point number 
on the standard output device as a decimal floating point number. 

Input: Upon entry a single precision binary floating point number is in 
SFPBUFF. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 
5-3). 

Output: The individual characters of a decimal floating number are sent 
out through the standard output device. The decimal floating point 
number has a sign character which is blank or minus, followed by 

decimal digits of the mantissa with one embedded decimal point to the 
right of the first significant digit. Following the mantissa is an exponent 
which starts with the letter E, then a sign, then a decimal number (see 

Figure 5-4). 

Registers used: AX, CX, BX, DX, SI, and DI are modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains storage for the variables 
DECBUFE, DECSIGN, DECEXP, FPTEMP1, and SFPBUFF. 

Routines called: STDOUT, SFP2TFP, DECHALK DECDOUBLE, 
DECNORM, TDECSHOW. 

Special notes: Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL FLOATING POINT 
SANG 

fpout 
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ASCII FLOATING POINT 

proc far 

push di ; save registers 
push Sl 
push dx 
push bx 
push cx 
push ax 
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) 
; check for zero as a special case 

mov ax, sf pbuffwd 
or ax, Sfpbuf fw2 
jnz fpoutl 

mov al, '@' 
call stdout 
jmp fpout6 

fpoutl: 

; get low word 
; get high word 
; go on if not zero 

make a zero 

send it out 
and exit 

; convert from single precision to temp floating point 
call sfp2tfp 

mov decexp, 21 

; set the sign 
mov al, fptemp1b1¢ 
mov decsign, al 

- convert mantissa to a decimal 
lea si, fptemp1 
lea di, decbuff 
call bin8@2dec 

- check sign of binary exponent 
mov cx, fptemp1w11 
sub Cron 
cmp cx, @ 
jl fpout2 
jg fpout4 
jmp fpouts 

fpout2: 
. binary exponent is negative 

neg CK 

fpout3: 
push cx 

; divide by 2 
lea di, decbuff 
call dechalf 

; normalize 
lea di, decbuff 
call decnorm 

; convert to temp format 

initialize exponent for unnormed position 
- exp = 21 for ‘start 

; get sign 
; put it away 

string 
; S1 points to fptempl 
- di points to decbuff 
; make decimal string 

; get the binary exp 
; biased by -72 
- check its sign 
- if negative 
- if positive 
- if zero 

absolute value of exp 

save count = binary exp 

point to decbuff 
divide by 2 

point to decbuff 
- renormalize 
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; 4 pop cx 
, loop fpout3 

restore count 

jmp fpouts ; ‘end of ‘case 

binary exponent is positive 

fpout4: 
push he save count = binary exp 

multiply by 2 
lea di, decbuff ; point to decbuff 
call decdouble ; multiply by 2 

normalize 
lea di, decbuff ; point to decbuff 
call decnorm renormalize 

pop cx restore count 
loop fpout4 

o) 

jmp fpouts ; end of case 

fpouts: 
; output the number 

call tdecshow display the number 

fpout6: 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop Cx 
pop bx 
pop dx 
pop S1 
pop di 
ret ; return 

fpout endp 
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Internal Floating Point Conversions 

This section contains routines to convert between single and double 
binary floating point formats and 16-bit binary integer formats. The 
routines to convert between integer and floating point representations 
have the familiar names FIX and FLOAT because they perform exactly 
the same actions as these well-known functions in FORTRAN and other 
languages. 

Each routine in this section stands alone without support routines. 

Conversion from Internal Floating Point to 16-Bit 
Integer 

Function: This routine converts from internal single precision binary 
floating point to internal 16-bit signed two’s complement integer. 
Input: Upon entry a single precision binary floating point is in 
SFPBUFE The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 
5-3). 

Output: Upon exit a 16-bit signed two’s complement binary number is 
in the DX register. 

Registers used: Only DX is modified. It is used for output. 

Segments referenced: ‘The data segment contains storage for SFPBUFE 

Routines called: | None 

Special notes: _ Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

_ ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL FLOATING POINT 
TO INTERNAL INTEGER (truncate) 

[1x proc far 

the number is in sfpbuff 

push Cx ; Save registers 
push ax 
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; get the mantissa 
mov ax, Sfpbuf fwd 
mov dx, sf pbuf fw2 
and dx, @O7Fh 
or dx, 6080h 

AX gets low part 
DX gets high part 
just the mantissa: 
restore the msb 

get the exponent 
mov cl, sfpbuffb3 get the exponent 
mov ch, @ - extend to 16-bit 
sub cx, 88h - subtract bias+ 
cmp cx, @ ; check its sign 
fl bg - if negative 
jg Pixs - if positive 
je fix - if zero 

ix: 
; shift right 

neg Cx ; absolute value 
fixe: 

sar Opell ; shift all bits right 
ICE ax, 1 | Cary on 

loop fiee2 

jmp fix4 - end of case 

‘shite: lett 
fixe: 

sal ax, 1 —shitiall bits: Pent 
rel axa ; carry On 
loop fix3 

jmp fix4 - end of case 

fix4: 
- check the sign 

mov al, sfpbuffb2 ; get sign 
and al, 80h Pea LSet Pa 
jz f1x5 aS et On? 
neg dx ; 2's comp if neg 

er 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop cx 
ret ; revurn 

reais endp 
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Conversion from 16-Bit Integer to Floating Point 

Function: This routine converts an unsigned 16-bit binary number to a 
single precision binary floating point number. 

Input: Upon entry DX contains an unsigned 16-bit binary number. 

Output: Upon exit SFPBUFF contains a single precision floating point 
number. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 
5-3). 

Registers used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments referenced: The data segment contains storage for the variable 
SFPBUFF and the message INTERNAL. 

Routines called: _MESSOUT, HEXI6O0UT, STDSPACE (all for 
debugging) 

Special notes: | Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

- ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL INTEGER TO INTERNAL FLOATING POINT 

float proc far 

- the number 1s in DX 

floatl: 

iRloat2: 

push dx - save registers 

push CX 
push ax 

mov ax, @ - extend to 32 bits 
cmp dx, @ ; check if zero 
We float4 

mov cx, 9800h ; initialize exponent and sign 
- shift left until normalized 

test ax, 0@80h - done yet? 
jnz float3 Texte lies0 
sal dx, 1 msnitt all pits: Let voit ToL 
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rel 
dec 

jmp 

float3: 

; pack. 1b in 
and 

or 

float4: 

mov 
mov 

ax, 1 

ch 

float2 

ax, 0O7Fh 
ax, CX 

sfpbuffw@, dx 
sfpbuffw2, ax 

show hex for debugging 
lea 
call 

mov 
call 

mov 
call 

call 

pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

float endp 

$i, internal 
stdmessout 

dx, sfpbuffw2 
hex16out 

dx, sfpbuf fwd 
hex16out 

stdspace 

ax 

CX 

carry on 
decrement the exponent 

just the mantissa 
exponent and sign 

put lower part into place 
put upper part into place 

point to message 
send message 

upper word 
show it 

lower word 
show it 

skip space 

restore registers 

return 
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Conversion from Single to Double Precision 

Function: ‘This routine converts an internal single precision binary 

floating point number to an internal double precision floating point 
number. 

Input: Upon entry a single precision binary floating point number is in 
SFPBUFE The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 5- 
3): 

Output: Upon exit a double precision binary floating point number is in 
DFPBUFF. The double precision floating point number has a 40-bit 
binary mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see 
Figure 5-8). 

Registers used: No registers are modified. 

Segments referenced: The data segment contains storage for the 
variables SFPBUFF and DFPBUFF. 

Routines called: None 

Special notes: | Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

Figure 5-8. Double precision binary floating point 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL SINGLE PRECISION 
7 

; TO INTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT 

sfp2dfp proc far 

push ax ; save registers 

Floating Point Conversion 



clear low part of mantissa 
~~" mov dfpbuf fwd, @ - clear low word 

mov dfpbuffw2, @ clear next low word 

* move rest of number 

mov ax, Sfpbuffwd ; get word from single precision 
mov af pbuffw4, ax ; put in double precision 

mov ax, Sfpbuffw2 ; get word from single precision 
mov df pbuffw6, ax ; put in double precision 

. pop ax ; restore registers 
ret “sreturm 

sfp2dfp endp 
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Conversion from Double to Single Precision 

Function: ‘This routine converts an internal double precision binary 
floating point number to an internal single precision floating point 

number. 

Input: _ Upon entry a double precision binary floating point number is 
in DFPBUFE The double precision floating point number has a 40-bit 
binary mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see 
Figure 5-8). 

Output: Upon exit a single precision binary floating point number is in 
SFPBUFF. The single precision floating point number has a 24-bit binary 
mantissa, a sign bit, and an 8-bit exponent biased by 128 (see Figure 5- 
3). 

Registers used: No registers are modified. 

Segments referenced: “(he data segment contains storage for the 
variables SFPBUFF and DFPBUFF. 

Routines called: | None 

Special notes: | Equates are used to shorten address fields. 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM INTERNAL DOUBLE PRECISION 
; TO INTERNAL SINGLE PRECISION FLOATING POINT 

dfp2sfp proc far 

push ax ; save registers 

mov ax, dfpbuffw4 ; get word from double precision 
mov sfpbuffw@, ax ; place in single precision 

mov ax, dfpbuffw6 ; get word from double precision 
mov sf pbuffw2, ax ; place in single precision 

pop ax ; restore registers 
ret ; return 

dfp2sfp endp 

Floating Point Conversion 

— 
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ie routines in this chapter perform the four fundamental 
arithmetic operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 

division upon multidigit integers. 
Large capacity integers can be constructed by chaining together 

several smaller 8-bit or 16-bit integers, with each 8-bit or 16-bit integer 
piece acting as a digit of the number. Hence the name multidigit integer is 
used to describe these large-sized integers. In this chapter we use 16-bit 
integers as “digits” in our routines, but these routines can easily be 
modified to use 8-bit integers instead. 

Multidigit binary integers are useful in applications requiring a high 
degree of precision. These include pure and applied mathematics. For 
example, there are some famous numbers such as pi or e whose digit 

patterns are the subject of mathematical research, and there are some 
very large prime numbers whose existence 1s of interest (see “The Search 

for Prime Numbers” by Carl Pomerance, Sczentific American, December 

1982). Often, searches for these large numbers are used merely as tests 

for machines and programmers, but a very important application for 
large primes and for large integers in general is the encryption of 
sensitive computer data. In fact, encrypting and decrypting algorithms 
require multidigit operations such as those presented in this chapter. 

Many operations on these larger-sized integers can be accomplished 
by combining 8-bit or 16-bit arithmetic operations that work on the 



individual 8-bit or 16-bit “digits”. The methods for combining these digit: 
by-digit operations are pretty much the same methods that are taughtin || 
elementary school for dealing with multidigit decimal arithmetic. You can . 
see this in the addition, subtraction, and multiplication routines included 

in this chapter. The one exception to this is our division routine. It uses 
binary arithmetic to greatly simplify the “guessing process” normally 
used in long division of decimal numbers. 
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MBINADD 

Multidigit Binary Addition 

Function: ‘This routine adds two multidigit binary numbers. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to the first number, DS:DI points to the 
second number, and DS:BX points to the location where the result will be 
stored. The size of these multidigit numbers is controlled by the constant 
ISIZE. All three numbers contain 16*ISIZE number of bits and are 
stored in IS{ZE number of 16-bit words of memory. 

Output: Upon exit DS:BX points to where the result is stored. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain storage 
for three multidigit numbers, two for input and one for output. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

|e RST tr TE TR EA St cE STE ERTS AREER 

; ROUTINE TO ADD MULTIDIGIT BINARY NUMBERS 

mbinadd proc far 

push S1 ; save registers 
push di 
push bx 
push Cx 
push ax 

mov ex, 1s1ze ; get the number of 16-bit "digits" 
cle ; clear the carry in 

mbinadd1: 
mov ax, [si] ; get "digit" from first number 
inc S1 “point to mext. “digit 
inc S$] 
adc ax. (di, ; add "digit" from second number 
inc di  POUnt LO Text: “digic" 
inc di 
mov fobalaebe ; move resulting "digit" into place 
inc bx ; point to next "digit" 
inc bx 
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loop mbinaddl ; loop through all "digits" 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop ex 
pop bx 
pop di 
pop Sl 
ret 

nbinadd endp 
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Multidigit Binary Subtraction 

Function: This routine subtracts two multidigit binary numbers. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to the first number, DS:DI points to the 
second number, and DS:BX points to the location where the result of 
subtracting the first from the second will be stored. The size of these 
multidigit numbers is controlled by the constant ISIZE. All three 
numbers contain 16*ISIZE number of bits and are stored in ISIZE 
number of 16-bit words of memory. 

Output: Upon exit DS:BX points to where the result is stored. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain storage 
for three multidigit numbers, two for input and one for output. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO SUBTRACT MULTIDIGIT BINARY NUMBERS 

mbinsub proc far 

push Sl ; save registers 
push di 
push bx 
push Cx 
push ax 

mOV cx, 1s1ze ; get the number of 16-bit "digits" 
Cle ; clear the carry 

mbinsub1: 

mov ax, [di] ; get "digit" from second number 
inc di ; point to next "digit" 
inc di 

sbb ax, [S1] ; Subtract "digit" of first number 
ne S1 » POINt TO next “digit” 
inc Sl 

mOV [bx] , ax ; move resulting "digit" into place 
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inc bx ; point to next: "digit" 
inc bx 
loop mbinsub1 ; loop through all "digits" 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop cx 
pop bx 
pop di 
pop Sl 
ret 

mb insub endp 
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~ MBINMUL 

Multidigit Binary Multiplication 

Function: ‘This routine multiplies two multidigit binary numbers. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to the first number, DS:DI points to the 
second number, and DS:BX points to the location where the result will be 
stored. The size of these multidigit numbers is controlled by the constant 
ISIZE. The input numbers contain 16*ISIZE number of bits and the 
output number has double that precision. Both inputs are stored in 
ISIZE number of 16-bit words of memory and the output is stored in 
2*ISIZE number of 16-bit words of memory. 

Output: Upon exit DS:BX points to where the result is stored. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain storage 
for three multidigit numbers, two for input and one for output. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

* ROUTINE TO MULTIPLY MULTIDIGIT BINARY NUMBERS 

mbinmul proc far 

) 

push Sl ; save registers 
push di 
push bx 
push Cx 
push ax 

| clear result buffer 
push bx ; save result pointer BX 
mov ax, @ - get a zero 
mov cx, 2*181ze - double precision for this number 
eld ; forward direction 

mbinmul1: 
mov [bx] , ax “clear the dig ti! 
inc bx ; point to next “digit" 
inc bx 
loop mbinmul 1 ; loop through all "digits" 
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pop 

mov 
mbinmul2: 

push 
mOV 
ine 
inc 

push 
push 

mov 
mbinmul3: 

push 
push 
mov 
inc 
inc 
mul 
add 
inc 
inc 
adc 

pop 
pop 
loop 

pop 
pop 

inc 
inc 

pop 
loop 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

mbinmul endp 

bx 

ex, 1s1ze 

Cx 
Oxalsi| 
Sl 

Sl 

bx 

di 

ex, 1size 

Cx 
mbinmul3 

di 
bx 

bx 
bx 

Cx 
mbinmul2 

ax 
Cx 
bx 
di 
Sl 

restore result pointer BX 

get the number of 16-bit "digits" 

save count for outer loop 
get "digit" from first number 
point to next "digit" 

save registers during inner loop 

get the number of 16-bit "digits" 

save count for inner loop 
save multiplier "digit" 
get "digit" from second number 
point to next "digit" 

multiply 
add lower “digit" to result 
point to next "digit" 

add upper part to result 
restore multiplier 
restore count for inner loop 
loop through all "digits" of second 

restore registers 

shift by one "digit" 

restore count for outer loop 
loop through all "digits" of first 

restore registers 
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~ MBINDIV 

Multidigit Binary Division 

Function: ‘This routine divides two multidigit binary numbers, 
producing both a quotient and remainder. 

Input: Upon entry, DS:SI points to the divisor, DS:BX points to where 
the dividend is upon entry and where the remainder will be upon exit, 
and DS:DI points to the location where the quotient will be upon exit. 
The size of these multidigit numbers is controlled by the constant ISIZE. 
The divisor and quotient contain 16*ISIZE number of bits and the 
dividend and remainder have double that precision. Both the divisor and 
quotient are stored in ISIZE number of 16-bit words of memory and the 
dividend and remainder are stored in 2*ISIZE number of 16-bit words of 
memory. 

Output: Upon exit DS:BX points to where the quotient is stored and 
DS:DI points to where the remainder is stored. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: _ Upon entry the data segment must contain 
storage for the multidigit numbers described above. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

| sn eset TOP ACE ISPS NRA EO STN AE 

; LOCAL SUBROUTINE TO COMPARE DIVISOR AGAINST DIVIDEND 

divemp proc near 

push S1 ; save registers 
push dl 
push ex 

std ; backward direction 
add S1,4*1S1ze-2 ; point to end of temp divisor 
add di, 4*1s1ze-2 ; point to end of quotient 
mov cx, 2*1S1ze ; count for double precision 

repz cmpsw ; compare "digit" by "digit" 
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divsall: 

divsal 

: LOCAL 

divslr 

’ 

divslr1: 

pop wr ; restore registers 
pop di 
pop Sl 
ret 

endp 

SUBROUTINE TO ARITHMETIC SHIFT DIVISOR LEFT 

proc near 

push Sl ; Save registers 
push cx 

mov cx, 2*1size - set counter 
Cie ; clear carry in 

ret word ptr [si],1 ; shift one word by one bit 
inc Sl ; point to next word 
inc Sl 
loop divsall ; loop through entire divisor 

pop Cx ; restore registers 
pop Sl 
re 

endp 

SUBROUTINE TO LOGICAL SHIFT DIVISOR RIGHT 

proc near 

push Si ; save registers 
push Cx 

add $1, 4*1size-2 ; point to end of temp divisor 
mov ex, 2*1S1ze ; count for double precision 
elie ) clear calryacin 

rep word ptr [si],1 ; rotate one word by one bit 
dec Sl ; point to next word 
dec - Sl 
loop divsIrl ; loop through entire divisor 
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pop CX ‘ restore registers 
pop Sl 
ret 

divslr endp 

’ 

LOCAL SUBROUTINE TO SUBTRACT SHIFTED DIVISOR FROM DIVIDEND 

2 

divsub proc near 

) 

push S1 ' gave registers 
push di 
push Cx 

elie ; clear carry in 
mov cx, 2*1s1ze ; set the count for double precision 

divsub1: 
mov ax, [S1] ; get word from shifted divisor 
inc Sl ; point to next word 
inc Si 
sbb [di] , ax ; subtract from word of dividend 
inc di ; point to next word 
inc di 
loop divsubl ; loop through all words 

pop cx ; restore registers 
pop di 
pop Sl 
ret 

divsub endp 

y 

; LOCAL SUBROUTINE TO SHIFT QUOTIENT LEFT 

quotshl proc near 

’ 

push bx ; save registers 
push Cx 

. mov ex, 1S1ze ; count for single precision 
quotshl1: 

meu word ptr [bx],1 ; shift word of quotient left once 
inc bx ; point to next word 
inc bx 
loop quotshl1 ; loop through entire quotient 

| pop Cx ; restore registers 
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pop bx 
ret 

quotshl endp 

) 

; ROUTINE TO DIVIDE MULTIDIGIT BINARY NUMBERS 

mbindiv proc far 

2 

push Sl ; Save registers 
push di 
push bx 
push Cx 
push ax 

put single precision divisor into double precision location 
push di ; save dividend pointer 
lea di, tempdiv ; point to temporary divisor 
mov cx, 1size ; for a count of isize 
cld - forward direction 
rep mMOVSW - ; make the transfer 

clear upper part of double precision location 
mOV ax, @ ; zero word 
mov CX, SIZE ; for a count of isize 
rep stosw ; clear the rest of the words 

restore dividend pointer and point to temp divisor 
pop di ; restore dividend pointer 
lea Si, tempdiv ; point SI to temporary divisor 

initialize shift count 
mov Cx initial count of one 

’ 

‘ normalize divisor 
mbindivl: 

test msbdiv, 86@@h - test msb of divisor 
jnz mbindiv2 - exit if normalized 
call divsal - arithmetic shift left if not 
inc CX - count the shift 
jmp mbindivl keep on looping until normalized 

- compare, subtract, shift loop 
mbindiv2: 

call divemp ; compare divisor against dividend 
ja mbindiv3 ; skip if too large 
call divsub - subtract if ok 
stc - new bit of quotient is 1 
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jmp 

mbindiv3: 
ere 

mbindiv4: 
call 

call 
loop 

pop 
pop 

pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

mbindiv endp 

mbindiv4 

quotsh] 
divslr 
mbindiv2 

ax 
cx 
bx 

di 
Sl 

jump to end of loop 

new bit of quotient.is @ 

shift bit into the quotient 
logical shift divisor right once 
loop for next digit 

restore registers 
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Graphics 

Programs 
Primitive Functions 

CLS Clear the Screen 
SETPT Plot a Point 
XORPT Plot a Point using XOR 
LOCATE Locate a Point on the Medium Resolution 

Color Screen 
SETBOX Fill a Rectangular Box 
XORBOX _ Fill a Rectangular Box Using XOR_ 

Second Level Functions 

SETLINE Draw a Line 
SCHAR Plot a Stroke Character 
RCHAR Plot a Raster Character 
GMESSOUT Plot a String 
PAINT Fill an Area 

This chapter contains routines that perform fundamental plotting 
jobs on the IBM PC color graphics screen. These include point plotting, 
line drawing, character plotting, and the filling of areas. 

The need for graphics in computing has clearly been established over 
the past few years. The advent of personal computers with color video 
graphics has now made computer graphics a cost-effective alternative to 
the time-consuming and laborious hand-drawing of pictures. 

The routines in this chapter have been carefully optimized for speed, 
register usage, and simplicity. Special attention has been paid to routines 

used most often; that is, point-plotting and line-drawing routines. The 
point-plotting routine in this chapter plots about 10,000 points per 
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second, more than three times faster than the point-plotting routine in 

the IBM ROM BIOS. 
The line-drawing routine (SETLINE) uses Bresenham’s algorithm, a 

very popular and fast algorithm. Its critical loop consists of a call to the 
point-plotting routine plus a handful of 8088 instructions. Thus, 
optimization of point plotting is the dominant factor in optimizing the 
speed of this line-drawing routine. On a speed test, about 8,000 points 
per second were plotted using this line-drawing routine. The overhead 
due to the line-drawing routine itself can be reduced by a factor of two to 
yield about 9,000 points per second, if self-modifying code were to be 
used (see the routine by Dan Rollins on pages 75-77 in Doctor Dobb’s 
Journal, June 1983). However, self-modifying code is not considered good 
programming practice, so we have refrained from it. 

Box-filling routines (SETBOX and XORBOX) have been included to 

optimize the speed of filling large rectangular areas. These routines can 
fill a whole screen in about a fifth of a second (compared with 6.4 
seconds for plotting every point on the screen.) If you wish to clear the 
whole screen, then use the routine CLS to do that in less than a tenth of 

a second. 

For both the point-plotting and box-filling routines there are “set” 
and “xor” versions. The “set” versions (SETPT and SETBOX) work by 

overwriting previous color values in the specified pixels, whereas the 
“xor” versions (XORPT and XORBOX) use the XOR (exclusive OR) 

logical operation to combine previous color values with new color values. 
This is useful in constructing cursors and icons which need to move 
around a screen without destroying what was there before. Objects that 
have been placed on the screen with the XOR operation can be 
completely removed by placing them a second time on the screen with 
exactly the same position, color, and XOR operation! 

Two types of characters can be plotted: stroke characters and raster 
characters. Stroke characters consist of a series of strokes, each drawn 
with the line-plotting routine. Raster characters consist of a dot matrix 
pattern on the screen with each “dot” drawn using the box-filling routine. 
Both stroke and raster characters can be plotted in any valid color value 
(0-3) and can be magnified by any integral amount, independently in 
both horizontal and vertical directions. To use the stroke character 
routine you must create a table of stroke characters. This gives you the 
flexibility to design your own character set. Raster characters use a table 
which is included in IBM’s BIOS ROM. 

A routine (GMESSOUT) is included to plot strings on the graphics 
screen using either stroke or raster characters. A variable FONT 
determines which is to be used. 
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As an added bonus, there is a “paint” routine (PAINT) which can be 

used to fill irregular areas on the screen, as does the PAINT command 
in IBM’s Advanced BASIC (see Mitchell Waite and Christopher L. 

Morgan, Graphics Primer for the IBM PC [Berkeley: Osborne/McGraw- Hill, 
1983]). The algorithm for this routine has been developed over a number 

of years in the computer graphics literature and by our computer 
graphics students at California State University, Hayward. 

The algorithm for our PAINT routine uses a stack in much the same 
way that DOS 1 versions of IBM’s PAINT algorithm do. However, 

starting with version 2 of its Advanced BASIC, IBM’s PAINT command 
uses an algorithm which does not seem to use a stack to keep track of 
where to paint. 

In general, paint routines do very well for small iregular areas, but 

are definitely outclassed for large regular areas by box-filling routines. 
Our PAINT routine runs a bit slow, about as fast as using the IBM 

BIOS point-plotting routine to fill the same area, but several times slower 
than the paint algorithms used in IBM’s Advanced BASIC. The routine 
could be optimized in a number of ways to increase its speed. For 
example, some of the byte- or word-oriented techniques used in our box- 
filling routines could be applied to speed it up. As it is, our routine is 
amazingly short and easy to understand for what it does. You would do 
well to carefully study it and the box-filling routines if you plan to write a 
faster one. 
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Primitive Graphics Functions 

This section contains primitive graphics routines; that is, routines 
which do not call any others. These routines are used by all the other 
routines to write to and read from the screen. 

Clear the Graphics Screen 

Function: ‘This routine clears the color graphics screen. 

Input: None 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the screen RAM at 
B8000h. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CLEAR THE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

cls proc far 

push Cx ; save registers 
push ax 

: set up the registers 
mov cx, 2000h - word count of whole screen 
mov ax, @ ; zero pattern for the screen 
mov di, ax ; set starting address 
cld - go in forward direction 

- clear the screen with a single string operation 
rep stosw ; this. clears the screen 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop 
ret 

cls endp 
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Plot a Point on the Medium Resolution Color Screen 

Function: This routine plots a point on the medium resolution color 
graphics screen. The pixel at the specified location is given a specified 
color, overwriting the old color. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate (0-319) of the point is in SI 

y-coordinate (0-199) of the point is in DI 
color (0-3) is in DX 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. SI, DI, and DX are used for 
input. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to a data segment containing the following 
look-up table of rotated color masks: 

ctable dw 0003Fh, 0403Fh, 0803Fh, 0CO3Fh 
dw 000CFh, 010CFh, 020CFh, 030CFh 
dw 000F3h, 004F3h, 008F3h, 00CF3h 
dw 000FCh, 001FCh, 002FCh, 003FCh 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The user must make 
sure that the coordinates and the color are in their proper ranges. 

; ROUTINE TO PLOT A POINT ON MEDIUM RES COLOR SCREEN 

setpt proc far 

push bx ; save registers 
push Sl 
push ax 

; multiply y-coord by bytes per row and adjust for even/odd lines 
mov ax, di ; get y-coord into low part 
mov ah, al ; and into high part 
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and ax, @1FEh mask off unwanted parts 
sal Eel ‘ times 4 
sal ax, 1 - times 8 
sal Bye il - times 16 
mov bx, ax ; goes into address 
and bh, 7 ; without adjustment 
sal Be i - times 32 
sal ax, 1 - times 64 
add bx, ax ‘ address gets y-coord times 8¢ 

- add x-coord to address 
mov axes ; get x-coordinate 
sar Eye Ab - divide 
Sar axl Dye 

add bx, ax - here is the address 

- compute the rotated mask and color 
and Sim - just pixel position into the index 
sal Sale ' index times 2 
sal Sill - index times 4 
add se cx ; 4*pixel position + color 
sal Soe i ; 8*pixel position + 2*color 
mov ax,ctable{si] ; look up rotated color and mask 

y 

setpt 
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insert the color into the video byte 
and al,es: [bx] ; get old byte & remove old pixel 
or al, ah - insert new color 
mov es: [bx], al ; put the byte back 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop Sl 
pop bx 
ret 

endp 
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XOR a Point onto the Medium Resolution Color Screen 

Function: ‘This routine plots a point on the medium resolution screen 
using the “exclusive or” operation. The pixel at the specified location is 
colored with a color obtained by “exclusive oring” its original color with a 
specified color. This function is useful for making cursors. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate (0-319) of the point is in SI 

y-coordinate (0-199) of the point is in DI 

color mask (0-3) for xor is in DX 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. SI, DI, and DX are used for 
input. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to a data segment containing the following 
look-up table for rotated color masks: 

ctable dw 0003Fh, 0403Fh, 0803Fh, 0C03Fh 
dw 000CFh, 010CFh, 020CFh, 030CFh 
dw 000F3h, 004F3h, 008F3h, 00CF3h 
dw 000FCh, 001FCh, 002FCh, 003FCh 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The user must make 
sure that the coordinates and the color are in their proper ranges. 

; ROUTINE TO XOR A POINT ONTO MEDIUM RES COLOR SCREEN 

xorpt 

i] 

proc far 

push bx ; save registers 
push Sl 
push ax 

* multiply y-coord by bytes per row and adjust for even/odd lines 
mov ax, di ; get y-coord into low part 
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’ 

mov 
and 
sal 
sal 
sal 
mov 
and 
sal 

sal 
add 

ah, al 
ax, @1FEh 
axon 

axeull 

ax, 1 

bx, ax 
bh, 7 
axl 

ax, 1 

bxeax 

- add x-coord to address 
mov 
sar 
sar 
add 

ye Sal 
aks kL 

ax, | 

Dx eax 

and into high part 
mask off unwanted parts 
times 4 
times 8 
times 16 
goes into address 
without adjustment 
times 32 
times 64 
address gets y-coord times 80 

get x-coordinate 
divide 
by 4 

- here 1s the address 

- compute the mask for color and use it 

xorpt 
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and 

sal 
sal 
add 

sal 
mov 
xor 

pop 
pop 

pop 
ret 

endp 

Siva 
S1,1 
Sih 
Culms os 
pla 
ax, ctable{[si] 
es: [bx], ah 

ax 
Sl 
bx 

) 

) 

’ 

) 

d 

) 

’ 

- just the bit count into the index 
; index times 2 
; index times 4 
; 4*pixel position + color 
; 8*pixel position + 2*color 

look up the masks 
; xor the byte with the color 

; restore registers 
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Locate a Point on the Medium Resolution Color Screen 

Function: ‘This routine returns the color of a point on the medium 
resolution screen. The color is returned in AL. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate (0-319) of the point is in SI 

y-coordinate (0-199) of the point is in DI 

Output: Upon exit AL contains the color (0-3) of the pixel at the 
specified location. 

Registers Used: Only AX is modified. SI and DI are used for input and 
AL is used for output. 

Segments Referenced: _ Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h. 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The user must make 
sure that the coordinates are in their proper ranges. 

; ROUTINE TO RETURN COLOR OF A POINT ON MEDIUM RES COLOR SCREEN 

locate proc far 

push bx ; save registers 
push ex 

: multiply y-coord by bytes per row and adjust for even/odd lines 
mov ax, di - get y-coord into low part 
mov ah, al ; and into high part 
and ax, 01FEh ; mask off unwanted parts 
sal ax, 1 ; times 4 
sal abet ; times 8 
sal ax, 1 - times 16 
mov bx, ax - goes into address 
and bh, 7 ; without adjustment 
sal ax, 1 - times 32 
sal axat ; times 64 
add bx, ax - address gets times 64 + times 16 
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- add x-coord to address 

mov ax, Sl ; get x-coordinate 
sar ave al - divide 
Sar ax, 1 ssby. 4 
add bx, ax ; here is the address 

; compute the position of the pixel in the byte 
mov Cx Si ; use x-coordinate to determine count 
and exes ; just the bit count 
inc cx ; plus one 
sal Ciel - 2 bits per pixel 

get the byte and rotate into place 
mov al,es: [bx] - get old byte 
rol eulered ' rotate left this many times 
and ax, 3 ; just the pixel color 

pop cx ; restore the registers 
pop bx 
ret 

locate endp 
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Fill a Rectangular Box with Color 

Function: ‘This routine fills a rectangular box in the color graphics 
screen with a given color. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate of upper left corner is in x1 
y-coordinate of upper left corner is in y1 
x-coordinate of lower right corner is in x2 
y-coordinate of lower right corner is in y2 
color of the rectangle is in bits 0 and 1 of color 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the following look-up table for color 
masks: 

xtable dw OFFCOh, OFFFOh, OFFFCh, OFFFFh 
dw O3FCOh, O3FFOh, O3FFCh, 03FFFh 
dw OOFCOh, OOFFOh, OOFFCh, OOFFFh 
dw 003COh, 003F0h, 003FCh, 003FFh 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The coordinates must 
be in range and in order. That is, the following must be true: 

ga ae Oe 10 

0<= yl <= y2 <= 199 

; ROUTINE TO FILL A RECTANGULAR BOX 

setbox proc far 

push Sl , save registers 
push di 
push dx 
push bx 
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push Cx 
push ax 

determine byte position for start 

get y contribution 
mov ax, yl ; get starting y-coordinate 

mov ah, al ; replicate for odd/even bank 
and ax, 1FEh ; just one bit ecle moved 
sal eel ; times 4 
sal axel times 8 
sal eb.cull times 16 
mov di, ax address gets 16 times y-coordinate 
and di, 7FFh not the odd/even bit 
sal axed times 32 
sal ax, 1 times 64 
add di, ax address gets 8@ times y-coordinate 

- add in x contribution 
mov ax, Xl ; get x-coordinate 
sar bie Ah - divide 
Sar ax Ge) ORE Bs 
add di, ax ' beginning offset 

- count for outer loop 
mov Cxyyv2 - ending y-coordinate 
sub ecard ; minus starting y-coordinate 
inc x ; plus one 

count for inner loop 
mov Sik ; ending x-coordinate 
sar Syl ; divide 
sar Si, 1 ; by 4 
mov ax, Xl ; starting x-coordinate 
sar axe ; divide 
sar ax, 1 Dvd 
sub si ax ; take the difference 

get the color 
mov bx, color - get the color 
and bx ; just between @ and 3 
mov dl,cbytes[bx] ; look up color pattern 

- determine mask for start and ending bytes 
mov Dee ; starting byte 
and lupe ; just the pixel position 
sal Dyed ; times 2 
sal bx, 1 ; times 4 
mov ax, X2 ; ending byte 
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and ax, 3 just the pixel position 
add bx, ax . 4*starting+tending 
sal open ; 8*starting+2*ending 
mov bx, xtable [bx] ; look up the masks 

; set up masked color bytes 
mov dh, dl ; color for left bytes 
mov ah, dl ; color for middle bytes 
and dx, bx ; mask left and right color bytes 

| cld ; forward 

sboxloop: 
push Cx ; save count of outer loop 
push di ; save initial byte position 

mov Cx, Si ; count for inner loop 

- check for only one byte 
mov al, bh ; get the mask 
CRZ sboxloop2 ; if ending byte coincides 

; color leftmost byte of the scan line 
not al ; reverse the mask for clearing 
and al,es: [di] ; get byte from memory and clear pixels 
or al, dh ; put color in place 
stosb ; put byte in place 

- check for just two bytes 
dec cx - count the byte 
JCXZ sboxloop1 ; done? 

color middle bytes of the scan line 
mov al, ah - color for middle bytes 
rep stosb ; put middle bytes in place 

- handle rightmost byte of the scan line 

; come here if two or more bytes 
sboxloop1: 

mov al, OFFh - set full mask 

- in any case come here to adjust the masks 
sboxloop2: 

and al, bl - bring in right part of mask 
and diyau - clear left part of color if needed 
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color the byte 
not 

and 

or 
stosb 

al 
al,es: [di] 
aledk 

; compute next scan line 

pop 
test 
12 
add 

sboxloop3: 
xor 

pop 
loop 

pop 

pop 
pop 
pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

setbox endp 

di 
di, 2000h 
sboxloop3 
di, 80 

di, 2000h 
cx 
sboxloop 

reverse the mask for clearing 
get byte from memory and clear pixels 
put pixels in the byte 
put byte back into video RAM 

restore address of left side of box 
odd or even line? 
skip if even 
add 80 bytes per line 

; changes banks in any case 
restore count for outer loop 
next scan line 

; restore registers 
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XOR Fill a Rectangular Box with Color 

Function: ‘This routine fills a rectangular box in the color graphics 
screen with a given color using the “exclusive or” operation. Each pixel in 
the rectangle is colored with a color obtained by “exclusive oring” its 
original color with a specified color. This function is useful for making 
cursors. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate of upper left corner is in x1 
y-coordinate of upper left corner is in y1 
x-coordinate of lower right corner is in x2 
y-coordinate of lower right corner is in y2 
color of the rectangle is in bits 0 and | of color 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the following look up table for color 
masks: 

xtable dw OFFCOh, OFFFOh, OFFFCh, OFFFFh 

dw 0O3FCOh, O3FFOh, O3FFCh, O3FFFh 

dw 0OFCOh, OOFFOh, OOFFCh, OOFFFh 

dw 003COh, 003F0h, 003FCh, 003FFh 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The coordinates must 

be in range and in order. That is, the following must be true: 

OPS Sg bee ew 

0 <= yl <= y2 <= 199 

- ROUTINE TO XOR A RECTANGULAR BOX 
, 

<orbox proc far 

) 

push Sl - save registers 
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push 
push 
push 
push 
push 

mov 
mov 
and 
sal 
sal 
sal 
mov 
and 

sal 
sal 
add 

mov 
sar 
sar 
add 

get y contribution 

add in x contribution 
axeexdt 

axel 

ax, 1 

di, ax 

; count for outer loop 
mov 
sub 

ine 

CXONVC 

Cxenyall 

cx 

; count for inner loop 
mov 
sar 
sar 
mov 
sar 
sar 
sub 

- get the color 
mov 
and 
mov 

mov 
and 

Siyx2 
Si al 
Sie 
ax, Xl 

ax, 1 

xe 

Caleb 

bx, color 
Dx 
dl, cbytes [bx] 

Ox x1 

bxve 

determine byte position for start 

get starting y-coordinate 
replicate for odd/even bank 
just one bit gets moved 
times 4 
times 8 
times 16 
address gets 16 times y-coordinate 
not the odd/even bit 
times 32 
times 64 
address gets 80 times y-coordinate 

get x-coordinate 
divide 
by 4 

beginning offset 

ending y-coordinate 
minus starting y-coordinate 
plus one 

ending x-coordinate 
divide 
by 4 

starting x-coordinate 
divide 
by 4 

take the difference 

get the color 
just between @ and 3 

; look up color pattern 

’ 

) 

determine mask for start and ending bytes 
; starting byte 

just the pixel position 
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sal bx ul 
sal bx, 1 ; 
mov ax, X2 ; 
and ax, 3 
add bx, ax 
sal best 
MOV bx, xtable[bx]  ; 

’ 

; set up masked color bytes 
mov dh, dl 
mov ah, dl 
and dx, bx : 

| cld : 

xboxloop: 
push cx 
push di 

| mov CX) st 

; 
; check if only 

mov 
jcxz 

al, bh : 
xbox] oop3 

xor the leftmost byte 
xor es: [di], dh $ 
inc di : 
dec CX : 
JCXZ xboxloop2 

xor the middle bytes 
xboxloop1: 

xor es: [di], ah 5 
inc di : 
loop xboxloop1 , 

handle the rightmost byte 

come here if two or more bytes 
xboxloop2: 

mov al, OFFh ; 

b} 

‘ in any case come here to adjust 
d 

xboxloop3: 
and al, bl : 
and dl, al : 

times 2 
times 4 
ending byte 
just the pixel position 
4*starting+tending 
8*starting+2*ending 
look up the masks 

color for left bytes 
color for middle bytes 
mask left and right color bytes 

forward direction 

save count for outer loop 
save address of leftmost byte 

count for inner loop 

one byte in a scan line 
get the mask 
ending byte coincides 

xor color into memory 
next byte 
count it 
done? 

xor color byte into memory 
next byte 
loop to get all the middle 

set full mask 

bring in right part 
mask the color if needed 
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b] 

; xor the rightmost byte 
xor 
inc 

pop 
test 

WV 

add 

xboxloop4: 
xor 

pop 
loop 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

xorbox endp 

144 

es: [di], dl 
di 

di 
di, 2000h 
xboxloop4 
di, 80 

di, 2000h 
Ox 
xboxloop 

xor byte into memory 
next byte 

restore the leftmost address 
odd or even scan line? 
skip if even 
add 8@ if odd 

switch banks in any case 
restore count of outer loop 
loop for next scan line 

restore registers 
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Second Level Functions 

This section contains the next level of graphics routines. These 
routines have to perform their tasks quickly and so should be written in 
assembly language. However, they do not access the screen directly. 
Instead, they call upon the routines in the previous section to make any 
input or output to the screen. 

Draw a Line 

Function: ‘This routine draws a line from (x1,y1) to (x2,y2) in the 

specified color. It uses Bresenham’s algorithm. 

Input: — Upon entry: 

x1 contains x-coordinate of starting point 
yl contains y-coordinate of starting point 
x2 contains x-coordinate of ending point 
y2 contains y-coordinate of ending point 
color contains the color of the line 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: _ Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to a data segment used by the point-plotting 
routine (see SET PT or XORPT above). 

Routines Called: SETPT 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. The user must make 
sure that the coordinates and the color are in their proper ranges. That 
is, xl and x2 must be between 0 and 319, yl and y2 must be between 0 
and 199, and color must be between 0 and 3. 

- ROUTINE TO DRAW LINE 

setline proc far . 
push bx ; save registers 
push Cx 
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push 
push 
push 
push 

dx 
Sl 
di 
ax 

; set up x and y updates 
mov 

mov 

find |y2-y1| 
mov 
sub 

Jge 
neg 
neg 

storey: 
mov 

- find |x2-x1| 
mov 

sub 

Jse 
neg 

neg 

storex: 

mov 

; sort |y2-y1| and |x2-x1| 

emp 
jge 
mov 
xchg 

jmp 

setdiag: 
mov 

aes 
di, 1 

dx, y2 
dx, yl 
storey 
di 
dx 

deldy, di 

CxXXZ 

CXexall 

storex 

Sl 
Cx 

deldx, si 

Cxaax 
setdiag 
$1,0 
cx, dx 
storedelsxy 

di, @ 

start with positive 1 for x update 
start with positive 1 for y update 

get y2 
subtract yl 
skip if y2-yl is nonnegative 
move in negative y direction 
absolute value of y2-yl 

store y update for diagonal moves 

get x2 
subtract xl 
skip if x2-xl is nonnegative 
move in negative x direction 
absolute value of x2-xl 

store x update for diagonal moves 

compare dels with delp 
; skip if straight moves in x direction 

’ 

if straight=vertical: kill x update 
and exchange differences 

; 1f straight=horizontal: kill y update 

- store dels, delp, delsx, and delsy 
storedelsxy: 

mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 

; get initial values for x and y 
mov 

mOV 

dels, cx 
delp, dx 
delsx, si 
delsy, di 

Sixt 
di, yl 

; change in straight direction 

y 

change in perpendicular to straight 
x update in straight direction 
y update in straight direction 

x-coordinate 
; y-coordinate 
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; compute initial value and increments for error function 
mov ax, delp 
sal ake! 
mov delse,ax . 

sub ax CX 

mov bx, ax 

sub axocxX 

mov delde, ax 

; adjust count 
inc cx 

set the color 
mov dx, color 

; main loop structure 
lineloop: 

call setpt 
cmp bx, @ 
jge diagonal 

; case for straight move 
straight: 

add si, delsx 
add di, delsy 
add bx, delse 
loop lineloop 
jmp lineexit 

- case for diagonal move 
diagonal: 

add si, deldx 
add di, deldy 
add bx, delde 
loop lineloop 

) 

lineexit: 
pop ax 
pop di 
pop $1 
pop dx 
pop ox 
pop bx 
rer 

& 

setline endp 

s] ; 2*delp 
; change if straight move 

2*delp - dels 
initial value 

; 2¥*delp - 2*dels 
change if diagonal move 

; get the color 

; plot the point 
; determine straight or diagonal move 

update x 
update y 
update error term 
next point 

update x 
update y 
update error term 
next point 

restore registers 
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Plot a Stroke Character 

Function: ‘This routine plots a stroke character. It uses a stroke 
character table in which each character is stored as a series of strokes. 
The user must create this stroke character table according to specific 
rules. Each stroke is stored as three bytes. The first byte contains a code 
as follows: 

1Ah = end of strokes 
‘U’ = pen Up, move to new current position, but don’t draw 
‘D’ = pen Down, draw a stroke from old to new current position 

The second byte contains the local x-coordinate of the new current 
position, and the third byte contains the local y-coordinate of the new 
current position. ‘These local coordinates are relative to the upper left 
corner of the character cell. At the beginning of the stroke table is a table 
of addresses for the locations of the strokes for each of the characters. 

Input: Upon entry: 

ASCII code character is in AL 
x-coordinate of upper left corner of character cell is in x0 
y-coordinate of upper left corner of character cell is in yO 
horizontal magnitude is in xmagn 
vertical magnitude is in ymagn 

color of the character is in color 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the data segment used by the point and 
line-drawing routines. ‘This data segment must also contain the table of 
stroke characters. 

Routines Called: SETLINE 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. Unpredictable results 
happen if the horizontal or vertical magnitude is too large. A string of 
raster characters can be printed using the GMESSOUT routine below. 
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; ROUTINE TO PLOT A STROKE CHARACTER 

schar proc 

) 

’ 

push 
push 
push 

cbw 

sal 
mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 

far 

Sl 
Cx 
ax 

ax, 1 

S1, ax 
Si, ptable[si] 
ax, xO 
X2, ax 

ax, yO 
y2, ax 

; run through the strokes 
newstroke: 

update x-coordinate of current 

’ 

) 

lodsb 
cmp 
az 
mov 

mov 
mov 
lodsb 
mov 
mul 
add 
mov 

mov 
mov 
lodsb 
mov 
mul 
add 
mov 

cmp 
je 

eal l 

jmp 

ad Lah 
scharexit 
dl,al 

ax, X2 

Koleyxi 

cl, xmagn 
cl 
ax, xO 
XZ EDK 

ax, y2 

yl, ax 

cl, ymagn 
el 
ax, yO 
y2, ax 

Chien 
newstroke 

setline 

newstroke 

; save registers 

Pp 

) 

make the ASCII code into 16-bit 
times 2 
into the index 
look up the particular character 
X-coordinate of upper left corner 

y-coordinate of upper left corner 

get the code byte 
end of strokes? 

save code 

osition 
old x-coordinate 
gets pushed back 
new x-coordinate 
times xmagn 
multiply 
add to upper left corner 
and put into current position 

; update y-coordinate of current position 
; old y-coordinate 
; gets pushed back 

new y-coordinate 
times ymagn 
multiply 
add to upper left corner 
put in current position 

pen up? 
Skipeiie so 

draw the stroke 

next stroke 
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scharexit: 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop CX 
pop Sl 
ret 

schar endp 
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Plot a Raster Character 

Function: This routine plots a raster character. It uses the raster 
character table in the IBM BIOS ROM. Only ASCII codes 0 through 127 
are supported. 

Input: Upon entry: 

ASCII code character is in AL 
x-coordinate of upper left corner of character cell is in xO 
y-coordinate of upper left corner of character cell is in yO 
horizontal magnitude is in xmagn 
vertical magnitude is in ymagn 
color of the character is in color 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the data segment used by the box-fill 
routine. 

Routines Called: SETBOX 

Special Notes: No bounds checking is performed. Unpredictable results 
happen if the horizontal or vertical magnitude is too large. A string of 
raster characters can be printed using the GMESSOUT routine below. 

"eres ROOST aS OCS 

; ROUTINE TO PLOT A RASTER CHARACTER 

rchar proc far 

push Sl ; save registers 
push dx 
push cx 
push ax 

look up pattern for character 
cbw ; convert from byte to word 
sal ax, 1 : times 2 
sal Ax. 1 - times 4 
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sal 

add 
mov 

mov 

mov 

mov 

’ 

- store the pattern on the stack 
mov 
std 

rchar1: 
lodsb 
push 
loop 

mov 

) 

BbG, It 

ax, OFA6Eh+7 
Sivvax 

dx, ds 
ax, OFOOOh 
ds, ax 

COxaro 

ax 
rcharl 

ds, dx 

; get the starting point 
mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 

) 

mov 
pena: 

pop 
push 

mov 
cbw 
dec 
add 
mov 

mov 
rchar3: 

push 

mov 
cbw 
dec 
add 
mov 

test 

AZ 

ax, x0 
Xl, ax 

ax, yO 

bya er b.< 

Cxes 

CX 

al, ymagn 

ax 

ax, yl 

y2, ax 

CXo 

Ox 

al, xmagn 

ax 

Bb, SIL 

X2, ax 

dl, 8h 
rchar4 

- times 8 

’ ; character table + pattern end 
here is the offset 

; save old DS 

) 

) 

; point DS to ROM segment 
here is the data segment 

; for a count of eight bytes 
- backward direction 

load 
push onto stack 

restore data segment 

get x-coordinate 

get y-coordinate 

for a count of 8 rows 

get the next row 
save the count 

vertical sizing 

one less 
add to new dot position 

for a count of 8 dots 

save the count 

horizontal sizing 

one less 
add to new dot position 

- check the dot 
skip it if zero 
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y 

rchar4: 

rchar 

call 

mov 
ine 
mov 
rol 

pop 
loop 

mov 
mov 
mov 
inc 
MOV 

pop 
loop 

pop 

pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

endp 

setbox 

ax, X2 

ax 
lax 

Gilet 
cx 
rchar3 

ax, xO 
Keli! 

ax, y2 

ax 

yl, ax 

CX 
rchar2 

; plot it if one 

- next column 

one over from end of box 

into next dot position 
next dot from pattern 
restore count of dots 
loop for next dot 

restore to first colum 
beginning of row 
next row 

one down from end of box 
into next row position 
restore count of rows 

loop for next row 

restore registers 
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GMESSOUT 

Print a String on the Graphics Screen 

Function: ‘This routine prints a message on the graphics screen, using 
the SCHAR or RCHAR routines above. The message terminates in a 
zero. 

Input: Upon entry: 

address of message is in SI 
x-coordinate of upper left corner of string is in xmess 
y-coordinate of upper left corner of string is in ymess 
horizontal magnitude of characters is in xmagn 
vertical magnitude of characters is in ymagn 
color of characters is in color 

choice of fonts (0 = stroke, 1 = raster) is in font 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the data segment used by the point- 
plotting, box-filling, line-drawing, and stroke character routines. 

Routines Called: RCHAR and SCHAR 

Special Notes: | No bounds checking is performed. Unpredictable results 
happen if the horizontal or vertical magnitude is too large. 

as SP LE TORE RA SITAR CEI 

ROUTINE TO PRINT A MESSAGE ON THE GRAPHICS SCREEN 

gmessout proc far 

- get (x,y) location of message on the screen 

mov ax, xmess - get x-coordinate on screen 

mov XQ, ax ' for first character 

mov ax, ymess - get y-coordinate on screen 
mov y@), ax - for first character 
eld - go in forward direction 
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. main loop through characters of 
gmessloop: 

eld 
lodsb 
cmp al,@ 
je emessexit 

- check for fonts 
fontd: 

cmp font, 0 
jne fontl 
call schar 

fontl: 
cmp font, 1 
jne nextchar 
call rchar 

nextchar: 
mov al,8 
mov cl, xmagn 
mul cl 
add xO, ax 

jmp emess loop 

emessexit: 
EU 

gmessout endp 

- forward direction 

; get the ASCII code 
; end of string? 

- use font @? 

- stroke characters 

the message 

use font 1? 

raster characters 

character cell width 
times horizontal magnitude . 
multiply 
add to location of previous char 

loop for next character 
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| PAINT 

Fill an Area on the Screen with Color 

Function: ‘This routine fills an area on the graphics screen with a 
specified color. It starts “painting” at a “seed” position, filling a region 
bounded by a “boundary” color. It uses an algorithm, developed over the 
past few years in the computer graphics literature. The algorithm has 
been implemented by a number of my students. In particular, Joe Vierra 
implemented it in 8088 assembly code for another graphics device. This 
is a modified version of Joe’s program. The registers have been changed 
to protect the innocent. 

Input: Upon entry: 

x-coordinate of seed is in SI 
y-coordinate of seed is in DI 
paint color is in the low byte of color 
boundary color is in the high byte of color 

Output: Just to the screen. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry ES must point to the video RAM at 
B8000h and DS must point to the data segment used by the point- 
plotting and locate routine. 

Routines Called: SETPT and LOCATE 

Special Notes: “The region must be completely surrounded by a 
boundary drawn in the boundary color. Any paint color in the region can 
obstruct the filling process, acting just like a boundary. This algorithm 
uses its own stack. If the region is too complex this stack will overflow. 
There is no check for such a stack overflow, but a check can easily be 
added. 

+ sans tC SE SC EE EE SEES PPS ET ero em 

; ROUTINE TO FILL AN AREA 

; preliminary push and pop procedures 

‘ pushpaint pushes x- and y-coordinates on paint stack 
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pushpaint 
dec 
dec 
mov 
dec 

dec 
mov 
ret 

pushpaint 

) 

; poppaint pops 
poppaint 

mov 
inc 
inc 
mov 
inc 
inc 
ret 

poppaint 

paint proc 

) 

proc near 

[bp] , di 

endp 

BP is the paint stack pointer 
and gets decremented first 
push x 

push y 
return 

x- and y-coordinates on paint stack 
near 

; initialize paint color 
mov 

’ 

lea 
call 

, 

dx, color 

: initialize paint stack 
bp, paintstack 
pushpaint 

; main loop for painting 
paintl: 

lea 
cmp 
jne 

jmp 

ax, paintstack 
bp, ax 
paint2 
endpaint 

get the next place to paint 
paint2: 

call 
call 
cmp 
je 
cmp 
je 
cmp 
ip 
cmp 

JE 

poppaint 
locate 
al, dl 
paintl 
al, dh 
paintl 
di,@ 
paintl 
di, 199 
paintl 

’ 

’ 

) 

pop y 
‘ increment stack after 

pop x 

BP is set to top of stack 
push seed onto stack 

stack empty? 

continue if not 
exit if not 

pop the next place to paint 
color is returned in AL 
is it filled? 

is it boundary? 

top of screen? 

bottom of screen? 
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b) 

; move’right until boundary is reached 
paint3s 

inc Sl -xX<--xtl 
call locate ; look right 
dec Sl - restore x 

cmp al, dl tS a ete Lue: 
Ae paint4 
cmp al, dh ; 1S it boundary color? 
je paint4 
cmp $1,319 ; at right screen boundary? 
je paint4 
inc Si oe ye<ea eae | 
jmp paint3 

; push above and below 
paint: 

dec di -y<--y-l 
call locate - check above 
mov bh, al ; save above state 
cmp ev lll - tse It) tilted? 
je paint5 
cmp al, dh ; 1s 1t boundary color? 
je paints 
call pushpaint ; push above 

paints: 
inc di ; restore y 
inc di 2 y Seany, ae 1 
call locate - check below ~ 
mov blval - save below state 
cmp al, dl re it tvlbed? 
je paint6 
cmp al, dh ; 1s it boundary color? 
je paint6 
call pushpaint ; push below 

painté: 
dec di ; restore y 

anchor the end point of the scan line 
mov x2, Si ; store x-coord of end of scan line 
mov y2,di ; store y-coord of end of scan line 

; plot as we scan left, checking above and below 

paint7: 
- check above 

dec di -y<--y-l 
call locate - check above 
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; check 

paintlg: 

ine 

below 
inc 
call 
cmp 

: move left 
dec 

al, dl 
paint9 
al, dh 
paint9 

bh, dl 
paints 
bh, dh 
paints 
paint9 

pushpaint 

bh, al 

di 

di 
locate 
al, dl 
paintll 
al, dh 
paintll 

bl, dl 
paint1@ 
bl, dh 
paint1@ 
paintll 

pushpaint 

di 
lout 

Si 
paintl2 
locate 
al, dl 
paintl12 
al, dh 
paint12 
paint7 

isiit filled? 

is it boundary color? 

last above filled? 

; was 1t boundary color? 

push above if new place to paint 

update last above 

restore y 

y<--yrtl 

check below 
1s: it filled? 

is it boundary color? 

last below filled? 

was it boundary color? 

push below if new place to paint 

restore y 

update last below 

X <-- x - 1 

stop the scan if too far left 
check the point 
hit filled yet? 
if so next scan line 

hit boundary yet? 
if so next scan line 

continue painting the scan line 
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paintl2: 
7) Ipc Sl - restore x 

mov alee ; store x-coordinate of start 
mov yl, di ; store y-coordinate of start 
call setbox ; plot the scan line 
jmp paintl ; next place to paint 

endpaint: 
rev 

paint endp 
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Programs 
Sound Primitives 

TONEINIT Initialize Speaker Timer 
TONESET Set the Tone on the Speaker 
TONEON Turn on Tone 
TONEOFF Turn off Tone 

Making Tones 

Delay for Specified Time Interval 
Conversion from Frequency to Period 
Make a Tone 

Linear Scaling 
Pseudo-Random Number Generator 
White Noise 
Machine Gun 

GLISSANDO Make a Glissando 
RED Red Alert 

Play Music 

Convert from Pitch Number 
Play Music 
Play a Victory Bugle Call 
Play Opening of Strauss Horn Concerto 

ve routines in this chapter use the speaker on the IBM PC to 

produce various sounds and musical tones. There is even a routine to 

play music. 
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Sound is an important component in making computers behave in a 
more friendly manner. Right now sound is more important in games than 
in other areas of computing. However, once computers are able to 
accurately and efficiently understand spoken commands, sound will most 
likely be one of the primary methods of input and output. 

The first few routines, TONEINIT, TONESET, TONEON, and 

TONEOFFE are primitives; that is, they access the speaker and its 

associated timer directly. All other routines call these routines to produce 
any sound. 

The speaker is connected to the output of the timer which produces a 
square wave whose frequency can be set using the TONESET routine. 
TONESET assumes that the timer has been properly initialized. This is 
done during normal boot-up of the IBM PC. We have included a routine 
TONEINIT which also initializes the timer. 

The frequency of the square wave from the timer is determined by 
the following formula: 

f= Wn 

where f is the frequency of the square wave, F is 1,193,182, and n is a 16- 

bit integer that is input to the routine. The quantity F is the frequency of 
a clock signal which runs the timer. This frequency is exactly one third 
the frequency of the NTSC subcarrier used for color encoding by the 
Color/Graphics Adapter. F is derived by hardware from a main clock 
signal that runs at 14,317,800 cycles per second and supplies the timing 
for most of the computer. 

TONEON and TONEOFF give the programmer control over whether 
or not the square wave reaches the speaker, thus turning on and off the 
sound. There are actually two bits involved, one to control the connection 

between the clock signal and the timer, and one to control the connection 
between the timer and the speaker. Both routines switch both connections 
simultaneously. We found it unnecessary to control the bits independently. 

The routine DELAY provides timing for the duration of musical tones 
in milliseconds. ‘The routine FREQ uses the formula: 

n = F/f 

to compute the input parameter for TONESET from a given frequency. 
Using this just before the TONESET routine allows a programmer to 
work directly with frequencies rather than clock cycles of the 1,193,182 
hertz clock. 

Next comes the routine TONE that uses the other routines to 
produce tones of a given frequency and a given duration. The frequency 
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is input as a 16-bit integer and the duration is in milliseconds using the 
DELAY routine. 

The next four routines are built around the idea of white noise. The 
first routine SCALE converts numbers between 0 and | to numbers 
between x1 and x2, where x1 and x2 are any specified 16-bit integers. 
This is used in conjunction with RANDOM which produces pseudo- 
random numbers between 0 and 1. In the routine WHITE these pseudo- 
random numbers are scaled into frequencies and fed to the timer to 
generate white noise. The routine GUN then shows how to shape white 
noise into a machine gun sound. 

The routines GLISSANDO and RED provide more special effects. 
GLISSANDO makes a tone which smoothly slides from one frequency to 
another, and RED shows how to shape glissandos into red alert sirens. 

The routines in the last section are music routines. PITCH simply 
converts the pitch number to the value required by TONESET to set the 
frequency. PLAY plays music from a “playlist” of notes. VICTORY and 
HORN are programs containing playlists which call PLAY to play specific 
melodies. 
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Sound Primitives 

The routines TONEINIT, TONESET, TONEON, and TONEOFF 
are sound primitives. They access the speaker and its associated timer 
directly. All the other sound-producing routines in this chapter call these 
routines to set frequency or turn the sound on and off. 

TONEINIT 

Initialize Speaker Timer 

Function: This routine initializes the portion of the 8253 timer chip 
used by the speaker system. In particular, it sets up channel 2 of this 
timer as a square wave generator. This routine does not select the 
frequency nor turn on the tone. Use TONESET to select the frequency, 
TONEON to turn the tone on, and TONEOFF to turn it off. 

Input: None 

Output: Only to the timer 2 of the speaker circuit. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

| sarc ears AOE Et AEE DEAE SPA NA 

; ROUTINE TO SET TONE 

; define control bit field parameters for the timer chip 
sc = 2 ; use counter 2 

fede = 3 ; mode to load period one byte at a time 
mode = 3 ; square wave generator 
bed = 0 ; not bed, use binary values 

; form control word 
cnword = sc*40h + rl*1@h + mode*2 + bed 

toneinit proc far 

push ax ; save registers 
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; send control word to 8253 timer chip 
mov 

out 

pop 
ret 

toneinit 

al, cnword 
43h, al 

ax 

endp 

- select the above control word 
; send it out the control port 

; restore registers 
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TONESET 

Set the Tone on the Speaker 

Function: This routine selects the frequency of the square wave tone to 
the speaker. The input to this routine is a 16-bit integer n which 
determines the frequency f according to the following formula: 

t= Fin 

where F is 1,193,182, the frequency of a clock signal which feeds the 
timer. The value n is the number of cycles of the clock signal per cycle of 
the resulting square wave. This routine does not actually turn on the 
tone. Use TONEON to turn the tone on and TONEOFF to turn it off. 
This routine assumes that the speaker timer has already been properly 
initialized. This happens during normal boot-up of the computer, or you 
can use TONEINIT to initialize this timer. 

Input: Upon entry the 16-bit integer n is in the CX register. 

Output: Only to the timer 2. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

CSS SSL 

; ROUTINE TO SELECT TONE 

toneset proc far 

push ax ; Save registers 

load the time period into the timer 
mov ae ; lower byte 
out 42h, al ; out to timer 
mOV al, ch ; upper byte 
out 42h, al ; out to timer 

pop ax ; restore registers 
ret 

toneset endp 
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‘Turn on Tone 

Function: ‘Turns on the timer and speaker to produce a tone. The 
frequency of the tone must have already been selected on the timer. You 
can use TONESET to set the frequency of the tone. 

Input: None 

Output: ‘To the timer and speaker only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

"sen DS MR TEREST NS TEE NGOS 

; ROUTINE TO TURN ON TONE 

toneon proc far 

push ax ; save registers 

; turn speaker and timer on 
in al, 61h ; get contents of system port B 
or al,3 ; turn speaker and timer on 
out 61h, al ; send out new values to port B 

pop aX ; restore registers 
rec 

toneon endp 
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TONEOFF 

Turn off Tone 

Function: This routine turns off the timer and speaker. 

Input: None 

Output: ‘To the timer and speaker only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: | None 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

ensures se scaenemomeanepare rs  re UAC EE 

; ROUTINE TO TURN TONE OFF 

toneoff proc far 

push ax ; save registers 

: turn off timer 2 and speaker 
in al, 61h ; get port B again 
and al, 1111110@b ; turn off timer and speaker 
out 61h, al ; now do it 

pop ax ; restore registers 
ret 

toneoff endp 
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Making Tones 

The first routine in this section, DELAY, provides a time delay for 
specifying the duration of a sound (or for any other purpose). The 
second routine, FREQ, converts a frequency to the number needed by 
TONESET to specify the pitch of a note. The final routine in this 
section, TONE, puts together a number of other routines to produce a 
tone of a given frequency and duration. 

Delay for Specified Number of Milliseconds 

Function: Delays a specified number of milliseconds. 

Input: Upon input CX contains the number of milliseconds to delay. 

Output: None 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: None 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

eR Ei eR SE PTE OTS ORT STR scams rer 

- ROUTINE TO DELAY SPECIFIED NUMBER OF MILLISECONDS 

delay proc far 

delayl: 

delay2: 

delay 

push CX ; Save registers 

push CX ; save counter 
mov cx, 260 - timing constant 

loop delay2 ; small loop 
pop Cx - restore counter 
loop delayl ; loop to count milliseconds 

pop cx ; restore registers 
Get 

endp 
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Conversion from Frequency to Period 

Function: ‘This routine converts from frequency to the number required 
by TONESET to set the frequency. The routine performs the following 
formula: 

ges hl 

where f is the frequency input to this routine, n is the number output by 
this routine, and F is 1,193,182. In other words this routine divides the 

specified frequency f into the 1,193,182 hertz clock frequency that drives 
the timer. Use this routine just before TONESET. 

Input: Upon entry the frequency is in CX. 

Output: | Upon exit F/f is in CX. 

Registers Used: Only CX is modified. 

Segments Referenced: | None 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

rarest RSS eA 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT FROM FREQUENCY TO PERIOD 

freq 

freq 

170 

proc far 

push dx ; save registers 
push ax 

mov dx, 12h ; upper part of numerator 
mov ax, 34DEh ; lower part of numerator 
div Cx ; divide by frequency 
mov Gxax ; the quotient is the output 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop dx 
ret 

endp 
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Make a Tone 

Function: This routine makes a tone of a given frequency and given 
length. 

Input: Upon entry the frequency is in CX and the length in number of 
milliseconds is in DX. 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: The data segment must contain the variable 
COUNT. 

Routines Called: “TONESET, TONEON, TONEOFF, DELAY 

Special Notes: The speaker timer must already have been properly 
initialized. This should happen during boot-up. : 

; ROUTINE TO MAKE TONE 

tone proc far 

push dx ; Save registers 
push cx 
push ax 

compute the frequency and set up the tone 
call freq ; convert the frequency 
eal toneset ; set up the tone 

‘ turn on the tone 
call toneon = Teo TG Ona 

. wait for proper delay 
mov ek dx - get delay length 
call delay 

| turn off the tone 
call toneoff a oul teOt tT 
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pop ax ; restore registers 
pop or 
pop dx 
ret 

tone endp 
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Special Effects 

The routines in this section demonstrate how to use the IBM PC 

sound system to produce such special effects as machine gun sounds and 
red alert sirens. The first is based upon the idea of white noise and the 

second upon the idea of glissandos (sliding frequencies). Both of these 

concepts are explicitly developed in their own routines, WHITE and 
GLISSANDO. There are two helper routines, SCALE and RANDOM, 

that are useful in other situations besides sound generation. 

Linear Scaling 

Function: ‘This routine performs a linear scaling, converting a fixed 
point number between 0 and | to an integer between X1 and X2, where 
X1 and X2 are 16-bit integers. 

Input: Upon entry CX has a binary fixed point number between 0 and 
1. The binary point is to the left of the leftmost bit. Xl and X2 are 
variables stored in memory. 

Output: | Upon exit CX contains the 16-bit integer result. 

Registers Used: | Only CX is modified. 

Segments Referenced: ‘Vhe data segment must contain the variables X1 
and X2. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

a | 

- ROUTINE TO SCALE LINEARLY 

’ 

scale proc far 

’ 

push dx ; save registers 
push ax 

; compute width 
mov BDC “get x2 

sub ax xl Tesiouracte x 
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multiply width by input parameter 
mul cx ; multiply 
mov cx, dx ; move top part of quotient into CX 

add lower limit 
add CXexn ; add xl 

: pop ax ; restore registers 

pop dx 
ret 

scale endp 
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Pseudo-Random Number Generator 

Function: This routine generates pseudo-random numbers between 0 
and |. The numbers are stored in 16-bit binary fixed point notation with 
the binary point on the extreme left. 

Input: Upon entry the variable SEED contains a seed value. 

Output: Upon exit the seed is updated and the CX register contains a Pp p g 
pseudo-random number. 

Registers Used: | Only CX is modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment contains the variable 
SEED. 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

random proc far 

mov cx, seed ; get the seed 
add ex, 9248h ; add random pattern 
ror Cxel pecbOvALe 
ror Cx - three 
ror CX ; times 
mov seed, cx ; put it back 

ret 

random endp 
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5) 

White Noise 
Function: ‘This routine makes white noise of a given frequency range. 

Input: Upon entry the lower limit to the frequency is in BX, the upper 
limit to the frequency is in CX, and a measure of the duration of the 
noise is in DX. This last value is just the number of times that the 
frequency is changed while the routine runs. 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: ‘(he data segment must contain the variables x] 
alidex2e 

Routines Called: TONESET, TONEON, TONEOFF 

Special Notes: “he speaker timer must already have been initialized. 
This should happen during boot-up or TONEINIT may be used. 

| ose sts IR EET ent NN NE EPR 

; ROUTINE TO MAKE WHITE NOISE 

white proc far 

push dx ; Save registers 
push CX 
push ax 

mov x1, bx ; lower limit of frequencies 
mov Komcx ; upper limit of frequencies 

mOV seed, @ ; initialize seed 
Cali freq ; convert the frequency 
call toneset ; set the frequency 
call toneon ; turn the tone on 

mov COX ; get number of times 
whitel: 

push CX ; save count 
call random - generate a random number ((@-1) 
call scale ; scale between x1 and x2 
call freq ; convert the frequency 
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turn off the tone 

white 

call toneset 
pop cx 
loop whitel 

call toneoff 

pop ax 
pop cx 
pop dx 
ret 

endp 

set the tone 

restore count 

turn it off 

; restore registers 
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Machine Gun 

Function: ‘This routine makes a machine gun noise. 

Input: None 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: ‘he data segment must contain the variables x1 
and x2. 

Routines Called: WHITE, DELAY 

Special Notes: The speaker timer must already have been initialized. 
This happens during boot-up. 

; ROUTINE TO MAKE MACHINE GUN SOUND >] 

gun proc far 

push dx ; save registers 
push CX 
push bx 

mov cx, 19 
gunl: 

push Cx ; save the count 
mov bx, 256 ; lower limit of frequencies 
mov cx, 4096 ; upper limit of frequencies 
mOV dx, 256 ; controls length 
call white ; use white noise for gun 
mov cx, 50 ; 400 millisecond 
call delay ; delay 
pop ex ; restore the count 
loop gunl 

pop bx ; restore registers 
pop CX 
pop dx 
ret 

gun endp 
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GLISSANDO 

Make a Glissando 

Function: This routine makes a glissando, that is, a sound which slides 

from one frequency to another. The rate of change can be controlled. 

Input: Upon entry the beginning frequency is in BX, the ending 
frequency is in CX, and the control parameter for the rate increase is in 
DX. Increasing the value in DX slows down the rate of change. 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: The data segment must contain the variables x1 
and x2. 

Routines Called: "TONESET, TONEON, TONEOFE DELAY 

Special Notes: The speaker timer must already have been initialized. If 
necessary, use TONEINIT to initialize the speaker timer before calling 
this routine. 

| spans RS TS AR EAI IE SERA erase 

; ROUTINE TO MAKE GLISSANDO 

glissando proc far 

push Si ; save registers 
push dx 
push ex 
push bx 
push ax 

mov x bx ; lower limit of frequencies 
mov x2, Cx - upper limit of frequencies 

call toneon ; turn on tone 

; set up the loop parameters 
+ 

mov Sie - increment for loop 
cmp Dx cx ; up or down? 
jle glissl Seok pet up 
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neg 

glissl: 
mov 
call 
call 
mov 

gliss2: 
loop 

cmp 
je 
add 

jmp 

Sl 

Cxapx 
freq 
toneset 

Cxrax 

gliss2 

bxy x2 
gliss3 
xsi 

glissl 

“off the tone 
call 

pop 

pop 

pop 
pop 

pop 
ret 

glissando 

toneoff 

ax 
bx 
Cx 
dx 
Sl 

endp 

decrement freq in the loop 

get the frequency 
convert to clock cycles 
set the tone 
delay parameter 

- check if done 

exit if so 
update the frequency 

turn it ott 

restore registers 
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RED 

Red Alert 

Function: ‘This routine makes a red alert sound consisting of ten rapid 
upward glissandos. 

Input: None 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: The data segment must contain the variables x1 
and x2. 

Routines Called: GLISSANDO 

Special Notes: ‘The speaker timer must already have been initialized. 
This should happen during boot-up. 

; ROUTINE TO MAKE RED ALERT 

red 

redl: 

red 

proc far 

push dx ; save registers 
push Cx 
push bx 

mov cx, 10 - ten glissandos 

push CX ; save the counter 
mov bx, 256 - starting frequency 
mov cx, 4096 ; ending frequency 
mov ax! - delay factor 

call glissando - now make the glissando 

pop CX - restore the loop count 

loop redl 

pop bx - restore registers 

pop cx 

pop dx 
ret 

endp 
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Play Music 

The routines in this section show how to make the IBM PC play 
music. PITCH converts pitch numbers of a multioctave chromatic scale 
to the proper value to set the frequency with TONESET. PLAY reads a 
binary “play” file to play a tune. VICTORY and HORN are two complete 
programs that call upon the PLAY routine to perform their own binary 
*play” files. VICTORY plays a bugle call often heard at race tracks and 
HORN plays the first few bars of a horn concerto by Richard Strauss. 

Convert from Pitch Number 

Function: ‘This routine converts from pitch number to the value 
required by TONESET to set the frequency. The pitch numbers refer to 
an extended chromatic scale. The notes of this scale are numbered from 
0 to 95 with 12 notes per octave. 0 corresponds to a C at 16.35 hertz. 

Input: Upon entry the pitch number of the note is in AL. 

Output: | Upon exit the DX register contains the proper value for 
TONESET. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: ‘Vhe data segment must contain the following 
pitch table: 

notes dw 4186 =G 

dw 4435 ; C sharp/D flat 

dw 4699 <1) 

dw 4978 ; D sharp/E flat 
dw 5274 -E 

dw 5588 7h 

dw 5920 ; F sharp/G flat 

dw 6272 G 

dw 6645 ; G sharp/A flat 

dw 7040 RTA. 

dw 7459 ; A sharp/B flat 

dw 7902 6 

Routines Called: FREQ 

Special Notes: None 
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; ROUTINE TO DETERMINE PITCH 

pitch 

pitch 

proc 

push 
push 
push 

mov 
mov 
div 

mov 
MOV 
cbw 
sal 
mov 
MOV 
cal 

xchg 
neg 
add 
sal 

pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

endp 

far 

dial 

al, ah 

bee It 

bx; ax 

ex, notes [bx] 
freq 

; Save registers 

- extend pitch number to 16 bits 
‘divisor of 2 
; divide 

; quotient determines the octave 
; remainder is the pitch within 
; 16-bit needed for look up 
; 2 bytes per item 
; into BX 
; look it up 
; convert the frequency 

; octave in cl, period in DX 
- 8 - octave = shift count 

- restore registers 
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Play Music 

Function: ‘This is a program which plays music. It reads a binary “play” 
list which contains instructions to make the tune. This list consists of a 

series of music instructions. In this particular implementation, there are 
four instructions: Tempo, Note, Rest, and End. The syntax for each is as 

follows: 

Tempo Command: 
first byte = ASCII “T” 
second byte = tempo in whole notes per minute 

Note Command: 
first byte = ASCII “N” 
second byte = pitch number (integer 0-95) 
third byte = length (8-bit binary fixed point — scale 1) 
fourth byte = style (8-bit binary fixed point — scale 0) 

Rest Command: 

first byte = ASCII “R” 

second byte = length (8-bit binary fixed point — scale 1) 

End Command: 

first byte = ASCII x” 

The scaling is as follows: scale 0 has the binary point to the left of the 
leftmost digit and scale | has the binary point to the right of the leftmost 
bit. 

Input: Upon entry the address of the “play” list is in DS:SI. 

Output: ‘To the speaker and timer only. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: ‘The data segment contains the “play” list and the 
variables WHOLE, ACOUNT, and RCOUNT. 

Routines Called: © PITCH, TONEOFE, DELAY 

Special Notes: None 
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; ROUTINE TO PLAY MUSIC 

play proc 

push 
push 
push 
push 
push 
push 

far 

; command pointer is in SI 

set the default tempo 
mov 

eld 

whole, 2000 

; main loop starts here 
playl: 

; Save registers 

; 2000 milliseconds for a whole note 

- forward direction 

get the command code and go through the cases 
play2: 

lodsb 

- End command 
cmp 
jne 

jmp 

cmp 
jne 

lodsb 
mov 
mov 
mov 
mov 
div 
mov 

jmp 

- Note command 
play4: 

cmp 
jne 

Tempo command 

ivan 
play3 
playexit 

au vp) 
play4 

Clea 
ch, @ 

ax, 60000 
dx, 0 
Cx 
whole, ax 
playl 

al, 'N' 
play5 

; get the byte 

) - End command? 

; Tempo command? 

get the tempo 
set in CX 

; number of milliseconds per minute 
; upper part is cleared 
- divide into time 
; number of milliseconds per whole note 
- back for more 

- Pitch command? 
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lodsb 
call 
mov 
call 
call 

mov 

lodsb 
mov 
mov 
sal 
mul 

mov 

lodsb 
mov 
mov 
mul 

mov 
sub 

mov 

mov 
call 
call 
mov 
Cali 

jmp 

- Rest command 
plays: 

cmp 
jne 

mov 

lodsb 
mov 
mov 
sal 
mul 

mov 
call 

pitch 
cx, dx 
toneset 

toneon 

ex, whole 

aia 
al,@ 
Cell 

cx 

exax 

ah, al 
al,@ 
Cx 

acount, dx 
ex, dx 
COUN CK 

cx, acount 

delay 
toneof f 
ex, recount 

delay 

playl 

aR! 
play6 

ex, whole 

ah, al 
al,@ 
Cx 

Ox 

eon 
delay 

get the pitch 
convert 

and move result into CX 
set the frequency 
turn on the tone 

number of milliseconds per whole note 

get the duration 
set up duration as multiplier 

- scale factor 1 

; multiply 

- total count for the note 

get style 
set up style as multiplier 

multiply by style 

store count for note 
count for rest 

store count for rest 

audible part of note 
delay 
turn off the tone 
inaudible part of note 

- delay 

- back for more 

Rest command? 

number of milliseconds per whole note 

; get the duration : 
; set up duration as multiplier 

- scale factor of 1 

; multiply 

« {Oval Count 

; delay 
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jmp playl ; back for more 

Anything else ends it 
play6: 

jmp playexit ; stay on exit command 

playexit: 
pop ax ; restore registers 
pop bx 
pop Cx 
pop dx 
pop Sl 
pop ds 
ret 

play endp 
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VICTORY | 

Play a Victory Bugle Call 

Function: ‘This program plays a victory bugle call. 

Input: ‘The “play” list is in the data segment included in the program. 

Output: ‘To the speaker only. 

Registers Used: ‘This is an EXE file which uses registers as needed. 

Segments Referenced: ‘The relevant part of the data segment is included. 

Routines Called: PLAY 

Special Notes: None 

~ hers TER PAST SRNR CI 

; EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
extrn play: far 

~----------------- Stack segment -------------------------------+ 
stacks segment stack 

db 20 dup('stack  '') 
stacks ends 
) a2 == === == === ---- data segment -------------------------------- - 

datas segment public 

; play list for "victory" bugle call 
victory db 'T' 60 

db UNE a, Oe; MBS 

db INGO). oe, bes 

db UNO eocnelicie 

db UNTO aon 2c 

db DN Ore Ona 23 

db ON Ol) (Bhan Gets 

db UNG OANA on acG 

db UNO Aree Onaco 

db UNI OS Sigwaeo 

db MNES OUrseoane® 
db UN O400 oanelias 
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'N', 60, 32,128 
'N',55, 96, 246 
1X! 

es: codes, ss: stacks, ds: datas 

far 

ds ; set return address segment 
ax, @ - and offset 
ax 

ax, datas ; get data segment 
ds, ax - into DS 

Si, victory ; point to the play list 
play ; play the tune 

- return to DOS 

start 
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Play Opening of Strauss Horn Concerto 

Function: ‘This program plays the opening bars of a French horn 
concerto by Richard Strauss (Concerto No. | in E flat). 

Input: The “play” list is in the data segment included in the program. 

Output: ‘To the speaker onlly. 

Registers Used: ‘This is an EXE file which uses registers as needed. 

Segments Referenced: ‘The relevant part of the data segment is included. 

Routines Called: | PLAY 

Special Notes: None 

EXTERNAL REFERENCES 
extrn play: far 

ee stack segment -------------------------------+ 
stacks segment stack 

db 20 dup('stack  ') 

-~------------------ data segment --------------------------------+ 
segment public 

. play list for horn concerto 
horn 

190 

db reo 
db UN" 08) 24,292 
db IN’ 62, 8,192 

db IN"; 60, 96,192 
db IN’ 62, 24,192 
db ING 67, 8,192 

db 'N’ 65, 32,192 
db IN", 62, 24,192 
db "Noe, (6,192 
db IN! 08, a2, 182 
db 'N',98, 24,192 
db NY 625 38,192 
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32,192 
28,192 

8, 192 
ote, Lee 
24,192 
8, 192 

64,192 
64,192 

eee 

cs: codes, ss: stacks, ds: datas 

far 

ds 
ax, @ 

ax 

ax, datas 
ds, ax 

$i, horn 

play 

start 

set return address segment 
and offset 

get data segment 
into DS 

point to the play list 
play the tune 

return to DOS 
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19] 
Strings 

Programs 
~ LOWERCASE Convert to Lower Case 
UPPERCASE Convert to Upper Case 
STRSEARCH Search for One String Within Another 
STRINSERT Insert One String in Another 
LEXSEARCH Search a Lexigraphically Ordered List 
LEXINSERT Lexigraphically Insert 
COMPARE ~ Compare Two Strings 
SWITCH Switch Two Strings 
BSORT Bubble Sort a String Array 

Sang manipulation is an important part of computing which is 
useful in such areas as text editing and data base management. The 
routines in this chapter are fundamental to both of these application 
areas. 

The first two routines (LOWERCASE and UPPERCASE) convert 

characters within a string from upper- to lowercase and from lower- to 
uppercase. 

The next two routines (STRSEARCH and STRINSERT) require two 

input strings. STRSEARCH searches for a copy of one string in another, 
and STRINSERT inserts a copy of one string within another. 

Next are two routines (LEXSEARCH and LEXINSERT) that require 

a string and a list of strings as input. LEXSEARCH searches for the 
proper place to insert a string in a lexigraphically ordered list of strings, 
and LEXINSERT inserts a string in the proper place in a lexigraphically 
ordered list of strings. Lexigraphical order is another name for 
alphabetical order. However, you should understand that for these 
routines the individual characters are ordered according to their ASCII 
code. For example, all uppercase letters precede any lowercase letter. You 



can easily change the routines so that all lowercase letters are converted 
to uppercase before being used in comparisons for lexigraphic ordering 
of the words. 

LEXINSERT is built upon earlier routines in that it calls 
LEXSEARCH to find the proper spot and then calls STRINSERT to 
make the insertion. 

The last three routines (COMPARE, SWITCH, and BSORT) work 

with string arrays. COMPARE is used to compare two strings of equal 
length. It enables you to compare two different entries of the same string 
array. SWITCH is used to switch two strings of the same length, for 
example, two different entries of the same string array. Both of these 
routines are needed by BSORT, which performs a bubble sort of a string 
array. Although bubble sort is definitely not one of the fastest methods of 
sorting, it is extremely easy to program, as you can see from our BSORT 
routine. Because this routine is written in assembly language it runs fast 
in spite of the slowness of the method. 

In these routines we have taken advantage of the 8088 string 
instructions. Notice how easy they make string scanning and comparing; 
the COMPARE routine has only one instruction besides the PUSHes and 
POPs to save the registers. 
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LOWERCASE 

Convert to Lower Case 

Function: ‘This routine converts the characiers in a string to lower case. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to a string. The first two bytes in the 
string form a 16-bit integer which specifies its length. The remaining 
bytes contain the characters of the string. 

Output: Upon exit all alphabetical characters of the string are lower 

case. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
string. 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

> aggre RCT SOT A SE NEE SET ASO 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT STRING TO LOWER CASE 

lowercase proc far 

push bx ; save registers 
push CX 
push ax 

get the length 
mov ex, [bx] - first two bytes contain the length 
inc bx ; point to beginning of text 
inc bx 

loop through the bytes of the string 
lowercasel: 

mov al, [bx] ; get the character 
cmp ail WAN ; below the upper case characters? 
jb lowercase2 Tekip: It asd 
cmp aus ; above the upper case characters? 
ja lowercase2 “Skip fo 

or al, 20h ; OR bit 5 into the byte 
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lowercase2: 
mov 
inc 
loop 

pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

} 

lowercase 

[bx], al 
bx 
lowercasel 

ax 

Cx 
bx 

endp 

; store the character 
; point to next character 

; restore registers 
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UPPERCASE © 

Convert to Upper Case 

Function: ‘This routine converts the characters in a string to upper Case. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to a string. The first two bytes in the 
string form a 16-bit integer which specifies its length. The remaining 
bytes contain the characters of the string. 

Output: Upon exit all alphabetical characters of the string are upper 
case. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
string. 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO CONVERT STRING TO UPPER CASE 

uppercase proc far 

push bx ; save registers 
push Cx 
push ax 

: get the length 
mov Cx bx! ; first two bytes contain the length 
inc bx ; point to beginning of text 
inc bx 

loop through the bytes of the string 
uppercasel: 

mov al, [bx] ‘ get the character 
cmp aie ; below the lower case characters? 
jb uppercase2 2 Skip rh 0 
cmp lez ; above the lower case characters? 
ja uppercase2 ; skip if so 

and al, 5Fh ; mask out bit number 5 
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uppercase2: 

mov 

inc 
loop 

pop 

pop 

pop 
ret 

uppercase 

uppercasel. 

ax 
eX 
bx 

endp 

; store the character 
; point to next character 

; restore registers 
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STRSEARCH 

Search for One String Within Another 

Function: ‘This routine searches for a copy of a source string within a 
destination string. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to a source string and ES:DX points 
to a destination string. Each string begins with a 16-bit integer which 
specifies its length. 

Output: Upon exit AL contains a return flag (0 = not found, 
OFFh = found), and if the search was successful DX contains the location 

of the first byte of the match in the destination. 

Registers Used: Only AX and DX are modified. They are used for 
output. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
source string and the extra segment must contain the destination string. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

* ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR ONE STRING WITHIN ANOTHER 

strsearch proc far 

push Sl ; save registers 
push di 
push cx 

get length of destination and point to first byte 
mov S1, dx - use source index 
lodsw ; get the length of destination 
mov CX, ax - use the length as a count 
mov dx’.S1 ; text begins here 

strsearchl: 
; point indices to beginning of source and destination 

mov Sb. DX - load source index 
mov di, dx - load destination index 
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- scan for match 
mov al, [si+2] 
eld 
repnz scasb 
1.4 strsearch2 

get the first character 
forward direction 

‘ stan-for macch 

’ 

; got a match of first characters 
mov dx, di 

dec di 
lodsw 
xchg Cxgak 
repz cmpsb 
TERZ strsearch3 

; continue the scan 
xchg Cries 
jmp strsearchl 

‘ no match is possible 
strsearch2: 

mov al,@ 
jmp strsearchexit 

found a match 
strsearch3: 

dec dx 
mov al, OFFh 
jmp strsearchexit 

strsearchexit: 
pop Cx 
pop di 
pop Sl 
rev 

strsearch endp 

; quit if found no match 

- now check the entire string 
save current destination loc 
beginning of word 
get length of source 
use source count and save dest count 
compare the two strings 
it's a match if no more source 

use destination count 
back for more scanning of dest 

unsuccessful outcome 

point to beginning of match 
successful match 

restore registers 
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STRINSERT 

Insert One String in Another 

Function: ‘This routine inserts a source string in a specified place in a 
destination string. See Figure 9-1. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to the source string, ES:BP points to 
the destination string, and ES:DX points to the spot in the destination 
where the source is to be placed. Each string begins with a 16-bit integer 
which specifies its length. 

Output: Upon exit the destination string has the source string inserted 
in the proper place. The length of the destination is increased 

accordingly. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
source string and the extra segment must contain the destination string. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

Before 

Destination 

Source goes here 

Figure 9-1. String insertion 

; ROUTINE TO INSERT ONE STRING WITHIN ANOTHER 

, addressing equates 
essorc equ es: [S1] ; equate for source in extra seg 
dsdest equ byte ptr [di] ; equate for usual destination 
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’ 

’ 

) 

; Save registers 

; Start of string 

strinsert proc far 

push $1 
push di 
push Cx 
push ax 

; find current end of destination string 
mov S1, bp 
add Si,es: [si] 
ine Si 

’ 

point to next to last byte 
adjust for length information 

; find new end of destination string and update length 
mOV di,sl 
mOV ax, [bx] 
add di ax 
add es: [bp] , ax : 

; move tail of destination string 
mov CxS 
sub exe dx 
inc Cx 
std ; 

rep movs dsdest, essorc 

y 

; move source string into place 
mOV di, dx 
mov S1, bx 
eld 
lodsw 
mov CX, ax 
rep movsb 

strinsertexit: 
pop ax 
pop cx 
pop di 
pop S1 
ret 

strinsert endp 

get old end of destination 
get length of source 
new end of destination 
new length of destination 

out of the way 
SI - DX + 1 is the count 

backward direction 

move the tail 

destination of move 
source of move 
forward direction 
length of source 
the count 
make the string move 

restore registers 
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LEXSEARCH | 

Search a Lexigraphically Ordered List 

Function: ‘This routine searches a lexigraphically (alphabetically) 
ordered list of word strings for the proper place to insert a new word. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to a source word string, ES:BP points 
to the ordered list of words. ‘The source word string begins with a 16-bit 
integer which is its length and then continues with the bytes of the string. 
The last byte must be a carriage return symbol (ASCII 13). The 
destination list of words begins with a 16-bit integer which specifies its 
length in character bytes and continues with words which consist of 
ASCII characters. The words are separated by carriage return symbols 
(ASCII 13). See Figure 9-2. 

Output: Upon exit AL contains a return flag (0 = not found, 
OFFh = found). If the search was successful ES:DX contains the location 

of the proper place to insert the new word. If the word was already 
present then ES:DX points to the location of this word in the destination. 

Registers Used: Only AX and DX are modified because they are used 
for output. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
source string and the extra segment must contain the destination word 
list. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

List of 

ook Word no. ] Word ae 9 | wee 4 

CR 

Figure 9-2. Data structures for LEXSEARCH 
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; ROUTINE TO SEARCH FOR A WORD IN AN ORDERED LIST OF WORDS 

lexsearch proc far 

push Sl ; Save registers 
push di 
push Cx 

; point to beginning of list and get its length 
mOV di, bp ; beginning of list 
mov ex, [di] ; get length 
inc di 
inc di 

; compare source word with words in the list 

lexsearch1: 

mov dx, di ; save beginning of dest word 

; forward direction 
eld - forward direction 

; point to beginning of source 
mov Si, bx ; point to beginning of source 
inc Sl 
inc Sl 

; compare source word with a word of the list 
lexsearch2: 

check for end of list 
TCXZ lexsearch5 ; end of list - insert it 

set up carriage return as character for scanning 
mov alts ; scan for carriage return 

check for end of source word 
cmp [si],al ; source byte = carriage return? 
je lexsearch4 - end of source word found 

check for end of destination word 
cmp es: [di],al ; dest byte = carriage return? 
je lexsearch3 ; no match - go to next word 

compare character by character 
dec Cx 
cmpsb ; check for match 
je lexsearch2 ; matched - check next character 
jb lexsearch5 ; too high - this is the place 
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’ 

; scan for next carriage return 
lexsearch3: 

repnz scasb ; scan until carriage ‘return 
jmp lexsearchl ; next word 

b] 

- end of source word was found 
lexsearch4: 

cmp [di],al ; dest character = carriage return’? 
je lexsearch6 ; end of destination word? 

) 

; found a spot to insert the word 
lexsearch5d: 

mov al, @FFh - success 
jmp lexsearchexit 

p] 

; word is already present 
lexsearché: 

mov al, 00h ; already there 
jmp lexsearchexit 

lexsearchexit: 
pop Cx ; restore registers 
pop di 
pop S1 
rev 

lexsearch endp 
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-LEXINSERT 

Lexigraphically Insert 

Function: ‘This routine inserts a word string in the proper place in a 
lexigraphically (alphabetically) ordered list of word strings. If the word is 
already present, no insertion takes place. 

Input: Upon entry DS:BX points to a source word string, ES:BP points 
to the ordered list of words. The source word string begins with a 16-bit 
integer which specifies its length. The last byte must be a carriage return 
symbol (ASCII 13). The destination list of words begins with a 16-bit 

integer which specifies its length and continues with words which consist 
of ASCII characters. The words are separated by carriage return symbols 
(ASCII 13). See Figure 9-2. 

Output: | Upon exit the list has the string inserted in the proper place. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment and the extra 
segment must be equal and must contain the source string and the 
destination word list. 

Routines Called: LEXSEARCH, STRINSERT 

Special Notes: None 

© npn PES PT SES CEC CORES 

; ROUTINE TO INSERT A WORD IN AN ORDERED LIST OF WORDS 

lexinsert proc far 

push ax ; save registers 

call lexsearch - search for match 
cmp al,@ ; already there? 
je lexinsertexit ; skip if so 
call strinsert - insert the new word 

lexinsertexit: . 
pop ax _ restore registers 

ret 

lexinsert endp 
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_ COMPARE _ 
Compare Two Strings 

Function: This routine compares two strings of the same length. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to one string (the source) and DS:DI 
points to a second string (the destination). Both strings have lengths 
given by CX. 

Output: Upon exit the flags specify the relation of the source to the 
destination: 

| = source string is less than the destination string 
e€ = source string 1s equal to the destination string 
g = source string is greater than the destination string 

Registers Used: Only AX is modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment contains the source 
string and the extra segment contains the destination string. 

Routines Called: | None 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO COMPARE TWO STRINGS 

compare proc far 

push Sl ; save registers 
push di 
push ex 

repz cmpsb ; one compare does it! 

pop CX , restore registers 
pop di 
pop Sl 
iqleis 

compare endp 
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Switch Two Strings 

Function: This routine switches two strings. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to one string (the source) and ES:DI 
points to a second string (the destination). Both strings have lengths 

given by CX. 

Output: Upon exit the strings are switched. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment contains the source 
string and the extra segment contains the destination string. 

Routines Called: None 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO SWITCH TWO STRINGS 

switch proc far 

’ 

push Si ; save registers 
push di 
push ex 
push ax 

cld : forward direction 
switch: 

mov al, [di] ; get byte from destination 
movsb ; move from source to destination 
mov es: [S1-1], al ; put byte in source 
loop switchl ; loop back for more 

pop ax ; restore registers 
pop cx 
pop di 
pop Sl 
ret 

” switch endp 
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) 

bsort 

’ 

’ 

| BSORT 
Bubble Sort a String Array 

Function: ‘This routine sorts a string array using bubble sort. 

Input: Upon entry DS:SI points to a string array, CX contains the 
number of entries in the array, and DX contains the size of each entry. 

Output: | Upon exit the array is sorted. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment and the extra 
segment must be equal and must contain the string array. 

Routines Called: COMPARE, SWITCH 

Special Notes: None 

; ROUTINE TO SORT A STRING ARRAY 

proc far 

push Sl ; Save registers 
push di 
push Cx 
push ax 

- adjust count for one less than number of items 

’ 

dec Cx ; adjust the count 

- outer loop - for SI = 1 to N-1 
bsortl: 

push cx ; save the count 
mov diasi ; destination points to source 

- inner loop - for DI = SI+1 to N 
bsort2: 

push Cx ; save the count 
add di, dx ; point to next destination 
mov Cxncy ; entry length 
call compare ; compare the strings 
jle bsort3 ; skip if source < dest 
call switch ; switch if not 
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bsort3: 

pop 
loop 

add 

pop 
loop 

bsortexit: 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

bsort endp 

cx 

bsort2 

Siax 

CX 

bsortl 

ax 
cx 
di 
Sl 

; point to next source 

restore the count 

restore the count 

restore registers 
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File Manipulation 

Programs 
EMESSOUT 
GETSPEC 
CREATEFILE 
CLOSEFILE 
WRITEFILE | 
READFILE 
INITCBUFF 
PUTCBUFF 
INCBUFF 
FLUSHIT 
OUTCBUFF 
SAVE 
CRFILTER 
WSFILTER 

Exception Message Output 
Get a File Specifier 
Create a File 
Close a File 
Write Bytes to a File 
Read Bytes From a File 
Initialize Circular Buffer 
Put a Byte into Circular Buffer 
Input to Circular Buffer 
Flush the Circular Buffer 
Output to Circular Buffer 
Save a File from Communications Line to Disk 
Filter For Carriage Return/Linefeed 
Filter to Help Convert Files to WordStar 
Format : . 

Filter to Count Words and Characters in a File COUNT 

i: chapter contains routines which are designed to assist with the 
manipulation of files. Included are routines to transfer files from a serial 
communications line to disk and routines to “filter” files within the 
system. 

The routines are designed to use the new “file handle” DOS calls 
available starting with PC DOS version 2. These new calls greatly simplify 
assembly language programming of disk files; instead of dealing with 
multibyte file control blocks, the assembly language programmer deals 
with single 16-bit integers which uniquely specify each file. This frees the 
assembly language programmer from many details better left to the 
operating system, allowing the programmer to work at a higher level. 



Version 2 of PC DOS also has filters, a Unix-like feature which, 

among other things, allows an assembly language programmer to develop, 
and thoroughly test text processing routines in the friendly environment 
of the keyboard and screen and then, once the worst bugs are out, use 
these same routines, unmodified, to manipulate disk files. 

The first routine, EMESSOUT, is designed to report errors to the 

user. It prints out various error messages on the screen, given their error 

codes. We have extended the error codes and the corresponding error 
messages beyond those included in the Error Return Table in the IBM 
DOS 2 Operating System Manual. We have added six more codes: 0, 14, 

19, 20, 21, and 22. Code 0 (a ”ready” message) is added to slightly 
simplify the message routine; code 14 (which we have assigned to 
“Message not in use”) was missing from the original table; and codes 19 

through 22 were necessitated by error conditions generated by the 
routines in this chapter. 

Actually, not all conditions listed in our table are errors. For example, 

“end of file” is often a desirable outcome even though it is exceptional. 
Hence, the more general term exception is used. In this spirit we have 
called this routine Exception Message Output and the table it references 
Exception Message Table. 

The second routine GETSPEC is useful for getting file specifiers for 
creating or opening files using “file handles”. When you type in a 
transient command with parameters such as file specifiers, these 
parameters are loaded into an area of memory called the “unformatted 
parameter area”. GETSPEC retrieves these parameters from this area 
and places them wherever you specify. 

The next few routines, CREATEFILE, CLOSEFILE, WRITEFILE, 

and READFILE, are general purpose file-handling routines using “file 
handles”. 

The next five routines INITCBUFF PUTCBUFE, INCBUFF, 

FLUSHIT, and OUTCBUFF handle input and output for a circular 
buffer. A circular buffer is a software device for handling a stream of 
bytes which is coming in at a different rate than it is going out. The 
circular buffer consists of a linear stretch of memory whose end is 
wrapped around to its beginning via software (see Figure 10-1), together 

with handshaking protocols to control the flow in and out of this linear 
memory. This is particularly useful for interfacing disks to 
communications lines in order to receive files. In this case the byte 
streams are often quite large and the input and output rates often differ 
by several orders of magnitude. 

There are four variables and three constants associated with our 
particular circular buffer. The variables are CBUFF and GAUGE (held in 
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memory), an input pointer held in the DI register, and an output pointer 
held in the SI register. CBUFF is the base address of the buffer and 
GAUGE is the number of items currently in the buffer. As items are 
added to the buffer, they are placed where the input pointer points and 
the input pointer is incremented to point to the next available location. 
As items are removed from the buffer, they are taken from where the 

output buffer points and the output buffer is incremented to point to the 
next item to be output. 

The constants for our circular buffer are BUFFSIZE, NEAREMPTY, 

and NEARFULL. BUFFSIZE is the total number of bytes (or items, in a 
more general context) allotted to the buffer; NEAREMPTY and 

NEARFULL are limits on how few or many items should be in the buffer 
at any one time. NEARFULL is the most important because it helps to 
prevent the buffer from overflowing. When the buffer is nearly full (as 
measured by NEARFULL) the software calls upon a routine to cut off 
the flow of any more input. Since it sometimes takes a while for the flow 
to stop, especially if input is coming from an external device, there 

— CBUFF 
“— CBUFF + BUFFSIZE - 1 

Valid characters NEAREMPTY 
in buffer 

Output pointer 

Figure 10-1. Circular buffer 
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should be some room beyond the cutoff point. The amount of extra room 
needed is dependent upon the particular situation. You can control this 
by adjusting NEARFULL. Once input is cut off and the buffer is 
sufficiently emptied out, there needs to be a way to resume the input. 
NEAREMPTY provides this limit. 

The SAVE routine is actually a complete program to save files from 
one of the two communications lines to the disk. It calls the circular 
buffer routines mentioned above and is a good example of the use of 
such a buffer. 

The last three routines CRFILTER, WSFILTER, and COUNT are 

designed to be filters. A filter is a program that reads data from a 
standard input device, modifies the data, and then writes it to a standard 

output device. Because I/O through a standard output device can be 
redirected, filters can be used to process files. In fact, this capability 
allows filters to be used as operators on files, providing the user with the 
ability to manipulate files with as much ease as numbers can be 
manipulated with arithmetic operations. This is useful in such 
applications as converting files from one format to another and extracting 
information from files. 

CRFILTER strips off bit 7 from each byte, adds linefeeds to carriage 
returns, and expands tabs. This is a handy combination of operations 
and can be used for such purposes as making certain external file 
formats are compatible with certain editors such as WordStar, and 

making WordStar files compatible with DOS utilities. This program is 
meant to be a model that you can use to build your own reformatting 
filter. 

WSFILTER replaces any single cr/If with a “soft” cr/lf and any double 
cr/lf with a “soft” then a “hard” cr/lf. Tabs are not expanded. This is 
useful for converting text files from line-oriented editors that use “hard” 
carriage returns on each line of text to files that are compatible with 
editors such as WordStar which use “soft” carriage returns to help form 
temporary line terminators. 

COUNT counts the number of characters and words in a file. It 
represents a type of filter in which information is abstracted or extracted 
from files. The SORT and FIND filters supplied with IBM PC DOS 2 
also are of this type. 
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EMESSOUT 

Exception Message Output 

Function: ‘This routine sends a specified exception message out through 
the standard output device. 

Input: Upon entry AX contains the exception message number as listed 
in the table below. This table is an extension of the Error Return Table in 
the DOS 2 Disk Operating System manual. 

Output: The output is sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: AX is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
text of the exception messages as in the following table: 

emess dw emess1 
dw emess2 
dw emess3 

dw emess4 
dw emess5 

dw emess6 
dw emess7 
dw emess8 
dw emess9 

dw emess1@ 
dw emessll 

dw emess12 
dw emess13 
dw emess14 
dw emess15 

dw emess16 

dw emess17 

dw emess18 

emessl db cr, lf, 'Invalid function number', cr, lf,@ 
emess2. db er, lf,'File not found', cr, If, @ 
emess3 db cr If "Path not round” ¢r, lt. o 

emess4 db cr, lf,'Too many open files',cr,lf,@ 
emess5 db cr, lf, 'Access denied',cr,1f,@ 

emess6 db cr, lf, ‘Invalid handle', cr, 1f,@ 
emess7 db cr,1f,'Memory control blocks destroyed', cr, 1f,@ 
emess8 db cr, lf, Insufficient memory’, cr, lf,@ 
emess9 db er, lf, 'Invalid memory block address',cr, lf,@ 
emessl@ db er, lf, 'Invalid environment',cr,1f,@ 

emessll1 db cr lis invalid format cr ii.e 
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emessl2 

emess13 

emess14 

emess15 

emess16 

emessl7 

emess18 

db 
db 
db 

Croat 
Creat 
er, if 
or. lt 
Sane he 
oy ea § 

Credit. 

,'Invalid access code' cr, lf,@ 
, invalid data" cr, lf ¢ 
,'Message not in use', lf, @ 
,'Invalid drive was specified',cr,lf,@ 
, ‘Attempted to remove the current directory',cr,lf,@ 
,'Not same device',cr,1f,@ 
'No more files',cr,lf,@ 

The first part of the table consists of addresses of the messages and 
the second part consists of the actual messages as ASCIIZ strings. 

Routines Called: -MESSOUT 

Special Notes: None. 

; ROUTINE TO SEND OUT EXCEPTION MESSAGES 

emessout 

emessout 

push 
push 

add 
mov 
mov 
call 

pop 

pop 
ret 

proc far 

Sl ; save registers 
ax 

aX, aX ; double to index through table 
S1,ax ; SI points into table 
Si, emess [si] ; look up address of message 
messout ; send the message 

ax - restore registers 
Sl 

endp 
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- GETSPEC © 

Get a File Specifier 

Function: ‘This routine gets a file specifier from the unformatted 
parameter area at 80h of the Program Segment Prefix and transfers it to 
an ASCIIZ buffer. When you enter a transient command, the DOS 
automatically fills the unformatted parameter area with the tail of the 
command line. 

Input: Upon entry, the unformatted parameter area must contain a file 
specifier and DS:DX must point to a buffer in memory. 

Output: The buffer is filled with the file specification as an ASCIIZ 
string. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. DX is used for input. 

Segments Referenced: _ Upon entry the extra segment must contain the 
ASCIIZ string buffer. 

Routines Called: None. 

Special Notes: The double word variable DTA must point to the default 
DTA in the Program Segment Prefix. In particular, the second word of 
this variable should be loaded with the Program Segment Prefix when the 
user first gains control. This segment value is initially contained in DS. 

; ROUTINE TO GET A FILE SPECIFIER 

getspec proc far 

) 

push ds ; save registers 
push es 
push Sl 
push di 
push Cx 

set up pointer to dta to get parameters 

lds Si, dta ; point to dta for parameters 
mOV ele] - get length of string 
mov ch, @ - make 16-bit 
inc Sl ; skip the length byte 

‘ scan past the spaces 

216 

mov ee ede ; Skip spaces 
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getspecl: 
cmp 
jne 
inc 
loop 
ROX 

’ 

- move the rest 
getspec2: 

mov 
eld 
rep 
cle 

jmp 

getspecs3: 
mov 
ste 

jmp 

getspecexit: 

pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
pop 
ret 

getspec endp 

istl;al 
getspec2 
Si 
getspecl » 
getspec3 

into place 

di, dx 

movsb 

getspecexit 

ax, 20 

getspecexit 

cx 
di 
Sl 
es 
ds 

; check for space 
; exit the loop if nonspace 
; otherwise point to next byte 
; loop back for more 

no file specifier? 

index points to destination 
forward direction 
make the transfer 
no error so no carry 
and return 

no file specified 
set carry for error 
and exit 

save registers 
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| CREATEFILE | 

Create a File 

Function: ‘This routine creates a file for read/write. If a file already 

exists, then its length is truncated to zero, ready to be written to. 

Input: Upon entry DS:DX points to an ASCIIZ string with the drive, 
path, and filename. 

Output: If the file can be opened, the carry is clear and its handle is 
returned in AX. If it cannot be opened, the carry is set and an error 

code is returned in AX. 

Registers Used: Only AX is modified. DX is used for input and AX is 
used for output. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
ASCIIZ string. 

Routines Called: DOS call number 3Ch (CREAT) is used. 

Special Notes: None. 

| qe NL ESET ES Rg ACRES 

; ROUTINE TO CREATE A FILE 

createfile proc far 

push Cx ; save registers 

mOV cx, @ ; attribute @ 
mov ah, 3Ch ; create file 
int 21h - DOS: call 

pop ex ; restore registers 
ret 

createfile endp 
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CLOSEFILE 

Close a File 

Function: ‘This routine closes a file. 

Input: Upon entry BX contains the file handle of the file that is to be 
closed. 

Output: If the file can be closed, the carry is clear. If it cannot be 
closed, the carry is set and an error code is returned in AX. 

Registers Used: Only AX is modified. BX is used for input and AX is 
used for output. 

Segments Referenced: None. 

Routines Called: © DOS call number 3Eh (close file) is used. 

Special Notes: None. 

aS ES RA UEP IN ce Se ae 

; ROUTINE TO CLOSE A FILE 

closefile proc far 

mov ah, 3Eh - close a file 
int 21h - DOS call 

ret 

closefile endp 
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~ WRITEFILE © 

Write Bytes to a File 

Function: This routine writes bytes to a file. 

Input: Upon entry BX contains the file’s handle, DS:DX points to a 

linear buffer containing the bytes, and CX contains the byte count. 

Output: If the bytes are successfully written to the file, the carry is clear, 
and if it is not, the carry is set and the error code is in AX. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. AX and BX are used for 
input and AX is used for output. 

Segments Referenced: ‘(he data segment must contain the linear byte 
buffer LBUFF 

Routines Called: © DOS call number 40h (write to a file) is used. 

Special Notes: None. 

; ROUTINE TO WRITE A BYTE TO A FILE 

writefile proc far 

mov ah, 40h ; write to file 
int 21h ~DOSncale 
cmp ax, CX ; was it all written? 
je writefilel ; Skip if ok 
mov ax, 21 - not all bytes were transferred 
ste ; set carry if error 

writefilel: 
Ee 

writefile endp 
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Read Bytes from a File 

Function: ‘This routine reads bytes from a file. 

Input: Upon entry BX contains the file’s handle, CX contains the count, 

and DS:DX points to a linear buffer where the bytes are to appear. 

Output: If the bytes are successfully read from the file, the carry is 

clear, and if it is not, the carry is set and the error code is returned in 
AL. 

Registers Used: No registers are modified. CX, DX, and BX are used 
for input. 

Segments Referenced: The data segment must contain the linear byte 
buffer LBUFF 

Routines Called: | DOS call number 3Fh (read from a file) is used. 

Special Notes: None. 

; ROUTINE TO READ BYTES FROM A FILE 

readfile proc far 

mov ah, 3Fh ; read from a file 
int 2ih «pOSss call 

cmp ax, CX ; everything back? 
je readfileexit skip oat ok 
mov ax, 22 ; not all read 
ste ; set carry for error 

readf ileexit: 
ret 

readf ile endp 
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INITCBUFF 

Initialize Circular Buffer 

Function: ‘This routine initializes the pointers and control variables for 
a circular buffer. 

Input: None. 

Output: The registers SI and DI and the variable GAUGE are all set to 
zero. The variable LASTBYTE is also set equal to zero. 

Registers Used: DI and SI are set to zero. All other registers are left 
alone. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
circular buffer and its variables, CRBUFF and GAUGE, and the variable 

AST BY EE. 

Routines Called: None. 

Special Notes: None. 

* ROUTINE TO HANDLE INPUT FOR CIRCULAR BUFFER 
of 

initcbuff proc far 

mov $1,0 Initialize Sl 
mov di,@ ; initialize DI 
mov gauge, 0 ; and number of bytes in buffer 
mov lastbyte, ; also last byte buffer 

ret 

initebuff endp 
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- PUTCBUFF — 

Put a Byte into Circular Buffer 

Function: ‘This routine puts one byte into a circular buffer. 

Input: Upon entry a byte is in AL. 

Output: ‘The byte goes into the circular buffer. The pointers and gauge 
variables are properly adjusted. If the buffer gets nearly full then a 
routine is called to send a signal to the communications device to stop 
sending any more bytes of output. 

Registers Used: DI is the buffer pointer and is updated if there is a 
character. 

Segments Referenced: _ Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
circular buffer and its variables, CRBUFF and GAUGE, and the variable 

LAST BY. LE: 

Routines Called: _COMOFF 

Special Notes: None. 

; ROUTINE TO PUT ONE BYTE INTO A CIRCULAR BUFFER 

putcbuff proc far 

- put the byte into the buffer 
mov cbuff [di], al : byte goes into buffer 

- adjust pointer 
inc di ; point to next character 
cmp di, cbuffsize ; wrap it around? 
jne putcbuff1 ; skip if no wrap 
mov di, @ ; wraps back to zero 

- count it 
putcbuff1: 

inc gauge - count the character 
cmp gauge,nearfull ; too many characters? 
jne putcbuff2 ; skip if not 
call comoff ; request to stop flow 
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putcbuff2: 

putebuf fret: 
ret 

putcbuff endp 
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Input to Circular Buffer 

Function: ‘This routine handles input to a circular buffer. It checks to 
see if there is any input from a serial communications line. If there is 
input then it is sent to a circular buffer. If a control Z is received then 
carry is set and an exception code is returned. If there is no input then it 
returns with the carry clear and without further action. 

Input: Upon entry DX specifies the communications line (0 = com1: 
and | = com2:). During the routine input is from COMINCK routine. 

Output: The input characters go to the circular buffer. If the buffer 
gets nearly full then a routine is called to send a signal to the 
communications device to stop sending any more bytes of output. If a 
control Z is detected from the communications line the carry is set and an 
exception code is returned. 

Registers Used: DI is the buffer pointer and is updated if there is a 
character. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
circular buffer and its variables, CRUFF and GAUGE, and the variable 

LASTBYTE. 

Routines Called: COMON, COMOFF, COMINCK, PUTCBUFF 

Special Notes: None. 

eet ERS ES EN SOD TER GD RI OSSD 

- ROUTINE TO HANDLE INPUT FOR CIRCULAR BUFFER 

incbuff proc far 

check for a character 
call cominck - check for character 

Wz incbuffexit ; good exit if none 

Strap Off parity Dit 
and al, 7Fh isi celts 

check for linefeed 
cmp al, 10 - ASCII 16 is linefeed 
jne incbuff1 ; skip if not linefeed 
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cmp 
je 

incbuff1: 

cat 
mov 

lastbyte, 13 
incbuf f 2 

putcbuff 
lastbyte, al 

was last byte a carriage return? 
skip if cr/If 

put byte into buffer 
update last byte 

; check for carriage return and 

incbuff 2: 
cmp al 13 ; ASCII 13 is carriage return 
jne incbuff3 “eSKIp ii snot 

; also put a linefeed if character was a carriage return 
push ax - save current character 
mov al, 10 ; put a linefeed 
call putcbuff ; into buffer 
pop ax ; restore current character 

) 

- check for end of file 
incbuff3: 

cmp al, controlz - end of file? 
je incbuff5 ; 1S an exception 

- check for overflow 
cmp gauge,nearfull ; too many characters? 
il incbuf f 4 ; skip if not 
call comoff ; request to stop flow 
jmp incbuffexit ; good exit 

‘ if not overflow make sure flow is on 
incbuf f4: 

call comon 
jmp incbuffexit 

- make sure flow is on 
; good exit 

- handle end of file exception 
incbuf f5: 

mov ax, 19 - end of file code 
ste ; set carry for error 
jmp incbuffret ; return with error 

incbuffexit: 
lic ; clear carry - no error 

inebuf fret: 
ret 

incbuff endp 
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Flush the Circular Buffer 

Function: ‘This routine flushes all bytes from a circular buffer, sending 

them to a specified file. 

Input: _ Upon entry BX contains the file handle of the output file. 
During the routine, input is from the circular buffer. 

Output: Output is to a file whose handle is in BX. 

Registers Used: | Only AX and SI are modified. AX contains the 
exception code, SI is the buffer pointer and is updated to reflect the 

characters taken. BX is the file handle for the output file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
circular buffer and its variables, CRUFF and GAUGE, the variable 

LASTBYTE, and the linear buffer LBUFF. 

Routines Called: © WRITEFILE 

Special Notes: None. 

“sp res SIT HE eS TSA RSS OTC EA TN 

; ROUTINE TO FLUSH A CIRCULAR BUFFER 

flushit proc far 

push di ; save registers 
push dx 
push CX 

get the bytes from the buffer 
mov cx, gauge ; get the count 
HOXZ f lushitexit - check for empty 
mov di,@ - initialize destination 

loop to get all the bytes 
flushit1: 

mov al, cbuff [si] - get the character 
inc Sl - increment the pointer 
cmp si, cbuffsize ; wrap it? 
jne flushit2 ; skip if no wrap - 
mov $1,@ ; wrap the buffer pointer 
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flushita: 
mov lbuff [di], al ; put the byte in linear buffer 
inc di ; 
loop flushitl ; loop until all bytes in lbuff 

- send the linear buffer to the disk 
mov cx, gauge ; this is the number of bytes 
lea dx, lbuff ; this 1s where they are 
call writefile ; send them out . 
mov gauge, @ ; set circular buffer empty 

flushitexit: 
pop CX ; restore registers 
pop dx 
pop di 
ret 

flushit endp 
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Output from Circular Buffer 

Function: This routine handles output from a circular buffer. It checks 
to see if there are enough bytes in the buffer to send to disk. If there are 
not enough then it returns without further action. If there are enough 
then it sends a block of bytes to an opened file through the WRITEFILE 
routine. 

Input: Upon entry BX contains the file handle of the output file. Input 
is from the circular buffer. 

Output: Output is to a file. If the buffer gets nearly empty then a 
control Q is sent to the standard output device. If the write was 
unsuccessful the carry is set and the error code is returned. If a control Z 
is detected from the circular buffer the carry is set and error code 19 
(end of file) is returned. 

Registers Used: | Only AX and SI are modified. AX contains the 
exception code, SI is the buffer pointer and is updated according to the 
characters taken. BX is the file handle for the output file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the data segment must contain the 
circular buffer and its variables, CBUFF and GAUGE, and the variable 

EAS LBYTE.: 

Routines Called: _COMOFF, FLUSHIT 

Special Notes: None 

* ROUTINE TO HANDLE OUTPUT FROM A CIRCULAR BUFFER 

outcbuff proc far 

check for enough characters in the buffer 
cmp gauge, blksize ; any characters? 
jl outcbuffexit ; exit if no characters 

empty the buffer 
call comoff - hold the com line 

eall flushit - flush the buffer 

ne outcbuffret ; error? 
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outcbuffexit: 
ele - clear carry - no exception 

outcbuffret: 
ret 

outebuft endp 
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Save a File from Communications Line to Disk 

Function: ‘This routine saves a file from a communications line to a disk 

file. 

Input: Upon entry the file specifier is in the unformatted parameter 
area of the program segment prefix. This contains the tail of the 
command line which invoked the SAVE command. During the routine 
input is from the communications line which in this case is com2: 
initialized as 2400 baud, even parity, 8-bit data word, and one stop bit. 

Output: The output is sent to the disk file. 

Registers Used: Registers are used as needed. This is the main program 
of an EXE command file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the segments must be as for entry to 
EXE files. 

Routines Called) GETSPEC, CREATEFILE, CLOSEFILE, 

INITCBUFE INCBUFF, OUTCBUFE COMINIT, COMON, 

EMESSOUT 

Special Notes: None 

|e CECT Si ER Pec sanenrcece 

extrn stdinck: far 
extrn emessout: far, getspec: far 
extrn  createfile: far, closefile: far 
extrn cominit:far,comon: far, comoff: far 
extrn  initcbuff:far, incbuff: far, outcbuff: far 
extrn flushit:far 
extrn  dta:dword 

OGG KK Kok x 

datas segment public 

namebut f db 256 dup (Q) 

datas ends 
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BRR RCAC CRC CRRA ACA CC AGC CR KK KK kK 

stacks segment stack 
db 20 dup('stack '') 

stacks ends 
RRR ROK RK RC AR COR CR AC RR CARR AK KK CK A KK 

codes segment 

assume cs: codes, ds: datas 

; ROUTINE TO SAVE FILE FROM COMMUNICATION LINE TO DISK 

save proc far 

’ 

; set up return 
push ds ; save for proper return 
mov ax, @ ; points to beginning of segment 
push ax ; for the offset 

; set up segments 
mov dx, ds ; program segment prefix was data seg 
mov ax, datas ; new data segment 
mov ds, ax ~ put in DS 
mov eS, ax ‘ and in ES 
mov dta+2, dx ; set the segment of the data 

; set up the file 
lea dx, namebuf f 
call getspec 

; point to ASCIIZ buffer 
; get file specifications 

We exception ' error? 

lea dx, namebuf f ; ASCIIZ buffer has file specifiers 
call createfile ; set up the file 
jc exception ; error? 
mov bx, ax ; get the file handle 

set up the communications line 
mov bal - for com2: 
mov al, @BBh ; 2400:e,8,1 
call cominit “ani traluze. 1G 
call comon Turn on 

; initialize the buffer 
call initcbuff - initialize the buffer 
mov dx, 1 * coma: 

; main loop for pulling in bytes 
saveloop: 

call incbuf f ; check for input 
ac exception ‘ error or end of file? 
call outcbuff ; check to send it out 
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Je 

jmp 

exception 
saveloop 

: handle exceptions 
exception: 

cmp 
je 

call 

jmp 

- normal return 
Savel: 

call 
call 

i¢ 
call 

jc 

jmp 

; common return 

saveexit: 
call 
ret 

save endp 
codes ends 

end 

ax, 19 

savel 

emessout 

saveexit 

comoff 
flushit 
exception 
closefile 
exception 
saveexit 

comon 

save 

’ error? 

; end of file? 
; 1f so close it up and return 

; report the error 

- and return 

- com line off 
- flush the buffer 
' error? 

- close the file 
‘ error? 

Pex t 

- com line on 

; end of code segment 
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Filter For Carriage Return/Linefeed 

Function: ‘This routine filters a file, replacing carriage returns by 

carriage return/linefeeds. Tabs are expanded. 

Input: Input is from the standard input device. 

Output: The output is sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: Registers are used as needed. This is the main program 

of an EXE command file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the segments must be as specified for 
entry to EXE files. 

Routines Called: STDINNE, STDOUT 

Special Notes: None 

"renner tas at nun EPR De ii hi RENNIE IC SRT EA) 

controlz equ 1Ah uCOnLEO LEZ 

extrn stdinne:far,stdout: far 

CC CCGG ICICI ACCA CK x 

datas segment public 

lastbyte db ) 

datas ends 
OO CCGG CG CS CA Kk 

stacks segment stack 
db 20 dup('stack ' 

stacks ends 
CGC CGO RAC AK 

codes segment 

assume cs: codes, ds: datas 

* ROUTINE TO FILTER FILES FOR CARRIAGE RETURNS 

erfilter proc far 

set up return 
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push 
mov 
push 

P 

ds 
ax, 0 
ax 

; set up segments 
mov 
mov 
mov 

; main loop 
erfilter1: 

) 

ax, datas 
ds, ax 

eS, ax 

; get the next character 
call stdinne 

; Strip off bit 7 
and al, 7Fh 

check for linefeed 
cmp 
jne 

erfilter2: 
call 

mov 

) 

al,1@ 
erfilter2 
lastbyte, 13 
erfilter3 

stdout 

lastbyte, al 

; check for carriage return 
erfilter3: 

cmp 
jne 

. push 
mov 
call 

pop 

check for end 
erfilter4: 

emp 
jne 

exit 
erfilterexit: 

ret 

erfilter 
codes ends 

end 

elie 

erfilter4 

ax 
al, 10 
stdout 

ax 

of file 

al control 
erfilter1 

endp 

erfilter 

save for proper return 
points to beginning of segment 
for the offset 

; new data segment 
put in DS 
and in ES 

get the character without echo 

just 7 bits 

ASCII 1@ 

skip if not linefeed 
was last byte a carriage return? 
skip if “erat 

send it out 
update last byte 

ASCII 13 

skipit <So 

save current character 
put a linefeed 
out the standard output 
restore current character 

- end of file? 

if not, back for more 

end of code segment 
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-WSFILTER © 

Filter to Help Convert Files to WordStar Format 

Function: This routine filters a file, replacing any single cr/If by a “soft” 

cr/lf and any double cr/If by a “soft” then a “hard” cr/If. Tabs are not 
expanded. 

Input: Input is from the standard input device. 

Output: The output is sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: Registers are used as needed. This is the main program 
of an EXE command file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the segments must be as specified for 
entry to EXE files. 

Routines Called: STDINNE, STDOUTDR 

Special Notes: None 

© ree Wi ES DER EOE ESSER SEITE AER a 

controlz equ 1Ah e controlZ 

extrn  stdinne:far,stdoutdr: far 

’ 

1 OR KKK KK KK KR OK KR KK KK KK KK OR KK RK RK KOK OK KOK OK OR OR KK KK KKK KKK KK KKK KKK KKK 

datas segment public 

lastbyte db 0 

datas ends 
PECtererereree rere ere eeer eer etter eet ete eT ec Tec eT eee Te ST eT 
) 

stacks segment stack 
db 20 dup('stack  ') 

stacks ends 
CECeeeer re eeerrceeeerececerr er cereereeeeeceeeer reer cceee ee 227 

codes segment 

assume cs: codes, ds: datas 

: ROUTINE TO HELP CONVERT FILES TO WORDSTAR FILES 

wsfilter proc far 
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; set up return 
push ds 
mov ax, @ 
push ax 

; set up segments 
mov ax, datas 
mov dsax 
mov eS, ax 

} 

; main loop 
wsfilter1: 

get the next character 
call stdinne 

'; work on carriage returns 
wsfilter2: 

cmp al, @Dh 
jne wsfilter3 
cmp lastbyte, 10 
je wsfilter3 
mov al, 8Dh 

send the character out 
wsfilter3: 

call stdoutdr 
mov lastbyte, al 

check for end of file 
cmp al, controlz 
jne wsfilterl 

: exit 
wsfilterexit: 

ret 

wsfilter endp 
codes ends 

end wsfilter 

save for proper return 
points to beginning of segment 
for the offset 

new data segment 
put in DS 
and in ES 

get the character without echo 

hard carriage return 
skip if not 
last character = linefeed? 
skip if so 
soft carriage return 

send it out 
update last byte 

end of file? 
if not, back for more 

end of code segment 
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if 

Filter to Count Words and Ghamcters in a File 

Function: ‘This routine counts the words and characters in a file. It can 

be used as a filter. 

Input: Input is from the standard input device. 

Output: The output is sent to the standard output device. 

Registers Used: Registers are used as needed. This is the main program 
of an EXE command file. 

Segments Referenced: Upon entry the segments must be as specified for 
entry to EXE files. 

Routines Called: STDINNE, STDOUT 

Special Notes: None 

equ 10 
cr equ 13 

controlz equ 1Ah PeCOntLOL 2 

extrn stdinne:far,stdout:far,stderlf:far 

extrn stdmessout: far 
extrn  decl6out: far 

OG GG OR a a aK ak 

datas segment public 

: VARIABLES FOR COUNTING 

charcount dw ) 
wordcount dw i) 

state db 4) 

- MESSAGES 

charmess db ‘characters: ',@ 

wordmess db 'words: '@ 

datas ends 
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FRC ICIICC CCCGGGGGICGIG AR # 

Stacks segment stack 
db 20 dup('stack = '') 

stacks ends 
FCCC CIC GIGI GG KK 

codes segment 

4} 

assume cs: codes, ds: datas 

; LOCAL SUBROUTINE TO CHECK FOR ALPHANUMERICS 

; Output: Upon exit CY = not alphanumeric 
; Input: Upon entry ASCII code in AL 

: NC = alphanumeric 

alphanum proc near 

push ax - Save registers 

and al, 7Fh SP SOPIDROl ie pitt 
cmp eee : below '1'? 
jb alphanum1 ; not alphanumeric 

cmp al, '9' trom "1" "to "9" 
jbe alphanum2 ; yes it's ok 

cmp aay. ; below 'A'? 
jb alphanum1 ; not alphanumeric 

cmp Alaa frome A! to: 171? 
jbe alphanum2 ‘ yes it's ok 

. cmp Alisa ; below 'a'? 
jb alphanum1 ; not alphanumeric 

; cmp ee Het POM car scOn Zs 
jbe alphanum2 ; yes it's ok 

| jmp alphanum1 ; above 'z' is not alphanumeric 

alphanum1: 
Ste - not alphanumeric 
jmp alphanumexit 

alphanum2: 
cle - yes it's alphanumeric 
jmp alphanumexit 

alphanumexit: . 
pop ax - restore registers 
ret 
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alphanum endp 

ROUTINE TO COUNT WORDS AND CHARACTERS IN A FILE 

b 

} 

} 

) 
count proc far 

’ 

push ds ; save for proper return 
mov ax, @ ; points to beginning of segment 
push ax - for the offset 

mov ax, datas ; new data segment 
mov ds, ax  putein. Ds 
mov eS, ax and ins 

; initialize the counts and state 
mov charcount, @ ; set character count to zero 
mov wordcount, @ ; set word count to zero 
mov state, @ ; and alphanumeric state too 

) 
; main loop 
countl: 

; get the next character 
Call stdinne ; get the character without echo 
inc charcount ; count the character 

check for end of file 
cmp al, controlz PVendwot stile? 
jne count2 ; skip if not 
jmp countexit ; exit if control Z is found 

; check for alphanumeric 
count2: 

Gail) alphanum ; check for alphanumeric 
Ke count4 ; not alphanumeric 

‘ current character is alphanumeric 
count3: 

mov all ; current state is alphanumeric 
xchg state, al ; update state and get new state 
cmp al,@ ; state change? 
jne countd ceri timo bes. 
inc wordcount COUNT ert awl <0 
jmp counts 

; 
; current character is nonalphanumeric 
count4: 

mov state, 0 ; current state 1s nonalphanumeric 
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counts: 

jmp 

countexit: 

’ 

; Yreport number 

; report number 
lea 
call 
mov 
call 

call 

‘ return 

ret 

count endp 
codes ends 

end 

countl 

of characters 
Si, charmess 
stdmessout 
dx, charcount 

decl6out 
stdorlt 

of words 
S1,wordmess 
stdmessout 
dx, wordcount 
decl6out 
stderlf 

count 

; loop back for next byte 

- end of code segment 
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Index 
16-bit binary, 40, 42, 44, 45, 49, 

51, 55, 57, 61, 63, 68, 70 

16-bit binary internal format, 41 
16-bit integer, 109 

8-bit binary, 40, 43, 47, 53, 59 

8-bit binary internal format, 41 

80-bit binary, 72, 97 

8088 microprocessor, 2 
8088 processor, 6 

8088 registers, 41] 

ASCII, 26, 27 

ASCII binary, 40, 42, 43, 44 

ASCII code, 30 

ASCII code character, 148 

ASCII decimal, 57, 59, 61, 63, 

64, 66 

ASCII hexadecimal, 40, 51, 53, 

55 

ASCII octal, 40, 45, 47, 49 

ASCII signed decimal, 72, 78 

ASCII zero, 33 

ASCIIZ, 216 

ASCIIZ string, 218 

AX, 41 

AX register, 22 

Addition, 114 

Addressing, 73 
Assembly language, |, 6 
Assembly-language program, 20 
Assembly-language file, 21 

Attribute, 12 

YANG Ih, I, AO, Bil, IAS 

BCD, 63, 64, 66, 68, 70 

BCD2116, 63, 68 

BCDIN, 63, 64 

BCDOUT, 63, 66 

BINI6IN, 40, 42 
BINI60UT, 17, 20, 40, 44 

BIN802DEC, 72, 97 

BIN8OUT, 40, 43 

BIOS, 25 

BIOS input routine, 25 

BP, 19, 20 

BP register, 7 

BSORT, 192, 208 

BX, 20 
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BX register, 7, 22 

Base pointer, 19 

Binary, 40, 41, 72, 78 

Binary addition, 116 

Binary coded decimal (BCD), 40 

Binary division, 122 
Binary floating point, 107 
Binary integer formats, 107 
Binary integer, 40, 97 
Binary multiplication, 120 

Binary subtraction, 118 

Box-filling routines, 128, 129 

Bresenham‘s algorithm, 128 

Bubble sort, 208 

Buffer, 210 

Bugle call, 188 

(CANLI LS, Wey Wei, Bs 

CH13X2.ASM, 13 

CH13X3, 21 

CHI1EX1.ASM, 11 

CHIEXTEXE. 13 

CHIEX1.OBJ, 12 

CHIEX3.ASM, 17 

CH1IO.ASM, 15 

CHIIO.OBJ, 17 

Gl 44 

CUOSERIVES 2105 2 Ie 29: 

231 

GES) 127,130 

COMINCK, 24, 25, 35, 225 

COMINIT, 24, 34, 231 

COMOFF, 24, 25, 39, 223, 225, 

229 

COMON, 24, 25, 38, 225, 231 

COMOUT, 24, 37 

COMPARE, 192, 206, 208 

COUNT ZOF2ISa23S 

CREAT, 218 

CREATEFILE, 210, 211, 218, 

231 

CRFILTER, 210, 213, 234 

CS register, 7 
CX, 41 

CX register, 22 

Carriage return, 31 

Carriage return/linefeed, 210, 

234 

Chaining, 114 

Characters, 238 

Character plotting, 127 
Circular buffer, 210, 212, 222, 

2202 

Close a file, 210, 219 

Code module, 17 

Code segment, 6 

Color, 156 

Color screen, 131, 133, 135 

Color/graphics adapter, 4 
Comment fields, 73 

Communications line(s), 24, 231 

Compare, 206 
cr/lf, 213 

Create a file, 210, 218 

DEBUG, 21 

DECI6IN, 40, 57 

DECI60UT, 40, 61 

DEC8OUT, 40, 59 

DECDOUBLE, 72, 103, 104 

DECHALE 72, 101, 104 

DECNORM, 72, 99, 104 

DELAY, 161, 162, 163, 169, 

171, 178, 179, 184 

DFP2SFP, 113 

DI register, 7 

DOS, 3, 13 

DOS calls, 24, 25 

DOS commands, 25 

DS register, 7 

DX register, 22 
Data segment, 6, 8 
Decimal, 40, 41 

Decimal digits, 97 

Decimal floating point, 99 
Decimal string, 97 

Disk files, 3 

Disk operating system, 3 
Displacement, 10, 19 

Division, 72, 86, 114 

Double precision, 111 
Double precision binary, 75, 76 

EDLIN, 4 
EMESSOUT, 210, 211, 214, 231 
ENDP, 5 



ES register, 7 
EXTERNal, 13 
e, 114 
End of file, 211 

Equates, 11, 73, 74 
Errors, 211 

Exception, 214 

Exponent, 73, 75, 76, 95, 111 
External floating point, 104 
External references, 13, 15 

Extra segment, 6, 8 

FAR CALL, 6 

FIND, 213 

FIX, 107 

FLOAT, 107, 109 

FLUSHIT, 210, 211, 227, 229 

FORTRAN, 107 

FPIN, 72, 83, 84, 85, 86, 88 

FPINDIGIT, 72, 83, 88 

FPOUT, 72, 93, 95, 101, 103, 

104 

FPTDIV, 72, 86, 88 

FPTEMPI, 93 

FPTMUL, 72, 85, 88 

FPTNORM, 72, 84, 88 

FREQ, 161, 169, 170, 182 

Far, 15 

File handle, 3, 211, 213, 219 

File manipulation, 210 

File specifier, 211, 216 

Frle(s), 913.213, 236 

Fill, 129, 137, 141, 156 

Filling, 127 
Filter, 213, 234, 236 

Floating point, 40, 72, 83, 95, 

108 

Floating point formats, 75 

Floating point input, 72, 73, 77 
Floating point number, 101, 103 

Floating point output, 72, 73, 93 
Floating point representation, 
US 

Frequency, 162, 170 

GETSPEC, 210,216, 231 
GLISSANDO, 161, 163, 179, 
181 

GMESSOUT, 127, 154 
GUN, 161, 178 
Graphics screen, 127, 154 
Graphics, 127 

HEXIG6IN, 40, 51 

HEXI6O0UT, 40, 55, 80, 109 

HEX8OUT, 40, 53 

HIGH, 21 

HORN, 161, 163, 182, 190 

Header, 4, 5 

Hexadecimal, 40, 41 

Higher-level languages, 6 

Horn concerto, 190 

I/O routines, 9 

I1162BCD, 63, 70 

IBM PGC, 2, 3 
IBM PC DOS, 24 

INCBUFE, 210, 211, 225, 231 

INITCEBUERE 2105 21172225231 
IP register, 7 

Indirect addressing, 19 

Input/output functions, 24 
Insert, 200, 205 

Instructions pointer, 6 

Interfacing, 6, 17, 211 

Internal binary coded decimal, 
63 

Internal floating point, 73, 88, 
107 

Keyboard, 24 

LEAS 
LEXINSERT, 192, 205 
LEXSEARCH, 192, 202, 205 
LOCATE, 1275. 155; 156 
LOWERCASE, 192, 194 
Lexigraphical order, 192 
Lexigraphically, 202 

Line, 134 
Line drawing, 127 
Linefeed, 31 

Linked, 8 
Linker, 4, 13 

List, 202 

MBINADD, 114, 116 

MBINDIV, 122 

MBINMUL, 114, 120 

MBINSUB, 114, 118 

MESSOUT, 80, 109, 215 

MS DOS, 3 

Machine gun, 178 

Macros, 23 

Macro assembler, 4 

Mantissa, 73, 75, 76, 95, 111 

Memory, 3, 6 

Modular, 8 

Module, 9, 11, 13 

Multidigit, 114 

Multidigit integer, 114 

Multiplication, 72, 85, 114 

Music, 161 

Musical tones, 161 

Nesting levels, 22 

Normalization, 72, 73, 84, 99 

OCTIG6IN, 40, 45 

OCT I60UT, 40, 49 

OCTS8OUT, 40, 47 

OFFSET, 8 

OUTCBUFF, 210, 211, 229, 231 

Octal, 40, 41 

Offset, 21 

PAINT, 127, 129, 156 

PC DOS 2, 3, 25 

PITCH, 161, 163, 182, 184 

PLAY, 161, 163, 182, 184, 188, 
190 

POP, 20, 22 

PROC, 5 

PUBLICS Sl 2 als ale 

PUSH, 22 

PUTCBUFF, 210, 211, 223, 225 
Pascal, 1 

Period, 170 

pi, 114 

Pitch number, 182 

Play music, 184 

Plot, 148 

Plotting, 127 

Point plotting, 127 

Precision, 75 

Prime numbers, 114 

Primitive functions, 127 

Primitive graphics functions, 

120 

Procedures, 5, 23 

Program module, 13 
Protocols, 211 

Pseudo-random numbers, 175 

Public declarations, 17 

RAM, 8 
RANDOM, 161, 163, 175 
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RCHAR, 127, 151, 154 

READFILE, 210, 211, 221 

RED, 161, 163, 181 

REO 20823 

RS-232C, 25 

R command, 21 

Raster character, 128, 151 

Read, 221 

Read bytes, 210 
Red alert, 181 

Registers, 21 
Register usage, 22 
Round-off errors, 75 

SAVE, 210) 2135231 
SGALE? 127,161,173 
SCHAR, 127, 148, 154 
SEPBOX, 127,137, 151 

SETEINE, 127; 128, 145, 148 
SELP DE 1274131, 156 
SEP2TEP 72,95, 104.111 

SFPBUFE, 93 

SGNDECIG6IN, 72, 78 
SI register, 7 
SORT, 213 
SP; 19,720 
SP register, 7 
SS register, 7 
STDGRLE 24,31 
STDIN, 24, 26, 42, 45, 51,57, 

64, 78, 88 
STDINCK, 24, 28 
STDINNE, 24, 27, 234, 236, 

238 
STDMESSOU T;,.12).24;.33 
SEDOUIT 24, 29,31, 32295, 
43°44 °47'.49, 05, 55, 59,61; 
66, 95, 104 
STDOUTDR, 24, 109, 236 
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STDSPACE, 24, 32, 80 

STRINSERT, 192, 200, 205 

STRSEARCH, 192, 198 

SWITCH, 192, 207, 208 

Scaling, 173 

Screen, 24 

Search, 198 

Searches, 192 

Second level functions, 127, 145 

Section, 11 

Segment registers, 6 
Segment, 6, 15, 21 

Self-modifying code, 128 

Signy (3,905 Ut 

Single precision binary floating 
point, 80 

Single decimal digit, 83 
Single precision, 72, 80, 93 

Single precision binary, 75, 76 

Small assembler, 4 

Sound, 161 

Sound primitives, 164 

Source code, 5, 8 

Speaker, 4, 162, 166 

Speaker timer, 164 

Square wave, 162 
Stack, 11, 129 

Stack pointer, 19 

Stack segment, 6, 11 

Stack segment register, 8 
String array, 208 

String instructions, 193 

String(s), 154, 192, 198, 200, 

207 
Stroke character, 128, 148 

Subtraction, 114 

System stack, 19 

TDECSHOW, 72,95, 104 

(EFP2SFP 72,80 
TONE, 161, 162, 171 
TONEINIT, 161, 162, 164 
TONEOFFE, 161, 162, 168, 171, 
1767179) 184 
TONEON, 161, 162, 167, 171, 
1762049 

TONESET, 161, 162, 166, 171, 
LO LAOS 2 

‘Wabs,2 13 

Temporary binary, 75, 76 
Temporary binary floating point, 
80 
Temporary decimal, 75, 76 

Temporary floating point, 84 
Temporary precision, 80, 93 

‘Text editor, 4 

Tone, 161, 166, 167, 168, 171 

UPPERCASE, 192,:196 
USK, 17 

VICTORY, 161, 163, 182, 188 

WHITE, 161, 163, 176, 178 

WRITEFILE, 210, 211, 220, 

227, 

WSFILTER, 210, 213, 236 

White noise, 176 

Word string, 205 

WordStar, 210, 213, 236 

Words, 238 

Write, 220 

Write bytes, 210 

KOR} 133; 141 
XORBOX, 127, 141 
XORPT 1275135 
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